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PREFACE

Construction of a 10 m laser interferometer for the 

detection of gravitational radiation was started in Glasgow 

in 1978* This thesis describes various aspects of the dev

elopment work covering the period October 1980 to October 

1583.

Chapter 1 starts by discussing the nature of gravit

ational radiation and revieus the likely strengths, freq

uencies and rates of occurrence of various astrophysical 

sources. Different types of possible detector are also 

considered.

Chapter 2 discusses in detail laser interferometers 

which contain optical cavities in-each of their arms in 

order to enhance the phase change produced by the gravit

ational wave. The effect of the gravitational wave, for 

arbitrary cavity storage time, fringe visibility and mod

ulation depth, is'calculated. The limitations imposed by 

various noise sources are then considered, though much 

of this material is not original. The effect of beam geo

metry changes is extensively discussed in Chapter 3, in 

an elaboration of previous work. The demonstration that 

beam geometry fluctuations must be reduced is followed, 

in Chapter 4, by the successful development of two tech

niques, an active beam position controlling system and a 

resonant cavity mode-suppressor (an idea developed in 

Munich), to do this. A spatial filtering system is also 

analysed and shown to have some potential for reducing 

complex beam shape changes.

In collaboration with the rest of the group, a recon-



structed interferometer was brought into operation. 

Experimental investigations into its performance, incl

uding the placing of limits to the sensitivity set by 

various noise sources are described in Chapter 5.

Some implications of this work and possible future 

developments are discussed in Chapter6 .

The Appendices describe an experiment, carried out 

uith the rest of the group, to place an upper limit on 

the gravitational radiation from the millisecond pulsar 

PSR 1937+214, together uith various calculations which 

are relevant to the material discussed earlier but which 

would otherwise clutter-up the text.



SOME ASPECTS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN OPTICALLY-SENSED

GRAVITATIONAL-WAVE DETECTOR 

SUMMARY

Gravitational radiation, a wave-like variation in 

the curvature of spacetime, is predicted by all relat- 

ivistic theories of gravity, notably General Relativity. 

Produced by variations in mass distribution, its effect 

is to alter the distance between separated bodies.

The single sign of mass, together with energy —  mom

entum conservation, means that monopole and dipole grav

itational radiation are forbidden, a change in the quad- 

rupole (or higher) moment of the souce being necessary 

for the generation of gravitational radiation. Together 

with the inherently weak nature of the gravitational 

interaction, this has the consequence that rapid, coherent 

motions of a large amount of matter are required if a 

significant.amount of gravitational radiation is to be 

generated. These are the characteristics of violent astro- 

physical situations. Some possible sources are collapsing 

stellar cores in supernovae or collisions of compact 

objects (for bursts) , binary stars or rotating neutron 

stars (for periodic radiation) or-the big bang (for a 

stochastic background). Observation of such radiation 

would provide valuable, qualitatively new, astrophysical 

information•

All detectors of gravitational radiation try to obs

erve the apparent changes in tidal forces between separated 

masses. Resonant detectors, such as Weber bars, attach a



spring between the masses to magnify the effect of cont

inuous radiation and prolong the effect of pulses; their 

properties are reviewed. If the test masses are free, 

then their separation may be increased to reduce the 

effect (relative to the gravitational-wave signal) of 

stochastic forces on the masses and noise in the detection 

process. They are also broad band. It is argued that this 

makes them potentially good detectors of gravitational 

radiation: the reason why it was decided to build such 

a detector, using laser interferometry to sense the motion, 

at Glasgow.

Laser interferometers are discussed; in particular, 

the variant, which is used at Glasgow, containing optical 

cavities in the arms of the interferometer is extensively 

analysed and possible noise sources in the operating 

region of «-100 Hz to ^20 kHz discussed. Considerable 

attention is devoted to one noise source: fluctuations 

in the size, shape or position of the laser beam. Its 

significance is demonstrated, with measurements being 

made both of the size of the positional fluctuations and 

of their effect on the interferometer. An active system 

was developed to suppress positional fluctuations of the 

beam, together with a resonant cavity mode-suppressor 

to reduce all types of change. The usefulness of a spatial 

filtering system is considered.

Experimental investigations into the performance of 

a prototype detector using optical cavities of length 10 m

are presented. The significance of various noise sources,
*

including laser frequency, intensity and positional fluct

uations, is evaluated. Lessons for the future development



of the detector are draun.

Finally, an experiment using a bar detector to place 

an upper limit to the gravitational radiation from the 

millisecond pulsar PSR 1937+214 is briefly reported; the 

observed limit uas h a-|q • 8+g # gl x 1 0” ^  at 1284 Hz.

i



CHAPTER ONE

GRAVITATIONAL RADIATION: PROPERTIES, SOURCES AND DETECTORS

(l*l)The Nature of Gravitational Radiation.

I

The existence of some form of gravitational radiat

ion is a prediction common to all theories of gravity 

uhich incorporate a version of local Lorentz invariance, 

uith the consequent requirement for a finite propagation 

velocity. It is current belief that this velocity is not 

the "speed of thought" as suggested by Eddington(1922), 

but that gravitational radiation represents a genuine 

transfer of energy from one place to another. Nou in any 

metric theory of gravity (e.g. Hisner, Thorne and Uheeler 

1973) all freely falling particles move on geodesics of 

the metric. A gravitational field is not "felt" by such 

particles, its action being to change the curvature of 

spacetime and so alter the path taken by the geodesics. 

Despite the lack of local action, the effect of the grav

itational uave is thus to change the separation of free 

masses.
k

If a particle is a distance x from the centre of 

a local inertial frame at uhich the Riemann curvature 

tensor is then the apparent acceleration prod

uced by the curvature is

d2 x V d t 2 = -RjQ(<o(t )xk ( 1 *

In general, this allous six independent polarisations 

(e.g. Thorne 1983) uhich are various combinations of 

longitudinal and transverse deformations. General Rel

ativity, however, only possesses tuo polarisations,



uhich correspond to the purely transverse deformation 

patterns indicated in figs 1*1 and 1*2. The M+M polar

isation has R xgxg(t-z/c) = “Rygyg(t-z/c) and all other

RjOko eclual to zero, .uhile the ffxf! polarisation has

RxOyO = RyOxO#

It is conventional to define the amplitude of a grav

itational uave by

hjk = "2 RjOkO^t“ 2/ c  ̂ (1 -2)

The change in separation of tuo test particles then

becomes

ix^ = Jh ., (t-z/c) x^ (1*3)
J k

The effect of the gravitational uave can thus be inter

preted as the production of a change in the separation 

of tuo free particles uhich is proportional to that sep

aration, a "strain in space".

Just as electromagnetic uaves are produced by a change 

in the charge distribution, gravitational uaves are prod

uced by a change in the mass distribution. Just as mono

pole electromagnetic uaves are forbidden by conservation 

of charge, monopole and dipole gravitational uaves are 

forbidden by conservation of energy and momentum, at least 

in General Relativity. Those theories of gravity, houever, 

in uhich the active gravitational mass depends on the 

gravitational binding energy (such as the Brans-Dicke- 

Jordan theory) predict unequal inertial and gravitational 

masses, thus allouing dipole radiation. The production 

of gravitational radiation in General Relativity requires 

a change in the reduced quadrupole moment Q., of the rad-
J k
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Fiq.(l*l): The effect of the M+ n polarisation of gravit

ational radiation on an array of test particles# The 

diagrams shou the deformation patterns produced at int

ervals of a quarter of the gravitational-uave period •
0

Note that orthogonal directions are affected oppositely 

by the gravitational uave. It is also apparent that the 

change in the separation of tuo particles increases uith 

their initial separation# If the gravitational uave uas 

of the MxIf polarisation, the deformation pattern uould 

be rotated by 45 • The x and y directions uould then be 

affected equally.

That the rotation angle is 45 (not 90°) reflects 

the spin tuo nature of the gravitational field. A 90 

rotation is just equivalent to a phase change.



y

/

Fig,(1 *2(a)): Th8 effect of a gravitational wave may also 

be represented by a line-of-force diagram (Misner, Thorne 

and Uheeler 1973). As usual, the magnitude of the forces 

are indicated by the spacing of the lines. This diagram 

shows the effect of the M+ n polarisation. Again, the dia

gram should be rotated by 45 to see the effect of the 

MxM polarisation.

Fio.(1 •2 (b)) : A three-dimensional force diagram, showing 

a circularly polarised gravitational wave. The line-of- 

force diagram rotates once every gravitational-wave period. 

The circularly-polarised wave is composed of the M+ M and 

"x" polarisations with a 90 phase lag.
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iating system, uhere

Qjk = J / > ( x 3 x k - i ^ k r2 )d3x (1*4)

Tor slowly moving sources, the power radiated in gravit

ational uaves Lpy is

LGU = ̂ Tj5 ^'jk^ (1*5)

It is convenient to express this in terms of a universal 

luminosity:

LQ = c5/G = 3 * 6 x 1 0 5 2 U = 2x1O5fvl0 c2/s

and the power flow . associated with non-spherical mot

ions internal to the source:

L GU *  (L int/ L 0 > L 0 <1 ‘6 >

So large internal power flows are required if appreciable

energy is to be radiated as gravitational waves. Equation 

(1 *6 ) may be rewritten, for a source of dimension 1 and 

gravitational radius r , moving at typical velocity v, 

in the form

LGU ~ (rg/l)2 (v/c)6 L0 (1*7)

This clearly shows that matter moving at high velocity 

quite close to its gravitational radius is needed for the 

production of a large flux of gravitational radiation.

At a distance r from the source, the gravitational 

wave flux I ~y is

! GU = LGU/4ur2  (1<0)

For a monochromatic wave of frquency f, the resultant 

amplitude is (Ueiss 1979)
0

h = ( 2G/tvc3 )^Ij£y/f = (G/*rt2 c3 )^L^y/rf (1 • 9)

This may also be written as



h ~  10-1 7 ( i n t w n a l  kinetic engrqy fr(r/ i D k p c )-1 ;(1
\ total mass-energy of sun / ' r '

Uhile strictly applicable only to slou motion sour

ces, it seems likely that these relations will be at 

least approximately valid for realistic astrophysical 

sources (Thorne 1983).

The number of polarisation states is not the only 

property of gravitational radiation that varies between 

different theories of gravity. The propagation speed Cp^ 

can also depend on the theory (e.g. Uill 1979). If both 

the gravitational radiation and the light produced by a 

supernova in the Virgo cluster of galaxies could be obs

erved (see next section) and the time discrepancy limited 

to about one day, then it uould be possible to place the 

limit

CGU_CE('l ^  1 day,
7 104x10 yr lu

(l*2)5ources of Gravitational Uaves

Ue have seen that the generation of significant quant 

ies of gravitational radiation requires comp act systems 

of large mass, moving in such a way as to have a rapidly 

varying quadrupole moment. A method of realising this in 

the laboratory might be to rotate a massive rod as fast
4

as possible. The maximum obtainable gravitational-uave

-14luminosity, however, would only be of the order 10 U 

(Douglass and Braginsky 1979) and there seems little 

prospect of detecting such a small flux. The detection 

of gravitational radiation must therefore rely on the 

existence of astrophysical or cosmological sources. Such



a detection should provide valuable information about 

events uhich, by their very nature, are violent or cato-
I

strophic.

The possible strengths and rates of occurrence of 

some likely sources are discussed below. Others, of uhich 

ue have not been sufficiently clever to think, may uell 

exist.

(1 •2(i))Bursts of Gravitational Radiation

One possible source of gravitational radiation is 

the collapse of massive stars as they finish nuclear burn

ing, leaving either a neutron star or a black hole. Core 

collapse to a neutron star is probably the trigger for 

Type II supernovae, but may also occur uith relatively 

little accompanying optical radiation (e.g. Blair 1983). 

Typical models (e.g. Arnett 1979, Saenz and Shapiro 1979, 

Uilson 1979 and Eardley 1983) envisage a gradual increase 

in the size of a degenerate core in stars of ^5Mg, foll

owed by a sudden collapse when the mass of this core 

exceeds the Chandrasekhar limit of '>-1*4(vlg. This collapse 

occurs in approximately one second, with possible bounces 

of the neutron star having periods of the order of a

millisecond. The energy released in this collapse is per-
2

haps □•IMgC ; much of this is lost in the form of neutr

inos and it is still highly uncertain what fraction is 

radiated as gravitational waves. One reason for this is 

that gravitational radiation is only emitted if the coll

apse dr bounce is asymmetric, the deviation from symmetry
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being particularly difficult to predict astrophysically•

In addition, the relevant three-dimensional numerical 

simulations are exceedingly difficult, even if it is 

assumed that all of the physics is known.

It can be said, however, that there may well be coll

apses with efficiences £. of conversion of energy into grav

itational waves of the order of 1%, or

h ^  1 0 "2 1 (£./l^)i( lOMpc/r) ( 1 *1 0 )

where r is the distancei.to the source (the Uirgo cluster 

is 10Fipc away). The gravitational radiation from these 

collapses will be emitted in a short burst, possibly uith 

a waveform similar to that shown in fig 1*3. This consists 

of two components: an initial period during which the rad

iation is due to the changing mass distribution as the 

star collapses, followed by a phase of damped oscillations 

as the neutron star bounces or the black hole ’’rings" at 

its quasi-normal mode frequencies (e.g. Detweiler 1979).

For a neutron star, the ringing frequency will be -̂ 1kHz

with a damping time of '̂-0 *1s, while a black hole will

— 1have a characteristic frequency of ^ 1 0 (M/Mg) kHz and a 

damping time of ^ 0 *3(M/l0ng)ms (though this depends on 

the angular momentum). This radiation will probably have 

a frequency spread d f / f ^ O M  (Eardley 1983).

Uhile the predicted radiation occurs at frequencies 

which are quite convenient for ground-based detectors 

(section 1*3 .), the possibility of detection depends crit

ically on how often such events occur. This remains, how

ever, uncertain. Fig. 1*4 shows (after Blair 1983), an
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Ampli tude

Fig,( 1 »3): Possible gravitational radiation from a stellar 

collapse#

estimate of event rate as a function of distance, hence

amplitude h (assuming 1- 1%)• In order to detect 10

-21events per year, a sensitivity of at least h *-10 must 

be achieved.

The gravitational radiation emitted by the anisotr

opic neutrinos emanating from a supernova may also be 

significant (Epstein and Clark 1979), of order

h —  10” 2 1 (ev/l)2 (r/l0 npc)"1(Ev / 0 * IflgC2 )

uhere ev is the eccentricity of the neutrino-emitting 

ellipsoid and Ey is the energy of the neutrinos. This 

radiation uill probably occur at 100 Hz or less.

While core collapse probably provides the mechanism 

for supplying the largest amount of energy to neutron 

star oscillations, rather more frequent emissions may be 

due to corequakes or phase changes. Events uith an energy
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GU Amplitude h
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• 1 1  10 100
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Fig,(1 »4) : A plot of the estimated rate of occurrence of 

stellar core collapses against the gravitational-wave 

amplitude they might produce at the Earth.(after Blair

1983).

38release of AE ^ 1 0  J might occur once a year uithin 1kpc 

(Epstein and Clark 1979), giving a gravitational-wave 

amplitude of

h ^  3x10“ 2 3 (^E/103 8 0)2(f/3kHz)(^/ls)"2(r/ikpc)"1(5/l)^

where is the damping time (^1s) and the fraction of 

the energy ^E deposited in torsional oscillations.

Quite a promising source of gravitational radiation 

is the collision of compact objects (neutron stars or 

black holes). Such collisions might result from the orb

ital decay of binary systems, or take place in a binary 

formed by the collapse of a rapidly rotating stellar core, 

or in a very dense star cluster. The attractive feature 

of these collisions is their relatively high efficiency 

of conversion of rest mass into gravitational radiation -



probably about 2% (Clark and Eardley 1977, Clark 1979).

The radiation is emitted in the form of a "chirp” , the

signal frequency increasing (to ^ 1kHz) as the objects

spiral together, then decreasing again. Excitation of

the neutron star or black hole normal modes uill also

occur. Again, events occurring in the Virgo cluster uill

-21give h v 10 , uith the rate being highly uncertain.

Clark(l979) estimates one event per year for h "^lO” •

Bond and Carr (see Rees 1983) have considered the

coalescence of postulated Population III binaries in the

galactic halo. These bursts uould occur uith a frequency
2 — 1of less than 1 0 (11/10 Fig)” per year and amplitude 

h *  10'16(l»l/l02n e )(Rhalo/60kpc)'1

Zelfdovich and Polnarev (1974) estimated that grav

itational bremsstrahlung from close encounters in a post-
g

ulated dense stellar cluster of ^10 fig in the galactic

-20centre might produce bursts of h ^ 1 0  at frequencies 

belou 1kHz, occurring perhaps once a year.

(1.2(i i ))Periodic Sources of Gravitational Radiation

Perhaps the most obvious sources of periodic grav

itational radiation are binary star systems. If the tuo 

components have masses FL, M 2 (in Mg), then the expected 

amplitude of gravitational radiation is (Douglass and 

Braginsky 1979)

h ct 2*4x10”2 0 (f/lHz)2//3 (l0kpc/r)M1M 2(M + M 2 )”^g^(e) ; (1 • 11)

uhere 9 n (e) is a function (order unity) of the eccentric

ity. Some examples of predicted amplitudes are shoun in 

Table 1*1.
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The energy loss due to gravitational radiation causes 

the orbit of the binary to decay, though this effect is 

small except in compact binary systems. The good agreement 

between the predicted and observed orbital changes in the 

binary pulsar PSR 1913+16 (Taylor and Ueisberg 1982) prov

ides impressive indirect evidence for the existence of 

gravitational radiation.

Rotation of neutron stars or white dwarfs may be a 

way of generating significant quantities of gravitational 

radiation. This requires a component of the quadrupole 

moment not aligned with the spin axis, possibly due to 

a non-axial magnetic field. The apparent shape may then 

change (thus generating gravitational radiation) at both 

the rotational and twice the rotational frequency. If a 

neutron star has ellipticity Moment of inertia I and 

rotational frequency f, the expected amplitude is approx

imately (Douglass and Braginsky 1979)

h ^  8x10"28( 1/3x1 0 34kgm2 ) (6-/1 O'6 ) ( 100pc/r) ( f/10Hz) 2

The value of £, is highly uncertain.

Zimmermann (1978,1980; Zimmermann and Szednits 1979) 

has attempted to calculate the gravitational radiation 

from the Crab and Vela pulsars, finally concluding that

most energy would be radiated at the rotational frequency,

-25 -27Estimates for the Crab were h ^10 , h .^2x10 ,max 9 prob

h . ^ 10“ 29 at 30Hz; for Vela, h ^ 2 x 1 0 “24, h u~ 3 x 1 0 " 26 min max prob
—  28and h . -v-5x10 at 1 1Hz. It is also predicted that the mi n

frequency of emission of the gravitational radiation will 

differ from that of the radio pulses by the pulsar prec- 

essional frequency. This may severely handicap the detect

ion of the radiation by high Q tuned bars (section 1#3(ii)),



The upper limits arise from the presumption that no 

more energy is being radiated than is being lost by the 

decrease in the spin rate of the pulsar, i.e.

lgu *  ^ r 2 i { r / r )  (1

This may be used to place a limit on the radiation emitted

by the millisecond pulsar PSR 1937+214 (Backer et al 1982)

Uhile it might be expected that this object would be a

strong gravitational-wave emitter, it has an exception-
* Q

ally low slowdown rate of lVP<= f/f "'-10"’ s“ (Ashworth 

et al 1983, Backer et al 1983). If it is assumed that 

the pulsar has a mass of 1*4(vlg, radius R '■'-10km, uniform 

density and a distance of 2kpc, the relations (1*9) and 

( 1 •1 2 ) may the be used to limit the amplitude at the 

Earth to

h ^  I — -3— 2~(P/p ) j ^  1 0 - 28 (1

Neutron stars rotating faster than ^1*5ms may not, 

however, radiate mainly at harmonics of the rotation 

frequency. For in this circumstance, radiation reaction 

may cause travelling wave modes in the neutron star which 

rotate in opposite senses with respect to inertial space 

and the star, to grow with respect to the star(Papaloizou 

and Pringle 1978). It is then these modes which radiate 

most strongly; for example, a star with rotational period 

P ^ l ^ m s  would have its gravitational radiation peaked 

at f ̂  6k H z .



(l*2(iii))A Stochastic Background of Gravitational Radiation

A stochastic background of gravitational radiation 

may be produced by the superposition of many uncorrel

ated sources. One likely source population consists of 

galactic binaries; in particular, the large class of close 

binaries known as U Ursae Hajoris stars. Mironovskii (1966)
g

estimated the flux from the a/10 such stars in our galaxy

as producing an amplitude spectral density of
-17 — ih v  10 Hz 2

-5 -5in a bandwidth 4'^'''5x10 Hz around t^^Bx IO H z .

A substantial number of stars may have formed early 

in the history of the Universe; these would now constit

ute a Population III in the galactic halo (Uhite and Rees

1978). Production of a stochastic gravitational uave 

background might then occur via stellar collapse, emission 

in binaries or compact binary coalescence (Rees 1983). If 

the objects formed at a redshift z~ and have a mass M, 

then the radiation would have a frequency of

^  ̂  (N/1O4 (V10 )"1( 1+zf ) " 1 (1*14)

If f i  is the fraction of the critical density in Populat

ion III remnants, then the resultant fraction in broad 

band (Av^v) gravitational waves is

j t g = ji^/o+z,,) (1-15)

The corresponding wave amplitude is

h = 5x10"1^l|('vyHz)‘ 1 = 6 x1 0" 1 9 (V/Hz)'1^ ! - j 5 ; (1 * 16)

Some of the constraints on the value of JL^M) are shown

in fig 1*5 (from Rees 1983).

As an example, consider a population of 10Mg remnants

-3forming at z^.^10 with Jl^ 1 0  and £>0 *1 ; the resultant
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Fiq 1*5: Constraints on the density J? of Population III 

remnants, as a function of the mass of the remnants. The

basis for each limit is indicated (Rees 1983).

- 23 3amplitude uould be h ''-10 , peaked at ''-100Hz. If 10 n a
_2remnants formed at the same redshift uith Jt-'-IO , the

- 2 1radiation might have h ^ S x I O  at 1Hz.

A background of gravitational radiation may also be 

produced by inhomogeneities in the very early universe.

The spectrum uould not, in general, be thermal but uould 

depend on the fluctuation spectrum, equation of state and 

subsequent history. Grishchuck (1977) considered early 

quantum fluctuations uhile Starobinsky (1979) analysed 

the effect of an inflationary phase, predicting a spec

trum of form

h /v 3x10" i / y  (1*

uhere s is a parameter of the Grand Unified Theories 

involved. So the primordial gravitational-uave background,



unlike the microwave background, may not be restricted 

to very short wavelengths. Its detection would provide 

information about early stages of the universe.

Quite a strong limit may be placed on the possible 

strength of a primordial gravitational-wave background 

by requiring its energy density not to be sufficiently 

large to affect the expansion rate, hence the helium 

abundance, at the time of nucleosynthesis. This limits

the constraints in detail.

Some of the likely source strengths are summarised 

in fig 1*6, taken from Thorne (1980).

(1 •3)Detectors of Gravitational Radiation 

(1» 3(i))Principles

It was seen in section 1*1 that the action of a grav

itational wave is to flex the spacetime between different 

masses, thus changing their separation. This effect may 

also be regarded as the production of a force F , a view

point especially useful when the masses are not free. The 

force between masses m separated by a distance x^ which 

is small compared with a wavelength is just (cf. 1 *1 )

It is the change in apparent dislacement produced by 

these forces that all detectors of gravitational radiation 

hope to detect. The difficulty of the task is indicated 

by the likely sizes of h discussed in section 1 *2 .

There are at least two different approaches to the

to - 10“4 , or h '-v~5x10”^  ('v/Hz)”  ̂• Carr ( 1980) reviews

mx  ̂ = imhjk xk ( 1 *
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radiation from various astrophysical sources, taken from

Thorne (1980).



construction of a gravitational uave detector# One, per

haps the most obvious, is to attempt to monitor the sep

aration of free masses# This has the advantage of possibly 

being sensitive to a broad range of gravitational uave 

frequencies, uith an associated increase in the probab

ility of finding narrou-band sources and in the informat

ion concerning the shape of the uaveform; it uould be 

possible to accurately time the arrival of pulses. The 

separation of free masses may be made large, enhancing 

the effect of the gravitational uave. The other approach 

is to make the detector resonant by effectively joining 

the test masses uith a spring. A continuous gravitational 

uave at the resonant frequency then produces a larger 

displacement, uhile the effect of an impulse persists 

for much longer. Both of these effects uould seem to fac

ilitate the achievement of a high sensitivity, at the 

cost of narrowing the banduidth. The size of a resonant 

detector is limited by the speed of sound in the spring 

(for a given resonant frequency); furthermore, losses in 

the spring may limit the performance. It seems probable 

that the tuo approaches are complimentary. Examples of 

each type of detector are discussed in sections 1*3(ii)- 

1*3(v), uhere it uill be seen that the quest for high 

sensitivity is a battle against competing noise sources 

uhich threaten to overuhelm the gravitational-uave sig

nal •

If it is assumed that a detector (uith a given sens

itivity and banduidth) has been constructed, the uays in 

uhich particular types of gravitational radiation might 

be detected (and source information extracted) must be



considered. For example, uhile the minimum detectable 

size of a periodic signal may be decreased by increasing
X

the integration time of the measurement (h .oC.'tT. *,). such
3 s min lnt'*

integration must take account of the changing frequency 

of the signal due to the Doppler shift as the Earth rev

olves and rotates (see,also, Appendix 1). Conversely, if 

a periodic signal is detected, then observation of the 

annual variation of its frequency uill enable the source 

position to be determined (for the pulsar case see e.g. 

Smith 1977). The determination of the direction of origin 

of bursts of gravitational radiation requires a comparison 

of arrival times by at least three separated detectors.

A stochastic background of gravitational radiation could 

be detected by cross-correlating the outputs from tuo or 

more different detectors, thus rejecting any noise not

common to the detectors (h . oC (Af'fc'. , ) A: see Hough etmin int

al 1975 for an example of the application of this tech

nique) •

( 1 *3(ii))Ueber Bars

The first laboratory detectors for gravitational rad

iation, proposed and constructed by Joseph Ueber (i960, 

1970a,b,c), were large cylindrical bars of aluminium uith 

piezoelectric crystals glued to their surface in order 

to sense their vibrations. The ensuing controversy over 

uhether his reported detection of gravitational uave pul

ses uas real stimulated the rapid development of gravit

ational uave detectors. The status of bar detectors has 

been revieued by Ueiss (1979) and Blair (1983), from uhere 

much of the material in this section has been taken.



A gravitational uave of amplitude h incident on a 

massive cylinder uill excite its odd normal modes (order n)

(dl/l)bar Ch/3n2 (1*19)

The proportionality constant C is approximately unity for

and of order of the quality factor Q of the resonance for 

continuous radiation (e.g. Braginsky 1983). The motion 

may be sensed uith a transducer, folloued by an amplifier 

and filter to increase the resultant electrical signal.

A gravitational uave uill only be detectable if the final 

signal it produces is larger than that due to amplifier 

noise or motion of the bar produced by thermal noise, back 

reaction of the amplifier noise via the transducer, acou

stic or seismic noise, cosmic rays or electromagnetic 

pulses. If the bar is suspended in a vacuum chamber uith 

appropriate lou-pass acoustic filters (e.g Blair 1983, 

Hichelson 1983) then only the fluctuations due to thermal 

and transducer/amplifier noise should remain.

Each normal mode of the antenna contains a thermal 

energy kT. Energy exchange betueen modes occurs at the 

damping timescale £r., uhich for a mode of angular frequ

ency co is 'tt= 2Q/o. If the energy of the mode is measured

time, the change in energy expected from thermal noise 

i s

minimise the effect of thermal noise.

Series amplifier noise produces an (energy) output uhich 

increases linearly uith decreasing measuring time (i.e.

a short burst of radiation (but depends on the pulse shape)

in a time uhich is short compared uith the damping

/IE = kT(-tJ ' t . )m d

So a long damping time (high Q) and short measuring time

• •



increased banduidth), uhile parallel amplifier noise acts 

back to the bar through the transducer, producing an out

put uhich increases uith increasing measuring time. There 

is thus an optimum measuring time , determined by the 

relative magnitudes of the thermal plus backreaction and 

series amplifier noises.

An important measure of the coupling betueen the bar 

and the transducer is the parameter the proportion of 

the acoustic energy that can be extracted electrically 

in one cycle (Gibbons and Hauking 1971), If ft is small, 

the gravitational uave signal takes a long time to appear 

in the transducer, increasing the importance of thermal 

fluctuations. If a detector is dominated by thermal noise 

(as all current detectors are), the optimum integration 

time for pulses of gravitational radiation is (e.g. Weiss

1979)

*mo = (TaQ/2T ^ ) *  (1

uhere T is the amplifier noise temperature. The result

ant strain sensitivity, for unpolarised incident radia

tion is
o i i

AX/ 1 = TL(l5/l6lYl v ) 2(32kT.kT //£Q) 4

= 3. 2x10 ~ ^  ( M/1 ton)” 2(T p^/1 K ) 2 ( v/5kms” **) ~^

x ( £ / i c T 3 ) ‘ * ( q / i o 6 ) ~ *  ( 1

Here M is the mass of the bar, v is the velocity of sound
l

in the bar and ^e ff = ( T T ) • Attainment of a good sens

itivity thus requires a large antenna uith a high Q and 

sound velocity, cooled to a lou temperature and used in 

conjunction uith a high /£ transducer and lou-noise ampli

fier.

If the factor Q^3/T is made sufficiently large for

• 2 0 )

. 2 1 )



backreaction noise to dominate over thermal noise, the 

optimum integration time for pulses becomes (Giffard 1976, 

Ueiss 1979)

trmo = (1 -2 2 )

and the minimum detectable energy is

4E  = 4jTkT (1*23)
3

Nou quantum mechanics (via spontaneous emission) places 

a louer limit on the noise temperature of a linear amp

lifier (Heffner 1962):

T 2TLfif/kln2

So a quantum-limited amplifier uould enable detection of 

an energy change (Giffard 1976)

AE = 8rJ2?ikf/ln2 (1*24)

corresponding to a minimum detectable strain
7 s ̂

61/1 ^  ('fiGo/n v ) 2
o n  -L 1 1  1

= 2x10“ (n/1 ton)” 2 (v/5kms )“ (f/lkHz)2 (1*25)

This latter result is equivalent to the "standard quantum 

limit" on an observable displacement set by the Heisen

berg uncertainty principle (see, for example, Thorne et
-  21al 1979)# Bearing in mind likely pulse strengths of h^10 ,

this limit appears to be very severe. It does seem, hou- 

ever, that higher sensitivies may be achieved by the use 

of "quantum non-demolition techniques"— so-called because 

they attempt to measure the amplitude of vibration of the 

bar without "demolishing" its quantum state.(Caves et al

1980), For example, ^back-action-evading" measurements 

attempt to monitor only one phase of the b a r !s oscillat

ion, the uncertainty resulting from the measurement 

appearing in the other phase. The amplitude of one phase 

may therefore, in principle, be measured uith arbitrary



accuracy. The practical implementation of such a techni

que uill probably be necessary if pulses of gravitational 

radiation are to be detected by Ueber bars.

For continuous gravitational radiation, the minimum 

detectable amplitude is (Ueiss 1979)

h X ( (2 / tmlvl J 3l 2 )(4kT/Q + 4kTa/l + 8kTa/pQ2 ) ] *  (1

In this case, a ueakly coupled transducer (^^JT/Q) mini

mises the combined effect of backreaction and series 

amplifier noise. The sensitivity aluays improves uith 

increasing Q, since this increases the signal size (as 

long as the gravitational radiation remains uithin the 

banduidth of the detector). The optimum sensitivity of 

the detector is achieved uhen

T = T (QL) = 2n.-hf/kln2
3

—  8Since T (Q L )^ 7 x10~ K at 1kHz, this does not look pract-
3

ical uithin the near future.

If the output from tuo detectors is to be cross-corr

elated in a search for a stochastic background of gravit

ational radiation, it is most efficient to include a filr 

ter to counteract (or "uhiten") the resonance in order 

to increase the banduidth. The resultant sensitivity is 

(Ueiss 1979)

A l/1  ^  [ 4kT/ Q + 4kTa +8kTa/£ 3 }

This also places a severe demand on the performance of 

the transducer-amplifier combination, the reason uhy 

Hough et al (1975) used a split bar uith high A(as sugg

ested by Gibbons and Hauking 1971) for their search using 

this technique.

All of the currently operating Ueber bar detectors

•26)

•27)



are a long uay from achieving a quantum-limited sensit

ivity; they are all limited by thermal noise.

There have been tuo contrasting approaches to the 

problem of improving the thermal noise-limited sensitiv

ity (cf. 1*21). One, typified by the detector at Stanford

(Flichelson 1983), is to build very large (-'-5 tonne) bars
£

from aluminium, uhich has a modest Q ('^5x10 for A1 6061

7 -1or *^7x10 for A1 5056) and speed of sound (5kms ). The

alternative (e.g. Braginsky 1977) is to much smaller

(''-30kg?) crystals of sapphire or silicon uhich can have

9 -1very high Q (^3x10 ) and sound velocity (^9kms )• Both

types of bar are cooled to as lou a temperature as poss

ible — 4K at present and perhaps 0*1K in the near future.

Their performances uhen limited by thermal noise may 

not be too dissimilar if large enough high Q crystals can 

be grown, but the large detectors have the advantage of 

having a smaller quantum limit.

It is evident from the material discussed here (cf.

1 •2 1 ) that the attainment of a high sensitivity uith a 

bar detector requires an excellent transducer-amplifier 

combination. Ueber used piezoelectric transducers (PZTs) 

and FET amplifiers, but PZTs are lossy and spoil the Q 

of the resonance, uhilst FET amplifiers are some 10 times 

noisier than the quantum limit. Indeed, the poor matching 

of the transducers and "high" noise of the amplifiers 

seems likely to remain a severe problem uith bar detectors.

An example of a modern passive transducer, uhich has 

no power gain, is the superconducting inductive readout 

coupled to a SQUID amplifier; such a system is used at 

Stanford (Michelson 1983). Here, the motion of the bar



modulates the inductance L of a superconducting coil carry

ing a persistence current I; since flux is conserved, LI 

is constant and I changes. The SQUID then acts as a curr

ent amplifier.

Another class of transducers may be called active 

or parametric (e.g. Blair 1983). These have an external 

pouer source and intrinsic power gain. Host parametric 

transducers use a resonant cavity, the characteristic 

frequency of uhich is modulated by the movement of the 

bar, producing sidebands around this (high)frequency 

uhich are then further amplified. This technique allous 

the use of high frequency, lou noise amplifiers. A great 

similarity betueen these microuave transducers and the 

laser interferometers uill become apparent.

The most sensitive currently operating bar detector 

is that at Stanford, a 5 ton aluminium bar cooled to 4K, 

uhich has a noise .temperature of 2 0mK —  equivalent to
— 1 R

h/u10" for pulses (Michelson 1983). All other bars are 

still at earlier stages in their development, attempting 

to overcome considerable technological problems. Improve

ment of this sensitivity uill require further cooling, 

higher transducer coupling and louer noise amplifiers.

If an improvement by a factor of over a hundred can be 

acheived, then the quantum limit uill have to be bypassed.

Much of the sensitivity of a bar detector is bought 

at the cost of narrouing the banduidth (.^f^Tico/Q) and so 

losing information on the uaveform shape or pulse arrival 

time. This does not matter, houever, uhen observing a 

continuous sine uave. Tuned, high Q bar detectors are 

therefore appropriate for searching for gravitational



radiation from pulsars. The Tokyo group have placed a

limit of h.^10 on the radiation at 60*2Hz from the

Crab pulsar (Hirakaua et al 1977), whilst Hough et al

— 2 0( 1983) at Glasgow found no radiation at h'\-10~ from 

the millisecond pulsar PSR 1937+214 (see Appendix 1 ).

The discovery of more fast pulsars (Boriakoff et al 1983) 

will further encourage such experiments.

It is clear that problems with thermal noise, narrow 

bandwidth and the quantum limit will severely hamper the 

detection of gravitational radiation with Ueber bars.

(1 •3(iii))Laser Interferometers

A promising technique by which gravitational waves 

might be detected by monitoring their effect upon nearly 

free masses is that of laser interferometry (reviewed by 

Ueiss 1979 and Drever 1983). The apparent change in the 

separation of two masses caused by a gravitational wave 

is converted into a fluctuation of the phase of a laser 

beam, which in turn changes the intensity of an interfer

ence pattern (see fig 1*7). It is desirable to make a 

differential length measurement between two perpendicular 

arms since this retains the sensitivity to gravitational 

waves propagating normally to the plane of the interfer

ometer (cf. fig 1 *1 ) while reducing the effect of various 

changes in the laser beam, especially frequency fluctu

ations. These other noise souces will be discussed in 

Chapters 2 and 3.

The phase change in each arm may be increased (as 

in the original Hichelson-Morley experiment) by reflecting



Fig 1 •7: An illustration of the principles of a laser inter 

ferometer gravitational-uave detector. Test masses are sus 

pended so that they appear nearly free to a gravitational 

uave, the effect of uhich is then to cause opposite length 

changes in the tuo arms of the interferometer. The relat

ive phase fluctuation of the laser beams in the tuo arms 

then changes the light intensity seen by the photodiode.

the beam backuards and foruards many times. If the total

time spent in bouncing by a beam is (the storage time)s

and the incident gravitational uave is 

Zll/l = 2'hekp(i^J t) 

then the resultant phase change is

f t
= 2 ckh / exp(ic t)dt

t-Zr

=

(k3 hexp( ico t)/4ui) (1-exp(-icD trs))

(k 3 / 2U) h. exp( ico (t- % / 2 ) )  sin(Trtr/t )

( 1 . 2 8 a )

(1 • 2 8 b)

uhere k = 2Tl/̂  and tr is the period of the gravitational



uave. For storage times much smaller than , this reduces 

t o

Aft = Jhk 2 ('Cg/'Cj_)cosdJgt = h k N l c o s ^ t  (1 • 29)

uhere 1 is the length of one arm of the interferometer

and N is the number of bounces (there and back) of the 

beam. So for effective arm lengths small compared uith 

the uavelength of the gravitational radiation, the optical 

phase change increases linearly uith the storage time.

It does not, houever, increase indefinitely, but is a 

maximum uhen the storage time is equal to half a gravit

ational uave period. In this case, the phase change prod

uced in one arm is

opt) = (hk^ /2u)sinco t = h(^ /^\)sincu t ( 1 * 3 0 )
9 9 9 9

If no modulation techniques are used (see Chapter 2), 

the intensity change produced by this phase change uhen 

the beams from the tuo arms interfere is a maximum half 

uay up a fringe; in this case, since the phase difference 

is 2 4 0 ,

i l / I  v =  4 A /  ( 1 * 3 1 )max f
(\lou the smallest detectable intensity change is fundamen

tally limited by the counting statistics of the detected 

photons: if N photons are detected, the uncertainty isjN 

(e.g. Caves 1981). If the signal produced by the gravit

ational uave is to be larger than that due to this shot 

noise in the photodiode current,

( 1 ' 3 2 )

uhere y  -  e^f/27thc is the pouer to current efficiency 

and f  is the quantum efficiency of the photodiode, uith 

e being the electronic charge. This gives the result

max



For example, if X — 5x10 m, £ = 0*4 and I - 1U,r max

A &  . -u2r5x10"10rad>{Kz 

So the minimum detectable gravitational-wave amplitude

is i
(V A  ) (Ttf>cAf/8 AJI ) 2 exp( in /tr ) 

h . = -----9-------------- — ---------- 2— 2- (1*34)
mln sin(n^ /£" )s g

If 'fc: this reduces tos g

hmin = (^'bc4f/32uJIm ax^212) (1*35)

The final light intensity and the number of bounces are

evidently not independent of each other: if the mirrors
2

have reflectivity R , the intensity after n reflections 

is I = IgR , where Ig is the incident power. The sens

itivity (1*34) is then optimised when

tan(TLfcr/£? ) = t an (tcI ( n + 1)/ c 't ) = 2tl1/c tr (1-R^) (1*36)s g 9 0

In the case of this gives

(n+ l)opt = 2Nopfc = 2/(1-R2 ) ' (1-37)
2

The final intensity is then 1/e of that incident, giving 

an (optimum) sensitivity of

e5/\‘hcdf_ .... ^  2 / A'hc4f

_7

hmin I 32tiJI g  ( n + 1 ) 2 12 j e(l-R ) ̂ 32r^I Q12 ' (1'3B)

As an example, consider the case of a detector of length

1 = 10 m, with an incident power Ig = 1U and mirrors of
2

reflectivity R = 99*7^; the minimum sensitivity is then

h . = 1 '6X10-20 /tfHzmin

On the other hand, if losses are negligible then the opt

imum storage time is just giving

h . min
■  ■  ' , { $ % ?  < ’ - m >
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Uith IQ = 1U, the resultant sensitivity at f = 1 kHz is

h . = 4x10~ 22 /fiTzmin

For observation of pulses of gravitational radiation,

the banduidth A f might be kHz; this uould give

h . = 10~ 2°min

This storage time limit could be attained uith 300 bounces 

if the arm length is 1 km. Some possible uays of further 

improving the potential sensitivity are discussed in Chap

ter 6 .

The laser beam may be regarded as an active transdu

cer, uith the fluctuations in the photon number playing 

the role of series noise. Backreaction noise is provided 

by the radiation pressure fluctuations due to the random 

nature of the paths taken by the photons at the beamspl

itter. As for bars, minimisation of the total noise leads 

to the quantum limit (Edelstein et al 1978, Caves 1981):

h . = (8-fitr /Ml2 )^ (1-40)m l n N m '

uith M the mass of the test masses and 1? the measuring 

time. Uith £j_ = 1 ms, 1 = 1 km and M = 10 kg, this gives 

h . (QL) = 3x10~2am i n ' '

The incident pouer required to achieve this sensitivity 

i s

IQ = M c V ^ t n + l  )2 fc2 (1*41)

Uith the same parameters as before, the required incident 

pouer is I g ^ 3  kU. Since this is beyond current technol

ogy, the fundamental limit to the sensitivity of such 

interferometers uill be set by photon counting statistics.

It should be emphasised that there are many other noise

sources present, uhich may be larger than the photon noise



(just as transducers/amplifiers for bars are not quantum 

limited). The identification and reduction of these other 

noise sources is a major task, and constitutes a large 

part of this thesis. All of these other noise sources are 

practical rather than fundamental: they can be suppressed 

by appropriate design and construction of the detector.

Pioneering work on laser interferometers for the det

ection of gravitational radiation was carried out by For

ward (Moss et al 1971, Forward 1978) and Ueiss (1972).

The former demonstrated, uith a low power He-Ne laser, 

the possibility of attaining a sensitivity near the photon 

noise limit. The first serious attempts, however, at con

structing a gravitational uave detector uere started at 

Munich (e.g. Billing et al 1981) and Glasgou (e.g. Drever 

et al 1981) in 1975, followed by Caltech in 1979; there
"t*

is also a group at MIT. These detectors all use Ar lasers 

uhich, uhile noisy, give the largest pouer output of av-» 

ailable CU lasers: an unaltered commercial laser may give 

several uatts of single-line pouer at 514*5 nm.

Uhile all of these prototype detectors are fundament

ally similar, there are also significant differences in 

approach. Perhaps the most obvious is the nature of the 

optical system for arranging multiple reflections in each 

arm of the interferometer. The system proposed by Ueiss 

(1972) and implemented at MIT and Munich is to use an 

optical delay line in uhich the beam simply bounces back

wards and forwards between spherical mirrors, entering 

and emerging through a hole in one mirror (see fig 1 *8 ). 

This has the merit of simplicity. It does, however, req

uire large mirrors, for the spots are all separate _ if
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Fig 1*8: A schematic diagram of an interferometer for 

the detection of gravitational radiation uhich uses opt

ical delay lines to increase the storage time. The light 

may be reflected many times in each arm of the interfer

ometer before emerging through the hole in the entrance 

mirror of the delay line.



the total optical path length is to be 100 km, the mini

mum mirror diameter is 0*75 m (Rudiger et al 1982). The 

alternative system, developed at Glasgow (Drever et al 

1980, Drever 1983) and also adopted at Caltech, is to use 

resonant optical cavities in the arms of the interferom

eter (see fig 1*9). The laser beam enters each arm thr-r 

ough a mirror of finite transmission, bouncing up and 

down with the spots coincident on the two mirrors. On 

each traverse, a fraction of the beam emerges from the 

cavity and may be interfered with either the beam refl

ected directly off the input cavity mirror or with the 

beam from the other cavity. The cavity system is not only 

more complicated to analyse than the delay lines, it is 

also more difficult to operate, for the relative lengths 

of the laser light and the cavities must be accurately 

adjusted so that the cavities resonate. Conversely, the 

cavities provide a convenient length standard against 

which to stabilise the laser. Their great advantage, how

ever, is that they enable relatively small mirrors to be 

used: uith an arm length of 1km, mirrors of diameter 1 0 cm 

would give diffraction losses of less than one part in
5

10 • The performance of a detector based on resonant opt

ical cavities is extensively analysed in Chapter 2.

The great feature of laser interferometers is that 

they allow the test masses to be separated by a large dist

ance, thus reducing the importance of stochastic forces-on 

each mass and allowing a broad-band detector of potentially 

good sensitivity to be constructed. Since the mechanical 

resonances of the test masses may be arranged to lie at 

a frequency outside the range of interest for the detector,
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Fio 1 * 9 : Diagram of an optical cavity gravitational uave 

detector. The multiple beams in the tuo arms are coincid

ent, uith a fraction leaking out of the input mirror at 

each pass. The phase of the beam emerging from one of the 

cavities may be determined by interfering either the tuo 

beams from the cavities (diode 2 ) or the cavity beam uith 

the light directly reflected off the input cavity mirror 

(at diodes 1 and 3). The beamsplitters for diodes.1 and 

3 uould typically sample 10% of the light intensity.



the effect of thermal noise may be further reduced and 

the need for cryogenic systems avoided. They have great 

potential as detectors of gravitational radiation.

(1•3(iv))Electromaonetically-Coupled Detectors in Space

At lou frequencies, f £ 3 0  Hz, it becomes difficult 

to isolate ground-based detectors from seismic noise and 

other noise sources such as gravity-gradient fluctuations 

become important (see Chapter 2). These problems uould 

be avoided if the test masses of the detector uere uidely 

separated spacecraft.

The only such experiments so far carried out have 

used microuave Doppler tracking of spacecraft such as 

Voyager I (Hellings 1983). A microuave signal referenced 

to a hydrogen maser clock is sent from Earth to the space

craft, uhere it is coherently transponded and returned 

to Earth; the beat frequency, hence the Doppler shift, 

is obtained by comparison uith the hydrogen maser. It is 

straightforuard to shou (e.g. Hellings 1983) that this 

Doppler shift should be

A'v/'v' = (1-cos©) h( t) - 2 cos©h(t-l/c -cos0 .1/c)

- ( 1+cos0 )h(t-21/c)J (1 *

uhere h(t) is the amplitude of the gravitational uave at 

time t, propagating at an angle B to the line of the tr

acking signal; 1 is the separation of the spacecraft.

So a single gravitational-uave pulse of duration small 

compared uith the light travel time 1/c uill produce a 

characteristic three-pulse signature in the output.



The major problem uith these observations uas noise 

from phase fluctuations in the interplanetary plasma. This 

uas equivalent (Hellings 1983) to a stochastic gravitat

ional uave background of amplitude

h -u 3x10"1 4 f‘^ /Jtfz

-2  - 4in the region f ^ 1 0  —  5K10 Hz. Uhile simultaneous track

ing at tuo different microuave frequencies may reduce this 

further, a major advance uill probably require optical 

position sensing. The technological problems involved, 

houever, are formidable: not only uould such an optical 

detector face most of the problems of a ground-based int

erferometer (e.g. fluctuations in laser frequency, inten

sity, angle etc.), it uould do so uith added difficulty 

of operation and additional constraints such as inadequ

ate pouer supply and dissipation, the necessity to shield 

from the solar uind and radiation, and increased noise 

from cosmic rays (e.g. Ueiss 1979, Decher et al 1980).

If the spacecraft uere relatively close (either ^ O k m  

on a frame or ^10 0 0 km free) an interferometer might still 

be feasible. The factor limiting the sensitivity might 

be the cosmic ray proton flux (Ueiss 1979), uhich uould 

give
-22h . ^  10min

-3 2in the region f ̂ 10 — 10 Hz. Larger baselines uould be

necessary to reduce this noise at louer frequencies, uhen 

optical Doppler ranging uould become advantageous. If las

er pouers of ^lU could be attained uith spacecraft of mass

2 2 t'vl ton separated by 1AU, a sensitivity of ^ . ''■'lO

—  6might be achieved doun to 10” Hz.

The difficulties involved in this programme are immense.



The potential rewards are great, also: for such systems 

should be able to detect gravitational radiation from bin 

aries, the only souces whose strengths may be predicted 

with confidence. The experience gained in developing 

ground-based interferometers may well be valuable in 

enabling space-borne optical detectors to fulfill their 

potenti al•

(1 •3(v))Other Detectors

A considerable number of alternative designs for 

gravitational uave detectors have been proposed. Many of 

these are variants of the detectors already discussed. 

Thus, the proposed "microwave cavity detector" (Braginsky 

et al 1974, Caves 1979, Pegoraro and Radicati 1980) in 

which gravitational waves deform the walls of a micro- 

' wave cavity, pumping microwave quanta from one mode to 

another, is essentially a mechanical detector with the 

microwave cavity acting as a transducer. The sensitivity 

is therefore likely to be similar to that of the Ueber 

bars.

A rather different approach is enshrined in the 

"heterodyne detectors" of Braginsky (Braginsky et al 1969 

Braginsky apd Nazarenko 1971, Braginsky and Menskii 1971) 

These use the property that circularly polarised gravit

ational waves have a force diagram that rotates at twice 

the gravitational-wave frequency (cf. fig 1*2). A detec

tor co-rotating uith this force diagram will always "see" 

the same phase of the gravitational uave, the effect of 

uhich will therefore be cumulative. The detector beats



down the gravitational uave. Such a detector may be mech

anical —  tuo rotating rods oriented at right angles to 

each other, uith the gravitational uave producing a rel

ative angular acceleration# Or it may be electromagnetic 

—  tuo counter-rotating light (or microuave)beams uith a 

rotational period half that of the gravitational uave.

In this case, a gravitational uave of the correct polar

isation produces a cumulative phase change in one beam, 

uhile that induced in the other beam averages out to zero 

in one cycle. Such an electromagnetic heterodyne detector 

might be a suitable design for a space detector, perhaps 

in the form of a single-pass ring cavity; this uould have 

the advantage that the tuo beams uould automatically travel 

the same distance, making the interferometer insensitive 

to frequency fluctuations of the light,

A possible variant of the laser interferometer det

ectors places an active laser medium betueen the test 

masses. The change in length of this laser cavity due to 

a gravitational uave results in a frequency change of the 

light uhich may be detected by a suitable frequency dis

criminator, This may consist of an optical resonance 

filter using either saturated absorption or tuo-photon 

Doppler-free spectroscopic techniques; alternatively, 

heterodyning uith another laser may be used (Bagayev 1981, 

Ueksler et al 1980, Brillet and Tourrenc 1983). The attr

action of using such an active interferometer is its rel

ative simplicity. Some of the draubacks are fairly obvious 

for example, there is no uay of distinguishing betueen a 

frequency fluctuation due to a gravitational uave and 

that due to a refractive index fluctuation or vibration

• •



in the medium. The only uay to avoid this confusion is 

to use a lou density medium and try to keep it as quiet 

as possible; but this means lou pouer and so poor sensit

ivity. Spontaneous emission noise means that the sensit

ivity of an active system can never be better than that 

of a passive system (Brillet and Tourrenc 1983). Thus, 

active systems may be relatively easy uays of achieving 

a poor sensitivity, but do not seem capable of reaching

h . a - 1 0"21.min

It is also possible to use naturally-occurring obj

ects as gravitational-uave detectors. Thus a limit may 

be placed on the background gravitational-uave flux by 

observation of the vibrations of the Earth during seism-

ically quiet periods (Ueber 1967); at the Earth normal

-4mode frequency of 3x10 Hz, this is equivalent to

ha-10-14/3R7 (or Another interesting possibility

is to use pulsars as the clocks in Doppler-tracking searches

for gravitational radiation (Hellings 1983, Rees 1983).

These studies have already placed the interesting limit

— 3 — 8of JL <£ 1 0 at f'V'IO Hz; longer observation should enable 

this to be improved. The relatively recently discovered 

binary and millisecond pulsars, uhich are very good clocks, 

should enable a limit of SL £ 1 0  to be set for f 'v-10 —  

10_ 4 Hz. These studies may be able to detect gravitational 

radiation as uell as set an upper limit on it by correl

ating Doppler shifts from different pulsars (Rees 1983).

A limit to the gravitational-uave background may also 

be set by observations of the perturbations of planetary 

orbits. Hashhoon, Carr and Hu (1981) claim that current 

knouledge of the orbit of Mars places a limit o f J L £ 0*1 

at f ^ 3 x 1 0 ’ 8 Hz.



CHAPTER TUO

CAVITY INTERFEROMETERS

(2*1(i ) )Sensitivity: Storaqe Time, Modulation and Visibility

In section 1*3(iii) it uas seen that laser interfer

ometers have the potential of reaching interesting grav- 

itational-uave sensitivities. There are, houever, many 

other noise sources uhich must be eliminated before this 

can be acheived. To appreciate the nature of this excess 

noise, it is first necessary to gain a more detailed under

standing of the interaction of a gravitational uave uith 

the interferometer. This is especially true in the rather 

more complex case of a detector, such as that at Glasgou, 

uhish uses optical cavities to enhance the phase change 

produced by the gravitational uave.

Consider a laser beam incident on a cavity such as 

that shoun in fig 2*1. The beam reflected back from the 

cavity consists of the superposition of the component 

directly reflected off the input mirror and of the (inf

inite) number of beams emerging from the cavity. If M is 

the number of traverses of the cavity (there and back) 

made by a beam, the corresponding emerging field E^ is

Eq = AQR1exp( icjt) ( 2 * 1 )

and En = -fl0T^R2 (R1R2 )'g_1exp(i«t + 1/N ) (2 -2 >

uhere is the phase difference betueen the original

and Nth beams produced by traversal of the cavity. It is 

useful to consider j2C to be made up of tuo components: 

one of arbitrarily large size but uhich changes slouly 

compared uith storage time of the cavity (the meaning of



Fig 2 * 1 ; Schematic diagram of an optical cavity, uith the 

beams shoun separated for clarity* The mirrors have 

amplitude transmission and reflection coefficients T and 

R respectively.

uhich uill be defined precisely later); and one of arbit

rary frequency but uhose magnitude is small compared uith 

unity* Thus,

^  = NS + £(exp(i*?N) -  o i) (2*3)

Here ^ is the "static" offset of the cavity; if the "fast"

change is due to a gravitational uave then (cf. 1*28a)

fL = - (ihk^ /4tl) exp ( ic o t ) = -( ihto/2co ) exp( il O t ) (2*4)

(2-5)

y  = 4nl/3g = 2 1<og/c (2 *6 )

Alternatively, the phase difference may be due to a freq

uency fluctuation of the laser (co  = cô  +Au>exp (i to t ) ).

It uill be seen in section 2*l(ii.) that in this case,

P  = -(iAw/cOn ) exp(icont) (2*7)

oL = 0 (2*8)

y  = 21^o/c (2-9)

This formalism is therefore quite general*

The total reflected field is



E r  = AQexp(i^t)

- T 1R 2 R 1R 2 ) N ~ 1 exp( iN^) exp( e‘L7 ,'l-oc) )J ;( 2 . 1 0 )
i*»N

M =-1

Since A  is assumed to be small, the last exponential in

2*10 may be expanded: 

exp(i£(ex7 N-od  ) 1 + ( 2 - 1 1 )

Using the standard expression for the sum of a geometric

progression

( R . | R 2 ) N - 1 e x p ( i N . ^ J  =

exp(l
fh

the field may be uritten as

Er = AQexp(i^t) ) R 1

1-R 1R2 exp(i^)

T^R2 ( 1 - i ^ )  exp ( i S ) 

1-R,.R2exp(ii)

( 2 * 1 2 )

Or,

R

iP>TiR2 gxp(1 ̂  )

1- R 1R2 exp(i(J +*))

A„exp( icot)

T 1R 2

(1- R ^ J

R 1

i<5(e - R ^ K l  - U p )

1 + F'sin2 (<S/2)

-  R 1 R 2 )

1 + F f si n 2( (cf + ^)/2 )J

uhere F f is the coefficient of finesse:

+

F' =
4R iR 2

(1- R 1R 2 )

/ r- 2 / 24F /7t_

(2-13)

(2-14)

(2-15)

and F is the finesse. If the cavity is on resonance, 

& = 0 and the field is



H-
(l-R1R 2 )(l+F'sin2 (^/2 ))_

For 1 (but F ’sin (y / 2 ) 

simply
r

still unrestricted), this is

icot
R i -

T 1 R 2

1 - r . R2

f?,( F/ti) s i n y

1 + F ’sin

-  &
(od-1) 4- ^ F f sin j y / 2 )

1 + F ' sin ( y / 2 )
(2-17)

Having obtained this general expression, it is convenient 

to specialise once more to the case of a gravitational 

uave. Using (2*4) — (2 *6 ), the field is

F r ( 0 )  AQeisjt
R i -

T 1R2

1 - R 1 R 2

1

+
i k  ^ g h e x p (  i c u Q t )  [ (  F / t i )  s i n ( 4 r j / ^ q )

4r<_ 1+F» sin (2rQ/^ )

+
iF ’ sin ( 2-n.l/Tl )

1 + F'sin2 (2«l/ ; 0
(2.18)

The imaginary part of the field gives the phase shift

due to the gravitational uave. For lou storage times

(Fl/cC-C't ), this phase shift is just
Q

— ( F/tl) lkhcos(co t)g
(2-19)

Comparison uith the form of (1*29) reveals that a cavity 

uith a finesse F has an effective number of traverses of 

N = F / t i ( 2 - 20 )

If a storage time is defined by



%  = 2M ef f i/c = 2F1/tlc (2*21)

then is also the time for the intensity of the emerg-

ing beam to drop to 1/e of its initial value if the in

cident beam is suddenly cut off.

As the storage time of the cavity becomes comparable 

uith the period of the gravitational uave, the last term 

in (2*18) becomes important, giving a phase lag for the 

observed gravitational uave signal of

Q = arctan( 2TC?^/tr ) (2 *2 2 )

So very long storage times lead to a 90 phase lag. The 

magnitude of the optical phase shift is

h k c t e  h
I4^l =  5----5 T  (2-23)

( 1 +( 27Ct/■&• ) ) 2 s g

For large 'fcg/'tgf this gives

(max) = (kh^/4-rt) sin(co t ) = i ("Ag/3) hsin (u> t) ;(2*24)

Comparison uith (1*30) shous that this maximum phase sh

ift is half the size of that of the beam emerging from a 

delay line of optimum storage time. This reduction in 

sensitivity may be explained by the fact that, uhile the 

beam emerging from a delay line has its phase shifted in 

the same direction throughout its passage, the light from 

the cavity is inevitably composed of many beams, none of 

uhich has a greater phase shift than the beam from the 

delay line and some of uhich uill have spent a long time 

in• the cavity and have the urong sign of phase shift.

This averaging also smooths out the oscillation of the 

phase shift uith gravitational-uave frequency embodied 

in (1*28).

Equation (2*18) gives a convenient expression for 

the fringe visibility \J:



2
I I .

\l max min 1 (2-25)
I
max

In terms of the visibility, the amplitude of the beam 

emerging from the cavity is (assuming perfect mode- 

matching —  see Appendix 4)
l

A /A = 1 ± (1- V )2c o v ' (2-26)

The phase change produced by a gravitational uave

is detected by the change in intensity that results uhen

the beam emerging from the cavity is interfered uith either

the beam off the input cavity mirror or the beam from the 

other cavity. The latter arrangement has the advantage

In either case, it is necessary to use some technique to 

reduce the effect of laser intensity fluctuations at grav- 

itational-uave frequencies, uhich uould otheruise suamp 

the signal. It uill be seen that such a technique, first 

suggested at Glasgou (Drever et al 1981, Drever et al 1983) 

is to phase modulate the incident laser beam at a freq-

gravitational-uave amplitude or the laser-cavity frequ

ency noise by mixing up the intensity changes produced 

by the lou frequency phase fluctuations to a frequency 

uhere the laser intensity noise is limited by photon coant 

ing statistics. At the same time, lou frequency intensity 

noise is not mixed up if the interfering beams are accu

rately in antiphase (see section 2*3(iii)).

Consider a phase modulation of the incident light:

of being more symmetrical (so reducing the size of various 

noise sources) and of giving good fringe visibility (1/ ^ 1 ).

uency uell above 1/^1 • This provides a measure of the

E - AQexp[i(a>t + ^sincOm t)] (2-27)

This phase modulation produces sidebands:



Re(E) = A0 jjJ0 (^)cos(cot) + 3^ ̂ ) |  cos|fco+a)m )§ - c o s|(co - ) tj)

C O sj(6o + 2 - C0s|u)-2wm ) t] J + . . J

(2*28)

Im(E) = A ^ ^ s i n ^ t )  + 3^ (^Q ) | sin[(w + <om ) t] + sin|[o-ujn) t) )

+... J  (2*29)

(/ o }  i
where 3 ((rfn ) is a Bessel function of the first kind and

nth order. If to is well above the lineuidth (ti/'£t ) of
m  x s

the cavity, the sidebands will be almost totally reflec

ted since they will not be on resonance; this is shown 

explicitly when the effect of frequency fluctuations is 

considered. The total reflected field may then be written

a s

Ef AO0 ' j"exp(i£?0 sinom t) - 3Q (^Q ) ( Ac/AQ ) 1

— ^ ? / (  1 + F  ' s i n 2 ( ^ ; / 2 )  ) j ( F / t x )  s i n ^7

+ - 1 ) +o^.Ffsin ( y / 2 ) j ► ;(2

The mixing of the signal contained in 0> to around the 

modulation frequency occurs via the product of the first 

and last terms. The resulting signal is

i l  ( u m ) =  -  2 f l ° f l c 3 0 (̂ ) 3 l f o ) S i n ^ t  f  ( F A O s i n 7 M f i )
1 + F ’sin (^/2) '

+ ((od.-1 ) + F'sin^ ( y / 2 ) ) R e ( p \  ; ( 2-31)

So the demodulated intensity signal produced by a grav

itational wave of amplitude h incident on the two arms 

of the detector is

h (  )  =

9  ( 1  +  ( 4 F 1 / A J 2 )  )  9  9

+ (4Fl/3g ) sintO-fcl (2*32)



1 9 (1 + (2nfe/tn) ) 2s g

l\lou the size of the smallest intensity change (2*33) 

that may be detected uill ultimately be set by the photon 

shot noise. In turn, the magnitude of this uill be deter

mined by the intensity at a null, the value of uhich is 

set by the visibility \l (uithout modulation) and the mod

ulation depth jgC* An increase in both reduces the carr

ier amplitude and puts more energy into the sidebands 

(uhich are not interfered out). So the minimum intensity

I . is min

^ i n ^ O  =  ̂ + 1 "
= 1 - V 3 ^ 0 ) (2*34)

2
The apparent visibility therefore becomes G^q )V • The

condition that the intensity change due to a gravitational 

uave must be as least as large as that due to the shot 

noise then gives a minimum detectable gravitational uave 

amplitude of

hmin = h0 ^ s ’ 1 0^ f ̂

Or,

/6afl+(g7lt^fcQ ) V \ f  ( 2 *3 5 )

J  V ^ o W V ^ )(1±(1_u))

For small jzL f the Bessel functions may be approximated

by: (/*(]) ^  1 “ ^  *^ 0 * So' uith

unit visibility,

*  1 + 0(/q )

In this case, the sensitivity is almost independent of 

modulation depth. This is because the modulation increases 

the signal and noise at the same rate. For visibilities



at all different from unity, the higher light level uill 

produce more shot noise. There uill then be a modulation 

depth uhich gives an optimum signal to noise ratio.

The variation of f (\Jf//&C) is shoun in fig 2*2 for some 

typical values of \l • A striking feature is the rapid incr

ease in the optimum value of b^. as the visibility det

eriorates. This may be understood as being due to a dec

rease in the signal size (A /A„) and an increase in the

noise as the visiblity decreases, combined uith the con

sequent requirement to increase the modulation depth and 

so further increase the noise. This highlights the need 

for a good visibility if the best potential sensitivities 

are to be achieved. From fig 2*2 it can be seen that the 

optimum modulation JZL is quite a slou function of visib

ility. For typical values of V ( W ^ 0 #95), a modulation 

depth 0 *8 rad uould be appropriate; this corresponds

to the first sidebands having an intensity ^1/5 of that

of the central frequency (see fig 2*3).
1

If the visibility is high ((1-V)2 « 1 )  it is possible 

to obtain analytic expressions f o r /̂ u(opt) and h  ̂ (opt) 

by expanding the Bessel functions; this gives

^ ( o p t )  *  (4f/3)(l-U )* (2

+  ( 2  

l\Iou for lou storage times, the best possible sensitivity

hg is simply

^c^Af \ 2 = f  ficAAf (2

f L $ V c V 2 /  V 3 2 ^ 1  o l 2 /  F

•36)

•37)

• 38)

This sensitivity is only possible uith unit visibility.



f(v,^£) hm ir/ho 
*

V = 0*25

\
\J = 0-5

V = 0*75

Fio 2 * 2 ; A plot of the possible shot noise limited sensit

ivity h . /ho as a function of visibility V and modulatmin 0

ion depth It is apparent that a modulation depth of

^ ^ ^ 0*8 rad gives the best potential sensitivity for all

visibilities less than 95/6. It is only for visibilities

greater than this that the high-visibility approximation

h . /hn = 1 is valid, min 0



3 I

Fig 2 * 3 : A plot of the carrier intensity anc* rel

ative first sideband intensity (/J^)/^qC^q)] » as a

function of modulation depth Thus, at J& q 't0*8 rad,

the first sidebands have an intensity ^ 0*2 of that of the 

central frequency. Note that also gives the degrad

ation in apparent visibility.



In this case the light emerging from the cavities has the 

same intensity as the incident beam* It is therefore not 

surprising that if absorption is negligible, the shot 

noise limited sensitivity of a cavity detector is a factor 

e better than an optimised delay line detector uith mirr

ors of the same reflectivity.(cf. 1*38). Note, houever, 

that is degraded by a factor ofJ2 by observing the

cavities separately*

In practice, absorption is likely to be important;
2

there uill then be an input mirror transmission T* uhich 

gives an optimum sensitivity. This optimisation turns out 

to be the same uhether the cavities are observed together 

or separately:

T 2 (opt) = + A2
2 2uhere A.,A^ are the absorption coefficients of the tuo 

mirrors. This gives a visibility of unity. Uhen the tuo 

cavity beams are interfered, this gives a sensitivity a 

factor of e/2 better than that of a delay-line detector 

uith equally good high reflectors (equal absorption) 

and equal incident powers. Since the smaller area of 

the mirrors required for cavities may enable louer abs

orptions to be obtained, cavity detectors may have slightly 

better potential sensitivities in this lou storage time 

regime.

These calculations are consistent uith the lou stor

age time regime results of Nunley (1982).

An important corollary of the material discussed 

here (essentially that leading to 2*33) is that if there 

is phase noise o p jCp(v) in the interfered light around the 

modulation frequency, the equivalent displacement noise Jl



noise of one of the masses is

5.1(f) = 4 ^ ' F (v)/16Fa0 C ^ |)ll(^)[l±(l-u)^| (2-4Q)

For low frequency phase noise J ^ p ( f ) ,  uhich has to be 

mixed up,

&L ( F )  = J ^ F ( f ) / 8 F [ l * ( l - U ) i ]  ( 2 * 4 1  )

These relations uill be needed to convert the phase noises 

predicted later in this Chapter and in Chapter 3 into an 

equivalent gravitational-uave sensitivity.

If 8 rad, (2*40) may be reuritten as

il(f) Z 4 ^ F (‘v)/ SF[l*(l-«)i] (2*42)

Or,

£l(f) 1D“9 (F/100)” 1 [i±( i- v )^] ■ 1^ r M  (2*43)

(2 * 1(i i ))Frequency Noise

The relative frequency of the light and the cavities 

must be stabilised both to maintain the cavities on res

onance (maximum sensitivity) and to minimise the detector 

noise. The RF modulation technique is a uay of detecting 

such frequency fluctuations, providing a good error sig

nal for a stabilising servo (Drever et al 1983).

Consider a frequency fluctuation described by 

6o  = tOg + Aooexp( icoi t ) (2*44)

The phase is just the integral of the. frequency:

-  60gt - i(Ato/con ) exp( iu) t) (2*45)

So the phase shift of the Nth beam emerging from a cavity 

is (cf. 2*3)

- nJ = i(A60/(0n ) exp ficon ( t + 2Nl/c)J (2*46)

This confirms equations (2*5) —  (2*7). The unmodulated



reflected field is then (cf* 2*14)

R A0 9
iiot exp [ ( W « n ) ex p(icon t)]

T 1R 2

(1- R 1R 2 )

b1^ - R 1R 2

1+F»sin2 (&/2)

+ exp(ico t )
I *  n

exp[i(<j>+21^ n/c)] - R 1R2 \  ;(2 .4 7 )

1+ F f sin2 [(J+21W  /c)/2]

Since only imaginary terms are mixed up to around the

modulation frequency, the output of the phase —  sensitive

detector as a function of the offset b uill be

sini
J l  oC

1+F * sin 2k/2 (2*48)

This is the characteristic shape of the r,RF,f frin

ges at the PSD output* Note the bipolar nature, giving

the correct sign of error signal.

(2*49)

For a resonating cavity, in uhich 6 = 0, the reflec

ted field (including modulation) may be written (cf. 2*30) 

as (p.t.o.):



R = AQ81£ot j (l+(Ato/CCh)exp(iiont))exp(i/0 sinu;fnt)

Ac

i(A(o/to )exp(ico.t) # _
1 + ----------~---------- ( — sin( 21 u  /c)

1+F'sin2( l ^ / C )  * 1L n

( 2 * 5 0 )

The mixed up terms are then

&I = 2 A0 Ac"J0 /̂̂ 0 ^

TC( 1+(4F2/rc.2 ) sin2(-R v n/Vg )
sin( 2 T iv/ 'V 'n ) cosu) t n 0 n

( 2 • 51)+ ( 4F/tl) s i n  (t o /v n ) s in c J  t11 U 11

For fluctuations occurring at lou frequency ; (7/ < ^ / F ) , 

this is just

J l / I & = 4 ( f lc /fl0 ) 3 Q(^f0.)31 ^ > £ r s A o c o s t ^ t  ( 2 - 5 2 )

So the intensity changes around the modulation frequency 

produced by slou changes in the laser frequency are simply 

proportional to, and in phase uith, these frequency fluct

uations. On the other hand, the cavity cannot follou ch

anges occurring on timescales less than the storage time.

This is reflected in the dominance of the last term in 

(2*50) at frequencies 'V_>'Vq /F, uhere the intensity ch

anges are

S i / 10 =  4 ( A c/fl0 ) J 0 (/i^ )) J 1 ( A 0 )(Au/ton ) s in ( J n t  ( 2 - 5 3 )

So fast frequency fluctuations produce intensity changes 

proportional to the phase difference betueen the incident 

light and that emerging from the cavity.

The phase lag Q betueen the frequency fluctuation 

and the resulting intensity change is given by

tanS = ( ^ s i n ^ W  (2.54)

sin(2Ttvn/VQ )



%

Fig 2*4: A schematic indication of the response of a 

cavity to a frequency fluctuation occurring at a 

frequency • The resultant intensity change dl is const

ant out to the cavity line uidth, uhere it begins to roll 

off at 6 dB/octave. At multiples of the free spectral range 

'V^9 houever, the response of the cavity drops to zero*

The phase lag Q is thus zero at lou frequencies, uhile 

for 1 -c^2F;v n/Vg<3̂ F, B is about 90 . In this regime, the 

cavity acts as an integrator uith a time constant of 'tr « 

This simple behaviour breaks doun at higher frequ

encies, uhen the fluctuation frequency is equal to mult

iples of the free spectral range yL the cavity. At 

these frequencies, the sidebands have their original 

amplitude and phase and so produce no changing intensity 

signal. There is therefore a dip in the response of the 

cavity at these frequencies, as indicated in fig 2*4.

This is also shoun in the form of (2*50): the first term 

is negligible for Vp-nVg >  Vg/F (being zero at v  = nVg)

uhilst the second term also becomes zero at 'V = n'V »
n 0



The corresponding phase lag is given by (2*54): it is 180

This complicated transfer function must be taken into 

account uhen designing a feedback system. It is especially 

significant in a long detector: for 1 km cavities, the 

free spectral range is 150 kHz,

time limit confirms that a frequency fluctuation produces 

an equivalent apparent change in the length of a cavity:

If the cavities are observed separately, any residual

some additional means of reducing the effect of frequency 

fluctuations must be found. Indeed, the existence of this 

problem is the primary reason why a tuo-arm interferometer 

is used, for if the path lengths are equal in the tuo arms 

a frequency fluctuation uill produce no relative phase 

fluctuation. If the apparent optical lengths of the tuo 

cavities are L., L» respectively, the size of the displ

acement noise is

This subtraction of the frequency noise may be achieved 

in tuo different uays. The reflected outputs from each 

cavity may be observed separately and the subtraction 

performed electronically. This has the advantage that the 

effective lengths of the tuo arms may be readily adjusted 

electronically to give good subtraction. Alternatively,

Comparison of (2*52) uith (2*33) in the lou storage

frequency noise appears as noise; if A v ^ l O  HzrfHz, for

example (good stabilisation), the equivalent gravitational
„ ■'I 7  _-

uave signal uould be h~-10 /0Hz. It seems likely that

i L = (Av/V) ( L 1 - L 2 )



the beams from the tuo cavities may be optically interf

ered, Uhile this ensures good optical symmetry and high 

fringe contrast, it means that L. and are determined 

solely by the optics:

L 1 = 2F11/tt (2*57)

The displacement noise is then

Al/1 = ^ r F2 ^(Ar/v) (2*58)
F

So reasonable matching of the cavity finesses gives a

substantial reduction in the effect of frequency noise.

If the gain of the frequency stabilisation system

can be made sufficiently high for the residual frequency

noise to be limited by the photon shot noise in light

pouer I (i.e.Zyv/v" = (Al/l) , , . T )> then ther s v ' shot noise on Is
condition for the interfered output not to be limited 

by frequency noise is just

AF/F <  (Is/Iint)* (2-59)

uhere 1^ , is the pouer in the interfered output (remem

ber that shot noise scales as the square root of the pou

er).

The degree of frequency stabilisation required is 

very high and provides a major experimental challenge.Some 

experimental implications are considered in more detail 

in section (2 *2 ).

(2* 1 (iii))lntensity Noise

The effects of lou frequency changes in the laser 

intensity may be calculated by the same method as that 

used for frequency fluctuations. Dust as for frequency



noise, the cavity acts as an integrator uith time const

ant 'C : the internal field is of form s

AC cC 1 + (£a/A)[i + (wn'ts )2 ]"1 (2-60)

Since only imaginary terms are mixed up, lou frequency 

intensity changes do not appear in the demodulated inten

sity signal for 6 = 0 .  If the cavity is slightly off res

onance, the ratio of the signal caused by a gravitational 

uave to that due to lou frequency intensity noise is

S/N = I/I 0 )-1 (2-61)

-9 -If a sensitivity of rad/JHz is desired and

Ji/i0 ~  10" /4h7, it is therefore necessary to keep the
, _ 4

phase offset to less than 10 rad. This requires a

high loop gain servo system.

Some reduction of AI/I may be obtainable by use of

an approp riate feedback system (e.g. the Coherent "Noise

Eater"). The further loss in light, increase in complexity

and possible introduction of beam distortion by such a

system means that such a solution should be avoided if

possible.

(2 ‘l(iv))Scattering

Another uay in uhich frequency noise may cause sig

nificant phase noise is via scattered light (Drever et al 

1980, Billing et al 1981). If light is scattered, perhaps 

at a mirror surface, uith a fractional amplitude <r arriv

ing at the photodiode and a phase angle O relative to the 

main beam, the resultant phase change is

= crsin© (2*62)

Noise may be introduced by the variation of (see section



3*3(ii) for further- discussion) or of Q • If the main beam 

and the scattered light have travelled distances differing 

by L, then

G  =  2 k L / ^  =  2 t i M _ / c  ( 2

A change A v  in the frequency then produces a phase change

= ( 2tktL/c ) cos0 . A v  (2

Nou L might be of order c ' t , uhilst the value of cos^s

is unpredictable and uncontrollable (this is true even 

for optical cavities, since the scattered light has a 

different mode structure and therefore a different phase 

velocity —  see section 3*2). S o A ^ m i g h t  be as large as

~ 2 TUT'trA'Y ( 2

The noise from scattering could suamp the phase change 

produced by a gravitational uave unless

£  /̂ 2cu / 2 tl% ^  (2

Or, hmin = 2<r(Av/v) (2

This is of the same form as (2*58); so frequency noise 

coupling via scattered light uill only be important if 

(X is larger than AF/F. Such a situation is certainly 

conceivable: it uould seem that there is little point in 

trying to match the finesses to better than ']%• Further 

reduction of the noise produced by frequency fluctuations 

uould then require better stabilisation.

That the condition cr^AF/F is so ueak reflects the 

fact that the use of optical cavities forces a high degree 

of stabilisation. Scattering may be relatively much more 

important in a delay line system (tinless comparable frequ

ency stabilisation is achieved). The MIT group are plan

ning to impose a random phase modulation on the light 

entering their delay line interferometer in order to



\

spoil the coherence. The effect of the scattered light 

uould then be proportional to its intensity rather than 

its amplitude.

Han et al ( 1978) and Schilling et al (19B 1) suggested 

the use of a technique in uhich the light is phase — modul

ated in such a uay that the effect of scattered light uith 

certain path differences averages to zero during the meas

urement •

( 2* 1 ( v)) 5eismic IMoise

An obvious source of possible noise is ground vibr

ation, the natural amplitude of uhich is considerably 

larger than the motions induced by a typical gravitational 

uave (Ueiss 1972):

Ax 2 x 10 ^/f^ m/JiTz

It is, however, relatively easy to make acoustic filters

uhich attenuate this motion at frequencies of interest.

Thus, suspending the test masses as simple pendulums of 

lou resonant frequency fg and high Q provides isolation, for 

frequencies f^>fg, of (Ueiss 1972)

Ax( bottom) /Ax( top) &C ( f g / O ^  (2 *6 8 )

If f g ^ 1 Hz, the motion at 1 kHz therefore attenuated by 

a factor of ^10 • This is almost sufficient. Further att

enuation may be obtained by using stacks of alternating

lead (or steel) and rubber. Each layer acts as a single

pole acoustic filter (fg't'IO Hz). This should provide 

adequate isolation above ^100 Hz, though at the cost of ' 

increasing the size of lou frequency motions and thereby 

introducing possible dynamic range problems. A lead and



rubber stack should also ensure reasonable vibration is

olation even at the resonant frequencies of the suspens

ion uires. Suppression of seismic noise belou -v-100 Hz 

uill probably require an active system (e.g. Robertson 

1981).

( 2* 1(vi))Thermal Noise

Thermal motions of the test masses may confuse the 

signal from a gravitational uave. Unlike Ueber bars, hou- 

ever, laser interferometer detectors do not uork at the 

resonant frequency of the test masses. Since most of the 

thermal motion occurs near the normal mode frequencies, 

its effect being further reduced by the increase in det

ector size, laser interferometers may be made less susc

eptible to thermal noise.

The thermal noise acting on a mechanical system uith 

mass m, resonant frequency cOk and a damping time 2Q/cOq 

effectively produces a stochastic driving force (e.g.

Ueiss 1972) of

A F 2 (f) = 4kTmcO]Z\f/Q (2-69)

The resultant motion is evidently concentrated near the 

resonant frequency 6A,. If' Q ?̂>1 and the motion is

, 4k T
A x 2 (f) =  V  (2-70)

mCko

An example of such a situation is the pendulum mode of 

the test masses, uhere coQ ^ 6  rad/s and Q may be as high 

as 10 (in vacuum). Uith masses of 10 kg at 300 K, this 

uould give

A x  ^  2 x 10 m/jHz at 1 kHz



Dn the other hand, for modes uell above the frequency of 

interest, the thermal motion uill be

£ x 2 (f) = -" T A 3 2-71)
mQtdg

Thus, minimisation of the effects of internal resonances 

of the test masses requires that they be of high natural 

frequency and high Q. For example, if f = 5 kHz, m = 10kg
5

and Q'-'-IO , the motion at .1 kHz uould be 

A x  ^  7 x 1 0 ” 2  ̂ m/JTz 

A complicated test mass uill, houever, have many resonan

ces. It uill be difficult to ensure that all of these uill 

have high Qs and resonant frequencies. It may be necess

ary to keep the masses containing the cavity mirrors very 

simple and rigid.

A disadvantage of cavity interferometers compared 

to delay line detectors is the apparent necessity to use 

a cavity mirror mounted on a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) 

in order to acquire and maintain resonance of the cavit

ies. Uhile this may have a resonant frequency of f „ ^  20kHz, 

it may also be highly damped, uith Q ^ 1 . For an effective 

mass of 0*2 kg, this uould give thermal motion of 

A x  'T- 6x10  ^  m/JRT
3

If the mirror uas undamped, uith Q "i~1 0 , the thermal noise 

might be

Ax 2 x 1 0 ” ^  m/JiTz

So the attainment of the best potential sensitivity uill
i

require high Q, high resonant frequency and a long base

line.



(2 *1 (vi i ))Acoustic Noise and Refractive Index Fluctuations

Fluctuations in the pressure of the residual gas in 

the vacuum system cause apparent changes in the length 

of the interferometer both by producing a variable force 

on the test masses and via fluctuations in the refractive 

index. At high pressure (collision time < sound uave per

iod), these pressure fluctuations may be caused by acous

tic uaves. In this regime, there are tuo effects uhich 

determine the size of a pressure fluctuation inside the 

vacuum system, for a given amplitude of acoustic uave 

outside. One is the change in the transmission coeffici

ent of the sound uaves through the vacuum tank as the 

acoustic impedance of the gas changes; a gas uith density 

and sound velocity v has an impedance Z given by/ S 3

Za = /*us

The transmission coefficient T is then, for lou Z ,a a

T = Z /Z , . o C (2*a a vacuum tank /

The transmitted value of a pressure fluctuation AP/P is 

therefore proportional to the density, hence the pressure. 

Nou AP also decreases simply because P decreases; the 

size of the internal pressure fluctuations AP^(P) is thus 

given by

AP.(P) = ( P / P g ^ A P ^ P p )  (2 *

So the effect of acoustic vibrations decreases as the 

square of the pressure.

At atmospheric pressure, the displacement sensitivity of

_  i 2the 10m interferometer is of order 10 m/jHz (Nunley 1982). 

If this is assumed to be due to sound uaves, then the 

noise at pressure P uould be



U Lj

A l  ^  2 x 1 0 " 18(P/Torr)2 miHz ( 2 * 7 5 )

Refractive index fluctuations uill also be produced 

by random density changes, Nou the refractiVe. indeXy*is 

related to the number density n by

/M-1 = ¥n/nQ (2*76)

For air, ng = 2 #5x1028 m  ̂ and = 3x10"^.

If the beam in the cavity has a radius u and length 

1 , the number of molecules of mean velocity v entering 

the beam per second uill be

N — n vul (2*77)

Purely random fluctuations uill produce shot noise of size

A N 2 = 2 NAf ^  unv/ulAf (2*78)

uhere Af is the measurement banduidth. The equivalent 

refractive index fluctuation is just

4*. ^  (^/nQ )(2u/v)( l/-n.u2 l)(n:nvul4f)^ (2*79)

uhich produces an apparent length fluctuation of

(Al/1) ^  C2r7n0 )(PAf/kTulv)i (2*79)

For cavities of geometry similar to that in present use,

u2 St (2*80)

So (2*79) may be reuritten to shou the dependence on arm 

length:

A l /1 * (<r/nQ )(2PAf/kTvA^ 13/2)^ (2*81 )

-19 x 3

Or,

A l / l  Jk 9x10“ iy(P/l Torr)f (l/I0 m ) " t  perJhTz" (2*82)

So a strain sensitivity of h ̂  3x1 CT2 jfHz uith 1 = 1 km

— 6uould require pressures of order 10” Torr*

Comparison uith (2*75) indicates that the refractive 

index fluctuations uill be dominated by JTT rather than 

acoustic fluctuations belou pressures of 'vQ*5 Torr,



(2*l(viii))0ptical Isolation

If even a small fraction of the laser light is reflected 

back from the detector to the laser, a significant amount 

of noise may be produced. Part of the effect of the ret

urn beam is simply to increase the magnitude of the lou 

frequency laser noise; probably more important is the 

production of noise around the RF modulation frequency. 

This is a very complex problem, uith many possible uays 

in uhich noise may be produced. The seriousness of the 

situation may, houever, be indicated by a relatively 

simple example.

The light reflected from the central mass is Doppler 

shifted due to the suinging at the pendulum frequency.

If the motion is 1/mn, the peak frequency deviation is 

25 Hz. Some of this reflected light uill re-enter the 

laser, uhile some uill be reflected off the laser output 

mirror. The latter component uill be able to interfere 

uith the main beam and, since it contains the RF phase 

modulation, produce noise around the modulation frequency. 

Host of this noise uill be in a ~25 Hz banduidth, but high 

frequency noise may be produced by the coupling in of int

ensity fluctuations. This is essentially the same situa

tion as that discussed in section 2*l(iii). If the fract

ional amplitude of the light returning to the laser is

A„ and 0  is the phase difference betueen the interfering
*

beams, then the mixed-up apparent lou-frequency phase 

fluctuation produced by an intensity fluctuation o l / l  is

Nou 0 i s  varying due to the Doppler shift:



O  ^  0 Q sinc^t (2

uhere &  might be as large as 150 rad/s. Equation (2*83) 

may be expanded in terms of Bessel functions:

4 ^ ( 0)) -u 2 Ar ( 4 k « ) / d £  a 2n+1(©0 ) sin [(2n+l)<oQt] (2
r\--0

So noise components are produced at C0+(2n+l)6JL , or 

f + (;£ 25Hz): the suinging of the mass effectively smooths 

out the intensity noise spectrum.

If only a quarter-uave plate-polariser combination
_  2

is used to provide isolation, AR might be ^3x10 , uith

i l / I ^  5x10 /0Hz at 1 kHz. Crudely guessing the sum to be 

of order unity at a particular frequency then gives a ph

ase noise of

^  3x10*"^ rad/JTF at 1 kHz 

This is four orders of magnitude larger than the shot 

noise on 1 U of light. An acousto-optic modulator, uhich 

frequency shifts the return light out of the region of 

interest, might reduce AR by a further factor of 30, giving

10’ 7 rad//Hz at 1 kHz

Excess high-frequency noise may also be produced by 

fluctuations in the laser gain affecting the size of the 

RF sidebands on the light re-entering the laser. Since 

the sidebands uill not- suffer from the gain saturation 

produced the main beam, they may have considerably larger 

amplitudes than might be thought. The gain fluctuations
be-

may^intrinsic to the laser (such as those uhich produce 

intensity noise) or be the result of geometry fluctuations 

of the returning beam.

This noise around the modulation frequency sets a 

limit on hou uell the laser may be stabilised; it may



therefore appear as noise at the interferometer output 

if subtraction is not used or is imperfect. If the excess 

intensity noise is (\l times the shot noise in the output 

light pouer and the detector is to reach a shot-noise 

limited sen si ti v/i ty, then some form of subtraction must 

be used uith effective finesses matched to uithin

AF/F <  1/N (2*

Thus, even uith the figures quoted above, acheivement of 

a shot-noise limited sensitivity on 10 mU of light uould 

require effective finesses matched to uithin 3%»

Improvement of the optical isolation is evidently 

required. This may be achieved by the use of further 

acousto-optic (or Faraday) isolators in series, at the 

cost of complexity and loss of light. In addition, appl

ication of the phase modulation after a mode cleaning 

cavity (Chapter 4) of lineuidth smaller than the modula

tion frequency uill reduce the sideband amplitude ret

urning to the laser. For the cavity currently in use, 

the possible improvement factor uith 24 MHz modulation 

is approximately 8 .

(2*1(ix))Other Noise Sources

Various important noise sources have already been 

discussed and another, laser beam geometry fluctuations, 

uill be considered in the next Chapter. Other noise sour

ces that have been conceived, uhile not negligible, are 

probably less important.

Ueiss (1972) pointed out that fluctuating gravitat-



ional gradients caused by moving objects or atmospheric

density changes uould produce arm-length fluctuations.

This has been analysed by Saulson (1982), uho found that

the displacement noise might be of order

41 ^  1CT16/ f 7/2 m/̂ Hz

for f £  20 Hz. Uith a detector of arm-length 1 km, gravity

- 2 3gradient noise uould limit the attainment of h 10 /Hz

to above 10 Hz.

Collision of cosmic rays uith the test masses might

produce occasional impulsive changes to the detector length.

Ueiss (1972) estimated that cosmic ray muons might produce

-1 9events uith 41 ''-10 m once a year uith 10 kg test masses.
-21So 1 >100 m or m >10 kg is desirable if events of h ^  10 

are being searched for. Monitoring of the arrival of cos

mic ray shouers uill probably be needed during searces 

for pulses of gravitational uaves. Magnetic monopoles may 

also be able to produce significant pulses (Michelson 

1983).

Ueiss (1972) also considered the effect of lou freq

uency electromagnetic pulses, perhaps generated by iono

spheric storms. Uhile it seems unlikely that these uould 

be of significant size, monitoring uould be desirable.

Such storms do, in principle, have the ability to generate 

coincident pulses at separated detectors.

(2»2)Desion and Operation of the Glasqou Detector

This section uill attempt to describe the design, 

construction and operation of the 10 m optical cavity



gravitational-uave detector at Glasgou. The material des

cribed is therefore the uork of the uhole Glasgou group.

The construction of a prototype gravi tational-uave 

detector using a laser interferometer of arm length 10 m 

uas started at Glasgou in late 1978, uith the first inv

estigations into its performance becoming possible in

1980 (see Munley 1982 for details). This first version 

used three-mirror ring cavities in the interferometer arms 

to avoid optical feedback to the laser and contained no 

facility for optically recombining the beams from the tuo 

cavities. A typical sensitivity of this interferometer

is shoun in fig 2*5. This experience emphasised the need 

for very good seismic and acoustic isolation to reduce 

noise belou 1 kHz, excellent frequency stabilisation 

(and possible subtraction)to reduce noise at higher freq

uencies together uith the possibility of reducing beam 

positional fluctuations. These improvements uere incor

porated in a major reconstruction uhich lasted from late

1981 to early 1983.

Each test mass is suspended as a pendulum using steel 

uire, providing seismic isolation uhile allouing the mass 

to respond freely to a gravitational uave. In addition, 

the point of suspension of the pendulums is nou the top 

of a five-element lead and rubber stack of resonant freq

uency V I 0 Hz. This provides further seismic and acoustic 

isolation. The suspension is shoun in fig 2*6; the dev

elopment of the suspension system and orientation controls 

by the Glasgou group is described by Robertson (1981) and 

Munley (1982). It can be seen that the test mass itself 

is suspended by three uires from a triangle, uhich in
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T7
Loudspeakers

I

Main suspension uire
* \ y

T riangle

Uires

Fig___7j_6: Diagram of the suspension of one of the test 

masses.



turn is suspended from the top of the stack by a single 

uire. The triangle may be rotated or tilted by varying 

the current flouing in the loudspeakers, uhich are ten- 

sioned via springs. This enables the orientation of the 

masses to be controlled. Nou if the cavities are to rem

ain resonant, the orientation of the masses must be stable 

to uithin an angle of (cf. 3*15)

SO ( 2 •

uhere u is the beam size in the cavity. For the 10 m cav

ities, u ^ 1  mm so cfe<?<10 rad. Maintenance of such point

ing accuracy requires the use of servo systems. The orien

tation of a test mass is monitored by using a resistive- 

sheet position-sensitive photodiode to detect the change 

in position of a He-Ne laser beam reflected off a mirror 

on the mass. Deviations from the set position are then 

minimised by feeding back onto the loudspeakers. This set 

position is conveniently adjusted by using a FET as a 

variable load resistor for the photodiode current. The 

feedback signal is arranged to include some differentiated 

position signal to provide damping. These orientation 

control servos are arranged to uork only at lou frequen

cies: they are rolled off very strongly above ^30 Hz to 

ensure that no noise is produced at gravitational-uave 

frequencies. It uill become apparent that servo systems 

uhich only function uithin a certain frequency region 

are a common feature of the detector.

The orientation control servos have a loop gain, 

hence a suppression factor for the fluctuationSj of about 

30 dB at 1 Hz. This gives a final pointing accuracy of 

i o  ̂ 1 0  rad, uhich seems perfectly adequate. The loud-



speakers give a dynamic range of 1 0 rad. Uhile this is 

sufficient for normal operation, drift of the rubber in 

the stacks uhen the system is evacuated produces rather 

larger motions. This problem is overcome by designing the 

top of the stack so that it may be rotated or tilted by 

DC motors, controllable from outside the vacuum system 

(this idea originated at Caltech).

All uires leading to the top of the stack uere made 

as light as possible and looped loosely betueen successive 

lead elements: the resulting acoustic impedance mismatch 

minimises the transmission of sound along the uires.

The present interferometer uses tuo-mirror optical 

cavities, uith a one inch diameter plane mirror on the 

central mass and mirrors of radius of curvature 15 m on 

the end masses (giving good mode separation —  see Chapter 

3). Tuo-mirror cavities involve the minimum number of ref

lections, hence the minimum losses, giving the best pot

ential sensitivity. Their property of giving a reflected 

beam uhich is exactly coincident uith the incoming laser 

beam produces, houever, isolation problems for the laser 

and necessitates the use of some additional technique if 

the reflected beam is to be observed. The method adopted 

at Glasgou (e.g. Drever 1983) utilises the phase change 

on reflection uhich converts an incident left-handed 

circularly polarised beam into a right-handed circularly 

polarised reflected beam; the tuo polarisations may then 

be separated by a quarter-uave plate-polariser combination 

(see fig 2*7).

It can be seen that the optical arrangement on the 

central mass allous the beams from each cavity separately,

-2



Interfered

Fig 2*7: An indication of the optical arrangement on the 

lower tier of the central mass.

or the interfered beams, to be observed. The first phase 

modulator provides the signal for the frequency stabilis

ation. Since this modulation is effectively removed from 

the intra-cavity beams (the sidebands are not on resonance), 

a second phase-modulator is necessary if the beams are to 

be interfered. This second Pockels cell may provide both 

modulation and control of the relative phases of the tuo 

combining beams.



node-matching Lens

Fig 2 *8 : An indication of the optical arrangement on the 

upper tier of the central mass.

The central mass is composed of tuo tiers: the louer 

contains the optical arrangement shoun in fig 2*7, uhile 

the upper, shoun above in fig 2 *8 , supports the mode- 

cleaning cavity (section 4*2) and the position-sensitive 

photodiodes for the beam steering system (section 4*3). 

Uith both sections in use, the incident beam is steered 

onto the top deck, passes through the mode-cleaner and, 

via beam handling mirrors and mode-matching lenses, is 

returned to the louer deck and the interferometer. Alter

natively, the beam may enter the louer tier directly,



uith a portion of the beam split off to provide light for 

the position-sensing diodes uhich enable the beam posit

ion to be ’’locked” uith respect to the central mass. In 

this case, lenses on the optical bench outside the vacuum 

system are chosen to ensure the correct size and curvat

ure of the beam for efficient coupling into the detector 

cavities (i.e. proper mode-matching).

Rotation and tilt of the mode-cleaner and interfer

ometer cavity mirrors, together uith rotation of the beam

splitter, are adjustable via DC motors. This allous remote 

alignment of the cavities. Information about the motor to 

be selected, the amplitude and direction of its motion is 

carried on a pulsed infra-red signal uhich is received 

and decoded on the central mass, a system designed by H. 

Uard.

The cables that connect the items on the central mass

to the top of the stack are made as light as possible, to

avoid both damping and acoustic transmission. Signals from

the quadrant diodes use tuisted pairs of 44 gauge copper

uire, uhilst the RF modulation is transmitted via 50JT-
_  3

co-axial cable of diameter 8 x 10 inch.

In operation, the frequency of the laser is contro

lled to maintain its resonance uith one cavity and the 

length of the second cavity is adjusted to keep on reson

ance uith the laser light. The amount of this required 

adjustment (uithin a certain frequency range) is the 

gravitational-uave signal.

It has already been seen that the technique of phase 

modulating the incident light at a high frequency and then



observing the light reflected off the input cavity mirror 

provides a good measure of the frequency difference bet- 

ueen cavity and light. The aim of the stabilising system 

is thus to minimise this error signal. The laser frequ

ency is controlled by means of a Pockels cell in the laser 

cavity —  a voltage applied to the Pockels cell alters its 

optical length, hence the length (frequency) of the laser 

cavity. The great advantage of such a system is the poss

ibility of acheiving a uide banduidth in the feedback 

system, for Pockels cells are not plagued by resonances 

in the same uay as piezoelectric transducers. Large band

uidth is vital if high loop gain and so a high degree of 

stabilisation is to be achce-ved. It also helps in the 

acquisition of lock, uhen the system is non-linear (see 

Appendix 3).

The present intra-cavity Pockels cell consists of 

tuo crystals, each uith Breuster uindous to minimise los

ses and balanced to avoid deflecting the beam. The change 

in the length of the laser cavity is 0*4 nm/l/, equivalent 

to 2 nm/U in the 10 m cavities. Uhile this is sufficient 

to compensate for the noise above a feu hertz, it is not 

large enough to enable the laser frequency to track slou 

drifts or 1 Hz pendulum motions of the cavity. At these 

lou frequencies, the length of the cavity is forced to 

follou changes in the laser frequency by means of feed

back onto bimorph PZTs pulling on the suspension uires. 

Driven by 100 V amplifiers, these PZTs have a consider^ 

able range (^40^), enabling resonance to be maintained 

for long periods of time.

Fig 2*9 shous the feedback circuit for the PZT uire
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(Hz)

Fig 2 * 1 0 : An approximate indication of the variation of 

the gain of the PZT uire-pulling feedback system uith 

frequency. The values of loop gain shoun are typical of 

normal operation.

pulling system, uhile fig 2*10 indicates the corresponding 

frequency response (including the double integration of 

the pendulum suspension). The unity gain frequency may 

be as high as 30 Hz, limited by a (mechanical) resonance 

at just above 100 Hz. The numerous integrations above 

100 Hz are to avoid exciting the uire resonances at 640 Hz. 

In principle, higher loop gain at lou frequency could be



acheived by raising the louer frequency of the different

iation. This is not practically possible, houever, uith- 

out exciting resonances (perhaps in the stack) at 10 and 

15 Hz. So, considering the mechanical problems, the filt

ering is probably not far from being optimum. At least 

for the primary cavity, to uhich the laser is locked, the 

performance of the PZT uire pullers seems quite adequate.

The feedback circuit to the Pockels cell in the laser 

is indicated in fig 2*11. It uill be seen that tuo sets 

of amplifiers are used in parallel to acheive the combin

ation of high dynamic range at lou frequency and high ov

erall banduidth (Helmcke et al 1982). This enables loop 

gains of ^10 to be achieved at -^lOOHz (see Chapter 5).

Thus, the combination of Pockels cell and PZTs main

tains the primary cavity on resonance uith the laser light. 

Uhile the laser frequency is absolutely stable at high 

frequencies, the motion of the cavity means that the fre

quency still fluctuates considerably belou a feu Hz.

This, together uith the independent motions of the second

ary cavity at lou frequencies, produces a requirement for 

some means of controlling the length of the second cavity 

so that it, too, resonates uith the laser light. Because 

of the highly non-linear nature of the fringes,a reason

able banduidth is required for this length controlling 

system even if the motion to be corrected is only lou 

frequency (see Appendix 3). Thus, PZTs pulling on the 

suspension uires alone are not sufficient, even though 

their range is adequate. This problem is currently solved 

by mounting the cavity mirror (of the secondary cavity 

end mass) on a tubular PZT. This has a first resonance
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Fig 2*11: A block diagram of the fast feedback system to 

the Pockels cell in the laser.

at 22 kHz, damped by a rubber compound; sufficient gain 

and bandwidth may (just) be achieved to give reasonable 

operation (see fig 2*12 for a diagram of the feedback 

system). Use of such a PZT produces potential problems 

with thermal noise (section 2 *l(vi)) and electrical pick

up, but these may not be insuperable.

The operation of the detector thus consists of lock

ing the laser frequency to the first cavity via the Pock

els cell (helped by the PZTs) and then locking the second 

cavity to the stabilised laser light by adjusting its 

length uith the PZTs pulling the suspension wires and 

moving the mirror. Uell below the unity-gain frequency 

of this secondary cavity stabilisation loop (^5 kHz), the 

measure of the detector sensitivity, or gravitational 

uave amplitude, is just the motion of the PZT-driven mirror.
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At higher frequencies, the output of the phase-sensitive 

detector observing light from the second cavity provides 

a measure of the changes in length of the cavity. These 

observed noise levels uill be discussed in detail in Chap

ter 5. Before then, it is necessary to consider the sig

nificance and suppression of laser beam geometry fluctu

ations .



LASER BE AH GEOMETRY FLUCTUATIONS - IMPORTANCE, MEASUREMENT 

AND SUPPRESSION

(3*1 )Introduction

Laser beam geometry fluctuations are changes in the 

size, shape and position of a laser beam. Preliminary 

uork, both at Glasgou and at Munich (Rudiger et al 1981), 

indicated that these fluctuations may cause phase changes 

in the interfered light, setting a serious limit to the 

sensitivity of the gravitational uave detector. A consid

erable fraction of my uork has gone towards investigating 

this problem: elucidating the coupling mechanisms and 

significance of the geometry fluctuations to the inter

ferometer, measuring the positional fluctuations and dev

eloping various techniques for suppressing them by large 

factors ( £.100). It uill be seen that for much of this 

uork it is appropriate to consider laser beam geometry 

changes as fluctuations in the radial mode content of the 

beam, a point of vieu uhich is discussed in the next sec

tion.

(3*2)Laser Beam Modes

A laser beam is formed by optical resonance in a cav

ity formed by tuo (usually spherical) mirrors. Any cavity 

uith spherical mirrors may reduced to an equivalent con- 

focal cavity (e.g. Kogelnik and Li 1966) such as that 

shoun in fig 3*1 •

Nou the field distribution uhich uill result uhen

CHAPTER THREE
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Mirrgr 1 I Mirror 2

Fiq 3 * 1 : A confocal cavity consisting of tuo equal mirrors 

of radius of curvature R and focal length f. Both focal 

points lie in the plane P.

the material in the cavity lases uill be determined by 

the necessity for it to resonate inside the cavity —  it 

must be self-reproducing on a transit of the cavity. A 

set of such resonating field distributions exists —  the 

normal modes of the cavity. For mirrors uhich are large 

compared uith the beam size, it can be seen straightfor- 

uardly that the normal modes must be the set of functions 

uhich are their oun Fourier transform. For consider an 

initial field distribution in the central plane P, trav

elling to the right. Since P.is the front focal plane

of mirror 2, the reflected field distribution back in P
#

uill just be the Fourier transform of the initial field



distribution, but travelling to the left. For resonance, 

however, the field distribution travelling in both direct

ions must be the same. The set of resonant field distrib

utions is therefore composed of those uhich are their own 

Fourier transforms. In rectangular Cartesian co-ordinates 

(x,y,z) aligned along the cavity axis, the modes are thus 

Hermite-Gaussian functions (Boyd and Gordan 1961); the 

field distribution E(x,y) is

E(x>y) = ^  h (x)A h (y) (37 C— m m n n
r\ *v\

uith A , A amplitude coefficients and h (x), h (y) the m n M m x n 7

normal modes. It is convenient to uork in normalized 

co-ordinates X = j 2*x/u, V = J2y/u (u is the beam size) 

in uhich

h  ̂H (X)e_ x 2/2 (3m ' 7 P( m + 1) m

uhere H (X) is a Hermite polynomial:

2 2
H (X) = (-1 )me (d/dx)m e (3

For example, H_(X) = 1, H (X) = 2X and H^(X) = 4X -2;

some lou order mose are illustrated in fig 3*2.

Nou the modes are orthogonal; this means that the 

mode structure (i.e.the value of the amplitude coeffici

ents A , A ) is independent of the distance along the m n
beam axis, even after the beam has "leaked” out of the 

cavity. This is one reason uhy it is so useful to express 

beam geometry fluctuations as changes in the mode ampli

tude coefficients. As the beam propagates, the relative 

phase of the modes does, houever, change; if ̂  is the 

phase change of the laser light relative to a plane uave 

then (e.g. Kogelnik and Li 1966)

^ 0 ^  = (m+n + 1 ) arctan(^ z/tiUq ) (31
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Fig 3*2: The field distribution E(x) corresponding to 

some lou order laser beam modes (after Rudiger et al 1981)#

Here X is the uavelength and z the axial distance travelled 

auay from a beam uaist of size u_. Thus, the modes have 

different phase velocities; in turn, this means that they 

have different resonant frequencies in an optical cavity.

The frequency difference of modes separated by 4q in 

longitudinal mode order and A(m+n) in radial mode order 

is (Kogelnik and Li 1966)

A v  = >0 (Aq + cfl(m+n)) (3*5)

uhere yL is the free spectral range (c/2 d) and C is a 

constant depending on the geometry of the cavity: if a 

cavity has mirrors of radii of curvature R /.,R2 separated 

by a distance d, then

C = -arccos j{ 1 -d/R^ ) (1-d/R2 ) (3 *6 )

For the present 10 m cavities, C = 0*304.

Nou the transmitted amplitude of any mode through



an optical cavity is just

a (<5 )m
A (0) m

( l + F ’sin^rf/2) 2 (3

uhere F f is the coefficient of finesse ( F 1 = 4F /ti ) and 

o is the phase difference for one round trip in the cav

ity (cf. section 2*l(i)). But this phase difference is

6 = 2dAk = 4 Tud A v/ c = 2n4v/V (3

Thu s ,

A m Mm
a (o;m

[l + (4F2/a^) sin^TtAv/V^J “ 2  (3

So if a cavity is of a length that the fundamental mode 

hg is on resonance, other mode amplitudes uill be suppr

essed by a factor

Sm = [1 + (AF2/ u2) s i n 2(n4v / v 0)] 2 (3

To completely describe a field distribution E(X)E(Y) 

it is necessary to specify the (complex) mode amplitudes 

Am > A . Since h^(X) are orthogonal, the amplitudes are 

just given by

E(X)h (X)dX
A = -t . m
m 7 h;(x)h*(x )dx

(3

-oD

Dr,

A
( 2 / n ) 2  2 /

E(X)H (X ) e ' dX (3
m P(i m+l)2m -/ m

The corresponding pouer in each mode, relative to that 

in the fundamental, is given by

A 2 / h  (X )h*(X)dXm '■Cji m m

flg f hQ (X)h*(X)dX
(3

-  <P

Or,

*7)

• 8 )

•9)

•1 0 )

•1 1 )

• 12 )

•13)



 ̂u

l J l nm U

'a m
2 ■>(im+l)'

lfloJ p( m+ 1 )

2
m2 m] (3-14)

An important example of the application of (3*12) is the 

excitation of higher modes uhen a beam, initially contain

ing only the fundamental, moves sideuays by © X ; the mode 

amplitudes are then

A /An = exp(~^x A )  ( £ x / 2 ) m (3-15)
m ° r ( i m + D

For an angular change c & , uhich requires a phase gradi

ent across the beam, this expression is multiplied by i 

and Jx is replaced by J"2tuj cf B/'X • It can be seen from (3*15) 

that small positional fluctuations (J X, J"2T\uJfc)/;\ <^1 ) may 

be regarded as consisting of changes in the amplitude 

solely of the first order mode m = 1. Note that 

P(N+i) = (KT/2N )(2N-1X! ,so that P ( l + 1 ) = J V 2 .

It is not immediately obvious hou to reconcile this 

picture of, say, an angular change in the beam as a fluct

uation in the first order mode 90 out of phase uith the 

fundamental uith the requirement that the lateral displ

acement of the beam must increase linearly uith distance, 

along the beam. That the tuo vieupoints are equivalent 

is shoun in Appendix 7#

A beam size change a u implies, via (3*12), a change 

in the amplitude coefficients of all even modes. For sm

all fluctuations, it is only necessary to consider the 

second order mode:

(5a2 /Aq = -Jclu/u (3*16)

Similarly, a ripple on the intensity of form cosJiX
\

uill excite mode amplitudes

Am cC (^M?)m exp(-Jl?/2 ) (3*17)
2This is a maximum uhen m = j\_ •



Ue have seen that laser beam geometry fluctuations 

are readily expressible in terms of changes in the ampl

itudes of beam modes. It uill become apparent that this

facilitates the analysis of the effect of such fluctuat

ions on the gravitational uave detector, as uell as sugg

esting uays in uhich the geometry fluctuations might be 

reduced.

(3*3)The Importance of Beam Geometry Fluctuations

Laser beam geometry fluctuations uill be a noise 

source in the gravitational uave detector if they produce 

relative phase fluctuations betueen the tuo interfering 

light beams. There are at least tuo basic mechanisms by 

uhich this may occur (each of uhich is discussed belou): 

coupling through a static phase difference betueen the 

recombining beams (as suggested by Rudiger et al 1981) 

and a modulation by the geometry fluctuations of the amp

litude of scattered light.

(3»3(i)) Coupling Through a Static Phase Difference

Consider the case of tuo interfering beams, each 

uith an intensity distribution l(x,y,t), having a static 

phase difference /f(x,y) +71. The measured phase difference 

betueen the tuo beams is then, for small y),

If the intensity profile fluctuates by <^l(x,y,t) around 

an average value of IQ (x,y), then the resultant phase



fluctuation is

x > y > x >y)dxdy

J j  IQ ( x.y) dxdy
(3-19)

#t>

One of the most important examples of this is the 

situation of the tuo beams recombining at a small angle oCf 

so that X *  ,y) = kctx, uith a lateral beam jitter ix(t) 

at the point of interference. The spurious phase signal 

is then simply

= k*dx(t) ( 3• 2 0 )

The relative angle of the tuo beams might arise, for exam

ple, from a misalignment of the beamsplitter, uhich can
_ 5

only be adjusted easily to uithin M O  rad. It uill be

seen in section 3*4(i) that the positional fluctuations
H- 9 yfof the Ar laser beam are of the order of 5x10 m^Hz at

1 kHz, implying a phase noise of *'-6x1 0 rad/JTz. This is 

a factor of approximately 2000 uorse than the shot noise 

on 1 U of light; uith a finesse of 200 and visibility of 

40$, it is equivalent to a displacement noise of 1*5x10 m/Rz 

The seriousness of this noise is evident.

At first sight one might think that this noise uould 

only arise in that component of the light uhich uas dir

ectly reflected off the input mirror of the interferometer 

cavities, for the component emerging from the cavities 

has its positional fluctuations suppressed (cf. 3*10).

The relative phase of the light entering the cavities 

still fluctuates, houever. If the visibility is poor, 

this phase noise on the intra-cavity beam uill produce 

slightly less equivalent displacement noise than that on 

the directly reflected component, simply because of the



Pockels Cell

Fig 3*3: An indication of hou internal reflections uithin 

a Pockels cell may lead to tuo beams interfering at a 

small angle cl, if the tuo faces of the Pockels cell are 

not perfectly parallel.

smaller size of the intra-cavity beam.

Another uay in uhich the interference of tuo misal

igned beams may arise is by multiple reflections inside 

a phase-modulating Pockels cell (see fig 3*3). The angle 

oc is determined by the angular offset (uedging) betueen 

the tuo faces of the Pockels cell. If a fraction y of the 

intensity is reflected at each end of the Pockels cell,

then the ueak beam uill have have an amplitude y  relative

— 2to that of the main beam (typically y  ^ 1 0  ). For small

o(̂ s when the tuo beams still overlap, the phase noise 

uill be (cf. 3*20)

ockd x
-4\lou oL might be as large as 1 min, or 3x10 rad, uhich 

gives, for Jx'v-SxIO ^ m/JFFz, a phase noise of

10 ^ rad/^Hz’



For larger aL$ the beams do not overlap, effectively red

ucing y. Thus, uith the size of this effect being consid

erable, either a very large or a very small value of the 

offset ocis desirable.

It is possible to consider a more general static 

phase difference, such as that produced by mirror or pol- 

ariser imperfections, as being made up of a Fourier ser

ies; examination of the effects of a single component of 

this series allous a determination of the most critical 

spatial frequencies in the optical components. Thus, taking 

/0 y = jeCs infix

in (3*19) leads, via integration by parts and use of a 

standard integral, to the phase fluctuation <^"correspond- 

ing to a positional fluctuation aX:

h p T  -  x p ( - Jl? / 2 ) i X (3*

This expression has a maximum at SL- 1« So the phase noise 

coupled by flatness asymmetries in the tuo arms of the 

interferometer is largest if these asymmetries occur at 

a spatial period of about j2 ti times the beam radius u, 

or ^4 mm for the 10 m cavities. If the mirrors or polar- 

isers are flat to uithin ‘A/20 on this scale and i x ^ 5 x 1 D
rj

m/yHz» the resultant phase noise is ~5x10 rad/jHz•

Another uay in uhich an effective static phase diff

erence (i.e. a position-variable ueighting in (3*19):) may 

arise is by non-uniformities in the detecting photodiode 

(e.g. Meyer et al 1983). A ^/20 mirror non-uniformity 

corresponds to a variation of about 30% in the diode eff

iciency. The scale dependence is the same as that in equ

ation (3*21). Uhile an initial judgement might be that 

this coupling mechanism is considerably less important



than others, care must be exercised: for a detecting diode 

outside the vacuum system uill not benefit fully from any 

system to reduce the size of the beam positional fluctu

ations.

Positional fluctuations, being changes in the ampl

itude of an odd mode (m=l), require an odd static phase 

difference j^(x,y) betueen the interfering beams for phase 

fluctuations to be produced. Size fluctuations, on the 

other hand, are coupled in via even static phase differ

ences, such as a curvature mismatch betueen the combining 

beams. There are several possible uays of approaching the 

problem of the origin, magnitude and significance of such 

static phase differences.

One obvious and fairly simple approach is to assume 

a static phase difference -  ^cosJlX and calculate the 

resultant phase noise for a "reasonable" value of jPn* in 

a similar fashion to the calculation for positional fluct

uations above. For beam radius fluctuations o lj, this gives

= ^j£exp(-_Sl?/2) (Ju/u) (3*22)

This has a maximum at J l  = J2~. So if the mirrors and pol- 

arisers are flat to uithin /1/20 on a scale of ^3 mm (for 

10 m cavities) and ju/u ^ 2x10 /$Hz (see section 3*4(ii)), 

the phase noise might be as large as 3x10 rad/$Tz.

Beam size fluctuations may also be coupled in by a 

curvature difference betueen the interfering beams. This 

might be due to an asymmetry in the curvature of the mirr

ors in the tuo arms of the interferometer, or in their 

distances. It is evidently desirable to investigate the 

likely magnitude of the noise resulting from such mismatches, 

and to gain some idea of hou critical are differences in



mirror curvature and placement.

Uith the present optical arrangement, as indicated 

in fig 2*7, there are tuo places uhere phase fluctuations 

due to beam geometry changes may enter: at the light sam

pled by the 10% splitters (to lock each cavity) or at the 

interference of the cavity output beams. In the first case, 

beam size fluctuations may cause phase changes if the in

coming laser beam does not have the same size or curvat

ure as the beam in the cavity. A signal mimicking a phase 

change uill then appear in the secondary arm if the cav

ity lengths or mirror curvatures are different; alternat

ively, the distances from the beamsplitter to the

cavities

may differ. If the cavity output beams are interfered, 

only differences in the beamsplitter-cavity distance and 

cavity sizes allou beam size changes to produce noise.

Consider the .case of tuo interfering beams, of radius 

of curvature R.and respectively; the phase difference 

betueen the tuo beams is, as a function of the radial dis

tance r,

f ( r )  = (1/R1 - l / R ^ v . r 2/ ' * (3-23)

Application of (3*19) using cylindrical co-ordinates then 

yields the relative phase change produced by a beam size 

fluctuation iu:

i f  = (2Ttu2/a)(l/R1 - 1/R2 )(<fu/u) (3*24)

Nou the curvature difference <£(1/R) may be due to either
fcto fc'Ae. o.cctfc'

a difference in the effective distance of propagation/\^z

of the beams or a difference in uaist size /lu-.:□

i(l/R) = d i  l/R)/i)z. Az + c){ '\/R)/c) uq >Auq (3*25)



This, together uith (3*24) and the relations describing 

the propagation of a laser beam (e.g. Kogelnik and Li 1966):

R ( z )  = z [ l  + (tiU q / ^ z )2] (3-25)

u ( z )  = u0 [l +  (ttW q / ^ z )2] (3*26)

gives the relative phase fluctuation of the interfering

beams:

r = 2* Ud[1 + f  . ,

^  a * [ i  +  ( ™ 2 / a z ) 2 ] 2  1 ' "  ( o /  }

(2huq/^z) ( 3 * 27)

2 2For small cavities, i.e. (3z/nUg) V> 1 (or confocal para-
2

meter b = 2tuJq/^ ^  z ), this reduces to

-  ( 2 2 z/nu2 ) (<£ u/u) £ (Az/z) - (2TUJ2/2z)2 (Aug/ug)J (3*28)

In the case of large cavities ( b » z ) ,  the phase noise 

is approximately

4 ^  = -( 2^z/nwg) (^u/u) £ ( A z / z )  + 4(AuQ/ug)J (3*29)

It can be seen from (3*28) and (3*29) that small cavities 

are more susceptible to beam size fluctuations than are 

large ones (their uavefront curvature is greater).

Remember that the shot noise on 1 U of light corresponds 

to ^3x10“ ^  radjtfHz'.

Optically recombining the beams helps reduce A u^/u^ 

and Az/z; the limitation uill be any asymmetry in the



cavity mirror curvature or placement. If the optical paths 

of the tuo beams in the present detector uere different 

by 5 mm, the resultant phase noise uould be, again taking 

d u/u ̂  2x1 0” /̂JiTz at 1 kHz,

5x10”^ rad/JFTz

The beam uaist size u^ in a plane-concave cavity of 

mirror separation d and curvature R is (Kogelnik and Li

1966)

Uq = (2^/u)2 (R - d )d (3-30)

So, if the cavities are not identical:

^ u Q/u0 = ( V u u 2 )2 [dAR + (R-2 d)Ad] (3 - 31)

Taking asymmetries in the curvature (15m) and separation 

(10m) to be of the order of 1cm gives a phase noise of 

AeT'v 10~3 (du/u) ^  2 x 10-9 rad/fHz at 1 kHz

Overall, it thus seems likely that fluctuations in 

beam size uill produce phase noise at the detector output 

uhich is at least one order of magnitude larger than the 

shot noise on 1U of light.

Fluctuations of higher order modes uill produce phase 

fluctuations if a static phase difference of appropriate 

symmetry exists. The magnitude of such fluctuations, hou- 

ever, is difficult to predict.

(3*3(ii))Coupling Through Scattering

Any light scattered out of the main laser beam may

alter its phase. Beam geometry fluctuations can modulate

the amount of scattering, thus producing phase fluctuat

ions.



Consider the case of N scattering centres distributed 

randomly across the beam profile; this might occur on a 

mirror surface or uithin a phase modulator* If the nth 

centre scatters light uith amplitude and phase a^ and Q 

respectively (relative to the main beam), then the total 

phase difference due to the scattering is, for small a ,

t p [ n)  = ^  a ̂ s i n <S>n (3*32)

If the beam geometry changes, the scattered amplitudes 

a uill also change; for a small positional change of the 

laser beam,

|Ja I a  |aix/u| ( 3 * 3 3 )

The sign of ia is random-

As a further simplification, it uill be assumed that 

the phases B are random (due, for example, to a variation 

in size of small scattering centres) and the amplitudes a 

are uniform (a,-,). The randomness of the sign of ia eff

ectively reverses the sign of 0  randomly, leaving it 

random* The phase noise is then

ag(i x / u ) ^ s i n 0 n = ( 2 a JFAt) (cix/u) (3*34)

The total scattered amplitude y  = Na^, so the phase fluct

uations are just, dropping the factor of order unity,

(*/jr)(«ix/u) (3*35)

Since Jx/u '•v 5x1 0~^/ f f z at 1 kHz, taking y / M  ̂ -10 gives 

4&T^ 5x10” 8 rad/ITz"

A more general uay in uhich to urite (3*35) uould be

( ^ / ® ' ) ( c > A n/ A 0 )  ( 3 - 3 6 )

where is the amplitude change of the mth mode. This

relation should be approximately true for fluctuations 

of all lou order modes. Thus, they are all potentially 

dangerous noise sources.
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(3»4)The Measurement Of Beam Geometry Fluctuations 

(3»4(i))Positional Fluctuations

-f-
Movements of the Ar laser beam at kilohertz frequ-

-9

erable constraints on possible detection systems. For 

example, the thermal noise of most resistive-sheet-backed 

position-sen sitive photodiodes is excessive. It uas dec

ided to use a quadrant photodiode, taking the current 

from opposite sides as the position signal. This has the 

advantage of high sensitivity to positional fluctuations 

(negligible thermal noise from the diode) and an insens

itivity to intensity fluctuations uhen the beam is uell 

centred. The response of this system is fully analysed 

in Appendix 5, where it is shown that if a laser beam is 

close to the centre of the quadrant diode (i.e. offset 

r « u ) ,  the difference current for a movement ox is

<£ix = ( ^ P / A u ^ x  (3-37)

Here ^  is the power to current efficiency of the diode 

and P is the total power of the laser beam. If the posit

ional fluctuation is to be detected, this change in curr

ent must be greater than the shot noise in the diode 

current, giving a minimum detectable displacement of
/ i 1
min = rLU( e/ ^ y )2 = rLw(n.fiv/2 P J )2 (3*38)

where ^  — (2Tth/v/e)^ is the quantum efficiency of the

diode (',»-0,35). For P = 1mU, u = 0*2mm, this gives a min-

— 11 n —imum detectable displacement of *-10 m/)Hz. If this sen

sitivity is to be attained, the beam must be centred, in 

order to null out intensity noise, to uithin

|r/l0“ 6m] <  f̂ X/ l O " 11m/(jRz] [ ^ P/P V i  (3-39)



For ordinary measurements of the positional fluctu

ations, it is perfectly possible to achieve this centre

ing accuracy manually (at least over fairly short time 

scales). The offset r can be continually monitored by 

observing the strength of a signal, in the difference 

current, due to an artificial modulation of the laser 

intensity. Uhen the size of this signal is drastically 

reduced relative to the background signal from the quad

rant diode, it is known that the sensitivity of the diode 

to intensity noise has been suppressed and the difference 

current is a good measure of the positional fluctuations 

(as long as other noise is not important). Uithin a cert

ain range, the output signal is then independent of the 

positional offset.

In situations uhere greater long-term stability or 

resolution are required, a servo system may be used to 

keep the beam centred on the diode. This solution has 

been adopted in the present version of the gravitational 

uave detector. The servo system, uhich also maintains 

the detector alignment, is described in section 4*3.

To be able to measure a shot noise limited displace

ment, it is necessary to use a lou noise differential 

amplifier. The circuit that uas originally designed and 

constructed for this purpose is shoun in fig 3*3. Similar, 

though rather more sophisticated, uideband amplifiers are 

currently in use in conjunction uith the diodes on the 

central mas.s described in section 2 *2 .

A typical spectrum of the positional fluctuations 

of our Spectra Physics 170 Ar laser is shoun in fig 3*4. 

The small size of the artificial intensity peak relative



Fig 3*3: Circuit diagram for one half(dimension) of the 

original beam displacement detector. The 733 is a differ

ential input, differential output amplifier uith a band- 

uidth of 30 MHz at a gain of 10 (as here). Both outputs 

of the 733 have a DC offset of approximately 3 V; this 

is subtracted off by the follouing op amp, uhich also 

provides a further factor of ten in gain. Since the off

sets are not identical, current is injected from the reg

ulator to balance the 733 outputs.

to its size in the intensity spectrum demonstrates the 

insensitivity to intensity fluctuations. For comparison, 

the equivalent spectrum for the smaller Spectra 165 laser 

is shoun in fig 3*5. Both of these spectra uere calibrated 

by using relation (3*37) together uith the measured gain 

of the amplifiers, the measured diode current (^P) and 

the beam size u ('v-1mm and ''-□•5mm respectively) as calcu

lated from the knoun beam parameters in the laser and the
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IJ

distance of propagation of the beam. This method has been 

checked (for other measurements) by displacing the beam 

uith a mirror mounted on piezoelectric legs of knoun motion 

per volt; the tuo methods uere found to be consistent.

It can be seen from figs 3*4 and 3*5 that, for both 

lasers, the positional fluctuations are *Tx/u ^5x10 /4Hz 

at 1 kHz, and considerably larger at lou frequencies.

The angular fluctuations of the laser beam at a part

icular point may be measured by placing a quadrant diode 

in the focal plane of a lens. The resulting spectrum, for 

an older tube of the Spectra 170 laser, is shoun in fig 

3*6. These measurements uere made on the optical\table uith 

a beam size the same as that at the entrance to the inter

ferometer, u ̂ 1mm. Note that, uith this beam size, an

- 1 0angular fluctuation of 10 rad corresponds to a mode

fluctuation uhich, uere it in phase uith the fundamental,
_g

uould produce positional changes of ^ 6x10 m. These res

ults are therefore consistent uith the amplitude of fluct

uation of the tuo quadrature phases of the first order 

mode being equal.

These measurements of the positional fluctuations 

of the laser beam provide the justification for the fig

ures quoted in the previous section. Experimental measure

ments of the magnitude of the noise produced in the grav

itational uave detector by the positional fluctuations 

are described in Chapter 5

(3*4(ii))Other Fluctuations

In principle, beam size fluctuations may be observed
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by measuring the intensity fluctuations of the central 

(circular) portion of the beam, subtracting (or dividing) 

out the amplitude fluctuations of the uhole beam. This 

is further discussed in Appendix 6 . Preliminary experim

ents have been carried out, but uere limited by the comb

ination of light scattered off the aperture used to define 

the central portion of the beam and laser frequency noise, 

uhich produced excess intensity noise.

Similar experiments performed by the Munich gravit- 

ational uave group on their. Ar laser (Billing et al 198}), 

uhich has / x / u / O  0” /̂4iTz", suggest that cfu/u^4x10 //Hz. If 

the ratio of positional to size fluctuations is the same 

for our laser, then ue might have 

6  u/u ^  2 x 1 0 ” 6 /JTz

The situation for other types of fluctuation is even 

more ill-defined. There is no obvious, easy uay to measure 

small fluctuations and no data is available on their magn

itude. It is probably reasonable, however, to expect the 

fluctuation amplitude to decrease fairly steadily uith 

mode order.

(3*5)Summary

This chapter has discussed the uays in uhich beam 

geometry fluctuations may produce phase noise in the int

erfered light, thus limiting the sensitivity of the grav

itational uave detector. It has been seen that, in order 

for the phase fluctuation to be first order in the geometry 

fluctuation, there must be some other optical imperfection. 

This may be a phase mismatch due to asymmetrical optics,



scattering or spatial efficiency variations in the detect

ing photodiode. Even if these imperfections are minimised, 

the likely size of the phase noise due to positional fluct-
_  7 _____

uations is greater than 10 rad/fiTz (compared uith a shot

— 1 0noise on 1J of ^3x10 rad/yHz), demonstrating the need 

for some uay of substantially reducing such fluctuations. 

These predictions are in general agreement uith the obs

ervations described in Chapter 5.

The discussion of beam size fluctuations emphasised 

the need for symmetry in the optical arrangement. Even 

uith care, the resultant phase noise uill probably be at 

least an order of magnitude above the shot noise on 111. 

Thus, substantial reduction of beam size fluctuations 

uill also be required. Indeed, it seems likely that mod- 

erate suppression of all lou o r d e r m  1 0 ) uould be very 

desirable. Uays in uhich this could be acheived are dis

cussed in Chapter 4.



THE SUPPRESSION PE BEAH GEOMETRY FLUCTUATIONS

It is apparent from Chapter 3 that fluctuations in 

beam geometry must be considerably reduced if the ultimate 

sensitivity of the gravitational uave detector is to be 

attained. It is possible to conceive of at least three 

approaches to this problem, each of uhich is discussed 

in this chapter: use of a spatial filter, of a resonant 

cavity mode-suppressor or of active control of beam pos

ition. A fourth possibility, use of a single-mode optical 

fibre, is being investigated at HIT. Its operation is 

explained in Appendix 8 .

(4*1) Mode Suppression by Spatial Filtering

A spatial filter consists essentially of a pinhole 

placed at the focal point of a lens: the field distribu

tion in this plane is the Fourier transform of the incom

ing field distribution, so high spatial frequency compon

ents occur at large distances from the optic axis and are 

cut off by the aperture. It might be thought that any 

higher order modes uhich constitute a beam geometry fluct

uation uould also be cut off; but this uill only be part

ially true, for all modes contain some lou spatial freq

uency components (they are their oun Fourier transforms) 

uhich uill be transmitted. The factor by uhich higher 

order modes are suppressed relative to the fundamental 

uill be calculated belou. The curvature of the beam uill 

be neglected, a restriction uhich leaves the results un- 

altered as long as the condition z «r[Ug/^ is satisfied

CHAPTER FOUR



at the aperture, uith z the distance from the uaist u~.

In a situation uith natural circular symmetry, such 

as the diffr action of a beam by a circular aperture, it 

is most convenient to consider the laser beam modes in 

cylindrical polar co-ordinates (r,^,z) oriented along 

the beam. The normal modes then become Laguerre-Gaussian 

functions (e.g. Kogelnik and Li 1966):

E ( r , ^  = ^  ^  A^g^( r ) e " 1 ^
c f

= ~(p+~l'j'l (^rr/u)1Lp(2r2/ u 2 )e“ r //u e"lJ^;(4*
 ̂ f

1 2 2uhere L (2r /u ) is a generalised Laguerre polynomial:

L-^(x) = ( eXx_1/p j ) ( d/dx) P ( e“XxP + 1 ) (4*2)
1 1  0 For example, Lg(x) = 1 and L ^ x )  = 1 + 1-x. Thus gg is just

1
the usual fundamental mode, uhile g_ corresponds to a 

field distribution
2 , 2  , 2 . 2 w  2

( t . nf\ — O'? r /i.4 p  ̂ o ^= (J7r / u ) e" 1 r = (J?/u) ( x-iy ) e +y
(4-3)

This is a combination of the Gaussian-Hermite field dis

tributions E (X,Y) and Eg^(X,Y); so a small fluctuation 
1

in corresponds to a displacement in one direction and 

a tilt in the other. Similarly, a small change in g^ rep 

resents a fluctuation in beam size.

The mode amplitudes A"j constituting a general field 

distribution E(r,£f) are given by an analogue of (3*11); 

expression of the mode orthogonality, houever, requires

use of the co-ordinate

„ 2 , 2 s = 2r /u

so that



111

l e
and the mode amplitudes are

"» ’ (‘ -s)
O P

This relation can nou be used to determine the mode amp

litudes in the plane of the spatial filter (hence every

where) where E(s) is simply the incoming field truncated

at radius R =j2 r /u = Js •a a -'a

If the incoming field is taken to be a single (pth order) 

mode,

E1 (s) = A1 s1//2 e~Sy/2L1 ( s)e"1^ f (4*6)
P P (p + 1)! P

then.the emerging field has (qth order) mode amplitudes of

P V P + P

= A^/A^ = 7— StT, /s e~ SL^( s) L^( s) ds (4*7)qp q p (p + l)»_/ qv p v
o

The normalising integral in (4*5) is standard (Gradshteyn 

and Rhyzhik 1965). The integral in (4*7) may be evaluated 

using repeated integration by parts together with the rel

ation s (4 • 2 ) and

d(LJ(s)) = _L1+ 1 (S )
ds

For an emerging mode of the same order as that incom

ing, the resultant amplitude transmission factor is

A1 = 1 -  , .. (.g+jl!. R 2(q+l-j)
qq ( q + l ) l  ( q + l - j )! a

£(q-k-1)! Ra2(1+k + l)L ^ ( R ^ L ^ ( R 2)| (4-8)

o

Now the factor by which a beam geometry fluctuation corr

esponding to g^ is suppressed is



Some values of SJ~ are plotted in fig 4*1, for various 

aperture sizes.

An incident mode also excites different modes g
P q

(of the same symmetry) in the emergent beam. For q >p, 

the mode amplitudes are

A 1 = ^ ( q.k. l)( R 2 (l+k+l)Ll+k(R2 )Ll+k+1 (R2 )
qp ql(p+l)j f * a p-k a q-k-1 a

k -o

For q < p ,  expressions inside the sum have p and q inter

changed and the p»/qj term disappears.

The intensity of various modes excited by the fund

amental is shoun in fig 4*2. The power loss in the fund

amental and high intensity in other modes evidently limit 

the extent to uhich the aperture size may be decreased.

It is evident from fig 4*1 that the suppression fac

tors for lou order modes are generally modest. Fluctuat- 

ions of the important g^ mode (positional changes) are 

hardly suppressed at all until the hole size is made very 

small, uhen the pouer throughput is tiny and diffraction 

excessive. Thus, a suppression of g„ by a factor of 6 

(at R = 0 *6 ) requires that only 9% of the power is trans3

mitted in the fundamental, with 6% being transferred to

g^ and Wf- to g~ (see fig 4*2). Maximum suppression for

the glj mode (size fluctuations) is only about 3, with 6 5%

transmitted power. A single spatial filter does not, ther

fore, appear to be a good way to suppress low order mode 

fluctuations.

The suppression factor A°q /A* is always finite, a 

consequence of the positive-definite nature of
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Suppression Factor S
q

a

Fig 4 * 1 : Mode suppression factors as a function of hole 

radius R for a single spatial filter.a



I ntensity I1
qp

Fig 4*2: qth order mode intensities in the beam emerging 

from a spatial filter (hole radius R ) for an incoming beam3

containing only the fundamental.



[s1 e S//̂ L^(s)]^ in (4*7). Yet a spatial filter can in

finitely suppress a purely sinusoidal field distribution 

E! = sinJtX of sufficiently high spatial frequency SL. At 

first sight this seems paradoxical, especially uhen one 

notes that the only action of the (necessary) lens is to 

change the relative phase of the modes constituting the 

sine uave (cf.3*4) but the suppression factors are indep

endent of phase. The resolution of this paradox lies in 

the recognition that a sinusoidal initial distribution 

has mode amplitudes such that the transmitted amplitude 

is precisely cancelled by the amplitudes A^ excited 

by the different incoming modes. The significance of the 

phase of the incoming modes is nou evident. This vieu- 

point suggests a possible uay in uhich the suppression 

factors for fluctuations of individual modes might be 

increased. A spatial filter produces, from an initial 

mode g , an infinite collection of modes of the same symm- 

etry uhose amplitudes can be varied (uithin limits) by 

changing the aperture size and uhose relative phase cha

nges uith the propagation of the beam. A second aperture 

placed further along the beam recombines a portion of 

these different modes uith the original (further suppr

essed) mode, possibly producing total cancellation. The 

original mode is effectively interfered out.

Fig 4*3 shous some suppression factors, calculated 

using (4*8) and (4*9), for lou order modes passed through 

tuo cascaded apertures arranged so that the phases of modes 

differing by one in the value of p uere reversed betueen 

the apertures. Such an arrangement is obtained by placing 

the first aperture immediately in. front of the lens of
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Fiq 4*3:Iv)ode suppression factors, as a function of hole
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radius R , for tuo cascaded apertures uith optimal phasing.
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a conventional spatial filter (see fig 4*4). Because the

relative phase only varies slowly (cf.3*4), the placement
2

is not too critical, the only requirement being ^f/TcUg»1 , 

with f the focal length of the lens and Wg the waist size 

it produces. This phasing condition is, however, the opt^ 

imum one and any significant deviation from it will red

uce the amount of suppression of higher order modes. Also 

optimum is equality of size (relative to the beam width) 

of the two apertures and this was assumed in the calcul

ations. It is evident from fig 4*3 that the suppression 

factors are considerably increased over those of a single 

spatial filter and even become infinite at certain hole
'I

sizes. Suppression of gg (positional changes), however, 

remains poor for reasonable power throughputs (see fig 

4*2). For higher modes, the situation is more promising.

At an aperture size of R = 1*75, for example, gT* is
3 \

suppressed by 10 and g. by greater than 1 0 0 , yet 80% of 

the light is transmitted in the fundamental. Such a sys

tem of cascaded apertures thus appears to suppress modes 

of order g,? and higher quite well. This suppression is 

bought, however, at the cost of transferring power to 

other modes. For example, a fluctuation in the amplitude 

of g,j in the input beam results in a (smaller) fluctuation 

in the amplitudes of g^> g^ etc in the output beam. Sim

ilarly, unwanted power in the mode of interest is produced 

by modes of the same symmetry present in the input beam.

Examples of this are shown in fig 4*5, where the amplitude

1 ' . 1A ^  of an emerging mode g produced by unit amplitude of

an incident mode g , normalised to the transmitted ampl

itude of the fundamental, is plotted as a function of



Fig 4 * 4 : Schematic diagram of the arrangement proposed

to reverse the relative phase of modes differing by one 

in order betueen the apertures. The first aperture is pl

aced in front of a strong lens uhich produces a beam uaist,

size Up, approximately in the focal plane of the lens.

2 2 Phase reversal occurs if arct an (/\ z/rtu ) ̂  n/2, or A z /ttUq ^ I .
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1 »
qp

A

1 ’ 1 Fig 4 » 5 : Amplitude A of mode g emerging from

the double aperture system of fig 4*4, produced

by an incoming mode g"j of unit amplitude and

expressed as a fraction of the amplitude tran s-

0  fmission factor A„„ of the fundamental, for various

aperture sizes R •□ t a



hole size. Thus, at a hole radius R = 1*7, some 20% ofa

a size change is transferred to 5>j of a fluctuat

ion in g^ is transferred to g!l and about 30% of a posit-
1

ional fluctuation g~ appears in the next highest odd mode 
1

g «. • It therefore seems unlikely that use of this double 

aperture system could possibly reduce the overall detec

tor noise by more than a factor of ten.

Overall, spatial filtering does not seem to be a 

particularly good method of reducing independent fluctu

ations of laser beam modes. It might be of use if only 

small, additional suppressions are required or high order 

modes are a concern, uhen its simplicity is a great adv

antage. The spatial filter’s property of suppressing 

modes of order higher than one may make it useful as a 

method of investigating the sensitivity of the interfer

ometer to high order fluctuations. The need for a system 

to suppress modes by a large factor remains, houever.

( 4 • 2 ) T h e Hode-Cleaner

The representation of beam geometry fluctuations as 

mode amplitude changes, together uith the knouledge that 

higher order modes have different resonant frequencies 

in an optical cavity, suggests a uay of reducing such 

fluctuations: The laser beam should be passed through an 

optical cavity (a "mode-cleaner") uhich is arranged to 

be resonant for the fundamental mode (Rudiger et al 1981). 

It uas shoun in section 3*2 that this uould suppress the 

amplitude of a mode of order m by a factor



= [l + (4F^/ti^) sin2 (nA'v/Vg) J 2 (3*

Uell auay from resonance, this is approximated by

S ( 2 F /ti) s  i n (tl A'v/'Vn) ( 4 *m u

The value of sin(tlAt/'Vq) for a particular mode is deter

mined solely by the cavity geometry (cf. (3*5) and (3*6)), 

uhich must therefore be chosen so that all modes of int

erest are suppressed. Fig 4*6 shous the variation of 

sin (tl Av/zv_) uith mirror spacing d/R, for several lou 

order modes. It uill be seen that a confocal cavity does 

not suppress even modes at all (they are degenerate), 

yet is the most efficient suppressor of odd modes. Since 

it is essential to suppress both positional and size flu

ctuations of the beam, the choice of geometry d / R ^ 0*6 

or1*4 is the best. This gives about 90% of the maximum 

suppression for positional fluctuations and about 75% 

of the maximum for size changes. It also gives reasonable 

suppression for modes at least up to 6th order.

It can be seen from (4*10) that the' acheivement of 

large suppression factors requires a high value for the 

finesse, but this uill be constrained by the pouer hand

ling capacity of the mirrors (for a small cavity). The

2 2pouer. density at the centre of the spot is. Jg =. PF/it.u ,

-4and u'ulO m for a cavity uith mirrors of curvature 50cm

and separation 30cm. Uith commercially available mirrors

(Cl/I Laser Corp., 200 Dorada PI, SE, Albuqerque IMH, USA),
2uhich have a quoted maximum pouer density of 10 kU/cm , 

this uould limit the finesse of such a cavity to about 

100 for a transmitted pouer of 100 mU.

Another design consideration is the expected fraction 

of the pouer transmitted through the cavity. If the mirrors
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Fig 4 * 6 : Plot of sin (tl Av /v q )» uhich determines the mode 

suppression factors (cf. 4*10), for different spacings 

of the cavity mirrors, d is the separation and R the radius 

of curvature of the cavity mirrors. The behaviour of diff

erent modes h is indicated (after Rudiger et al 1981).



2 2 have loss coefficient A and transmission coefficient T ,

this pouer throughput should be (cf., for example, 2*18)

PT/PQ = (1 + A2/T 2 )-2 (4*

Uith these considerations in mind, a cavity uith

mirrors of transmission coefficient (finesse ^75),

curvature 50cm and spacing 30cm uas constructed (see fig

4*7)

A servo system is necessary to keep the incoming 

light‘.resonating in the cavity. This may take the form 

of adjusting the cavity length via its PZT-mounted mirrors 

to follou the laser frequency excursions ("locking the 

cavity to the laser") or of controlling the laser frequ

ency via its intra-cavity Pockels cell ("locking the laser 

to the cavity"). The error signal for the servo, the meas

ure of the frequency difference betueen cavity and laser, 

may be obtained by phase (or frequency) modulating the 

light and then coherently demodulating the signal from 

a photodiode looking at the beam reflected from the cav

ity.

Fig 4*8 shous an early measuffiment of the positional 

fluctuations of the beam uith and uithout the mode-clean

ing cavity. A constant artificial modulation of the beam 

position by a PZT-mounted mirror after the cavity enables 

comparison to be made betueen the tuo cases. It can be 

seen that the large artificial positional modulation that 

uas also injected before the cavity uas suppressed as ;• 

expected, but the background uas hardly reduced at all.

Yet this background uas found not to be due to intensity 

noise, but to a combination of frequency noise and a mis

alignment in the cavity. For either by deliberately mis-



j-uaue
PZT

mounted

mirror

Fig 4 * 7 : A schematic diagram of the mode-cleaning cavity 

The cavity mirrors are of radius of curvature 50cm and 

transmission coefficient 4%, separated by 30cm. The cav 

ity length is folded by reflection off a small, highly 

reflecting, plane mirror uhich is mounted on a PZT. Uith 

a first resonance of 60 kHz, this provides the fast elem 

ent in any feedback system uhich locks the cavity length 

to the laser light. The folding also reduces the size so 

that the cavity uill fit on the central mass. The slou, 

large range element of the feedback system is provided 

by the Burleigh Aligner-Translator, on uhich one of the 

12*5mm diameter cavity mirrors is mounted. The quarter- 

uave plate-polariser combination both provides isolation 

for the laser and enables the reflected beam to be obser' 

ved, thus giving an error signal for locking the cavity. 

Use of this technique means that the light in the cavity

is circularly polarised.
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aligning the cavity (see fig 4*9(a)) or by increasing the 

relative frequency noise of the light and the cavity by
i

decreasing the loop gain of the locking circuit (fig 4*9(b)), 

this background noise could be increased.

These observations may be explained by a model in 

uhich the misalignment produces a certain amplitude of 

the first order mode in the cavity, this amplitude then 

being altered by the frequency fluctuations of the in

coming laser beam. If the fundamental is on resonance, 

the fluctuations in its amplitude uill be small, so there 

uill be a relative fluctuation iA*/Ag. If the misalign

ment produces a static first order mode amplitude A. at 

the entrance to the cavity, the mode amplitude A* inside 

uill be (cf. 3*9)

|A'/A i| = [1 + (4F2/rt2 )sin2(R4'V/v0 )]^

^  (n/2F) sin(Tt/Vv/-y ) (4*13)

since the mode is uell auay from resonance. If the freq

uency of the light fluctuates relative to the cavity length

by Jv. the resultant change &f\. in mode amplitude uill be

o
. ru COs(Tc A-V/Vn)

h A / A il =  2 , 0 (4-14)
2 Fsin (tl &V/'Yq )

For the mode-cleaning cavity already described, this gives

J a ^/a 1 icr10J v

So the beam emerging from the cavity uill have mode fluct

uations of

<̂ A 1 / A g ^  10 ( A 1/ Ao)required to express o f f s e t * ^
*

I\lou a value of A * / A g 0• 1 uould correspond to quite good 

alignment, uith the transmitted intensity in the fundam-



Modulation peaks:

P = Positional

F = F requency 

I = Intensity

"Poor" alignment

Good" alignment

1000 2000 FREQUENCY (H z )

Fig 4•9(a ): Beam positional fluctuations after the mode- 

cleaner, for different alignments of the cavity.Bad align

ment allous frequency noise to produce positional changes. 

m/Jffz

5x10 - 9

5x10
- 1 0

5x10 -11

5x10 - 1 2
Lou gain

High gain

1000 2000 FREQUENCY ( H z )

Fig 4 * 9 ( b ) : Beam positional fluctuations after the mode- 

cleaning cavity (u^0*2mm), for tuo different gains (l2 dB 

change) of the frequency locking loop. Thus, increasing 

the relative frequency noise increases the positional

fluctuations of the emerging beam.



ental only dropping by 2%. Uith poor frequency locking, 

the relative frequency noise might be as high as 5kHz/fRTz, 

giving a fluctuation in beam angle of 

i e  ^  5x10” 1° rad/Hz 

The observations are thus explainable. It should be noted 

that a similar mechanism uill produce beam size fluctua7 

tions from a combination of frequency noise and incorrect 

mode-matching.

The elimination of this problem requires both care

ful alignment of the cavity and very good frequency lock

ing betueen the cavity and the laser. An increase in the 

banduidth of the frequency locking loop achieved by rais

ing the modulation frequency from 80 kHz to 1 MHz and 

feeding back via the Pockels cell in the laser enabled 

greater loop gain to be attained, greatly improving the 

operation of the mode cleaner. The positional fluctuations 

of the emerging beam uere no longer caused by frequency 

noise, though they uere still not reduced by quite as much 

as a large artificial peak. This uas probably due to sound 

or air currents disturbing the cavity; for once the cavity 

uas placed in a vacuum, both peak and background uere red

uced by the same factor of about 50 (see fig 4*10), The 

mode-cleaner thus suppressed positional fluctuations very 

effectively.

It is evident from (3*14) that the change in trans

mitted intensity produced by the suppression of higher 

order modes uill be second order in the mode amplitude.

It therefore seems that the resultant intensity noise uill 

be completely negligible.

The pouer throughput achieved uith this cavity uas
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only It is not clear uhat limits this, but it is

hoped that better mirrors uill allou higher efficiencies 

to be attained.

In the present gravitational uave detector, this 

same mode-cleaning cavity is incorporated on the central 

mass. This isolates it from vibration and air currents, 

and ensures that it stabilises the beam uith respect to 

the correct frame of reference. The lineuidth of this 

mode-cleaner is about 10 NHz, so the RF phase modulation 

must take place after the cavity. This has the advantage 

of reducing noise produced by beam positional fluctuations 

in the Pockels cell (as suggested in Chapter 3 and seen 

experimentally in Chapter 5). As noted in Chapter 2, the 

reduction in amplitude of any reflected RF sideband may 

help to reduce the significance of inadequate optical 

isolation. In this position on the central mass, the mode 

cleaner is a good uay of reducing beam geometry changes, 

suppressing beam positional fluctuations by a factor of 

50 and (ideally) size fluctuations by. a factor of 35.

Uhile some additional suppression may ultimately be req

uired, the incorporation of the mode cleaner should cer

tainly greatly reduce the noise due to beam geometry 

fluctuations.

(4*3)Active Control of Beam Position

An active system for reducing positional fluctuations 

of the laser beam uorks by minimising some position signal 

(e.g. from a quadrant diode) via feedback onto some trans



ducer (i.e. beam deflector). If both angular and lateral 

fluctuations (i.e. the tuo orthogonal phases of the first

ectors and tuo separate transducers are required for each

using a suitable combination of transducers to do so. Uith 

the detectors at different positions, the be a m ’s position 

in space is defined.

Uhile such a system is complex, it has the advantage 

that less light may be lost than for a passive system; 

there are no problems uith handling high optical pouers; 

the potential suppression factor is greater (for a noisy 

laser), being limited by the diode sensitivity; and suit

able choice of diode placement enables the beam to be 

stabilised to any frame of reference. Uith these consid

erations in mind, it uas decided to construct such a sys

tem.

If the diodes and transducers are labelled by sub

scripts n,m (n,m = 1 ,2 ) then the positional signal D

If the voltages on the tuo transducers are arranged to

be produced out of diode 1 , uhile the voltage from diode 

2 uill be

order mode) are to be suppressed, then tuo separate det-

dimension. The beam may then be stabilised by minimising 

its positional deviations from each detector independently,

be in the ratio  ̂2 ^ 'I = "* 1̂ 1 ^ ^12 * ^hen n0 si9 nal uill
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(4-17)

So, as long as the optical arrangement is such that

^21^12 = ^ 1 1^2 2 * 3 combination voltages may be found 

uhich uill minimise the positional deviations on one 

diode uithout affecting the other. If the voltages fed- 

back to the transducers are

B ii 8 

821 8

then the conditions for independent operation are

B 11 ̂ B 2 1 = * A22'/A21 (4 * 18)

8 12/822 = ■fl12/ A 11 (4-19)

These conditions may be achieved in practice using a cir

cuit of the type shoun in fig 4*11.

In principle, the beam positional fluctuations may 

be reduced until they are the same as the noise in the 

detector (ultimately, the shot noise in the diode current).

For 1mU of light, the potential suppression factor is 

over 100 at 1 kHz for our laser, and larger at louer freq

uencies. in order to take advantage of this, a high servo 

banduidth (> 100 kHz) is required. Yet, at the same time, 

a large dynamic range is needed in order to follou slou 

drifts of the laser beam position. This latter problem
r

is especially severe uhen the diodes are placed on the 

central mass of. the interferometer, since the beam steer

ing transducers must then compensate for any motion of 

this mass, such as occurs uhen the detector is aligned.

The solution adopted uas to use tuo sets of transducers: 

a large range, lou banduidth (^10 Hz) system consisting 

of a mirror, the angle of uhich may be varied (in tuo 

dimensions) by small loudspeakers (see fig 4*12); and a
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F rom 
diode

Preamp

One Dimension

From

diode
Preamp

T 1

Fig 4*1 1 : Schematic diagram of a system to stabilise the 

position of a laser beam. The difference signal from each 

diode, D , is split into tuo and passed:through variable 

gain amplifiers; signals from each diode are added and 

applied to the transducers T • Adjustment of the magnit

ude and sign of the gains B to satisfy (4*18) and (4*19)

ensures that a signal applied to the transducers from one

diode produces no displacement on the other. The feedback

system for each dimension may then be resolved into tuo

independent systems.
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Fig 4 * 12 : Plan vieu of the large range, lou frequency 

beam steering transducer. The mirror is supported by three 

legs arranged in a right-angled triangle, tuo of uhich 

are movable by small loudspeakers. The mirror can there

fore be tilted in each of the tuo dimensions.

The transducer is shoun actual size.

i
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Hi rror

Fig 4*1 3 : Plan vieu of the high frequency beam steering 

transducer. A cubic glass block of side 1cm is glued to 

a lead block, uhich is both massive and lossy. The glass 

isolates the PZT uhich is glued onto it (uith epoxy) and 

allous electrical connections to. be made', to the underside 

of the PZT uhere it overlaps the block. The PZT, uhich 

is a 1mm thick disc, is filed into four independent quad

rants. Opposite quadrants are driven uith opposite volts, 

so that the mirror glued to the PZT may be tilted in the 

tuo dimensions. The mirror used uas a Spectra laser back 

mirror, uhich conveniently combined high quality and small 

size.

Electrical connections uere made by soldering, epoxy 

uas used throughout and mechanical damping uas provided 

by "Q" compound.



Phase lag(degrees)

Fiq 4*14: The phase and amplitude response of one of the 

?,fastM beam steering transducers. The potential servo 

banduidth uith such a transducer is about 100 kHz.



small range, high bandwidth system consisting of a mirror

mounted on PZTs (see figs 4 ‘13, 4*14). The lou bandwidth

system has a response of ''-0*1 rad/A, uith a resonance at

-7220 Hz. The fast transducers give a movement of -^-2x10 rad/U,
-5or ''-4x10 rad if +100V/ amplifiers are used differentially.

The frequency response of the better of the tuo fast tr^ 

ansducers is shown in fig 4*14, demonstrating that servo 

banduidths of ''-100 kHz should be possible. In the other 

transducer, the resonance at ^35 kHz uas more pronounced, 

limiting the bandwidth, it uill be seen, to ^30 kHz.

The final arrangement is indicated in fig 4*15. The 

tuo diodes are placed on the central mass of the interf

erometer, uith a lens to effectively separate them (or, 

equivalently, to change the phase of the first order mode 

relative to the fundamental). The position signal from 

each dimension of each diode is then fedback onto either 

the lou frequency transducers only, or both sets together, 

to keep the laser beam lacked onto the centre of both 

diodes. The ratios (4*18) and (4*19) may be set empiric

ally by injecting a large artificial signal at a point 

as if it came from one diode and adjusting the potentiom-
9

eters that determine B .^, B»^ etc until movement is obs

erved on one diode but not the other. It is important 

to place the transducers as far apart as possible, so 

that they move the beam differently, as well as having 

the diodes separated by as large an effective distance 

as possible.

The lou frequency beam steering system uses operat

ional amplifiers to perform the required algebra, uith 

a current booster 0 Quf = 300 mA) as an output driver,
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as indicated in fig 4*16. The performance of the lou frequ

ency system alone is shoun in fig 4*17, uhere spectra of 

the signal. output from one dimension of the diode uith 

no lens, uith the feedback loop open and closed, are com

pared. The presence of intensity modulation, shoun in fig 

4*18, demonstrates the insensitivity of the signal to int

ensity noise. It can be seen that the unity gain frequency 

is ^10 Hz; the gain increases at louer frequencies (until 

^-0*25 Hz), uhere the loop gain is ^40. This banduidth 

limit is currently due to the excitation of a high Q loud

speaker resonance at ''-220 Hz, uhich is reduced to an acc- 

eptable size by the 270JLdamping resistor and further 

roll-off at ^50 Hz (fig 4*16). This lou frequency servo 

functions very uell on its oun as a uay of maintaining 

the alignment of the cavities and providing points at 

uhich to monitor the positional fluctuations of the laser 

beam on the central mass.

The circuit for the high frequency loop is shoun in 

fig 4*19. It uas found necessary to drive the tuo sides 

of each PZT uith opposite volts from tuo 100 U amplifiers, 

to provide sufficient range to cope uith the natural mot

ions. Note that the feedback netuork is AC coupled, uith 

a characteristic frequency of ~50 Hz. This is a conven

ient uay of removing the DC offset of the 733 amplifier 

in fig 4*19 and, more importantly, avoids burdening the 

loop uith the large lou frequency motions. Substantial 

gain remains, houever, at a feu Hz. Indeed, the achiev

able loop gain is considerable in the operating range of 

the detector. This may be seen in figs 4*20 and 4*21,
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uhich demonstrate the reduction by the feedback system 

of the positional signal from one of the quadrant diodes 

on the central mass* Uith a unity gain frequency of /v'30kHz, 

loop gain of ^30dB is attainable at 1kHz and more at louer 

frequencies*

In the absence of other noise, such as that due to 

intensity fluctuations or electrical pick-up, the posit

ional fluctuations should be reduced by a factor approx

imately equal to the loop gain. A louer limit on the imp

ortance of intensity noise may be found by measuring the 

coupling of intensity modulation into the quadrant diode 

signal uith only the lou frequency feedback uorking. This 

indicates (cf. fig 3*4) that positional fluctuations 

could be reduced by over an order of magnitude before 

intensity changes become important* The fast loop uill 

probably also reduce the intensity noise coupling by 

keeping the beam more accurately centred on the diode.

A serious problem uith the present arrangement is electr

ical pick-up. This is shoun in fig 4*22, uhere the posit

ional signal from one quadrant diode uith only the lou 

frequency feedback functioning is compared uith the same 

signal uith the incident laser beam blocked. It is evid

ent that beam positional fluctuations are not being 

measured (and may not, therefore, be suppressed) above 

1500 Hz. This pick-up seems to be occurring on the cable 

from the diodes to the preamplifiers, uhere the signal 

levels are lou —  the peaks correspond to a noise level 

of a. 0 • 1 /Ai/JHz • This uill probably necessitate the replace

ment of the tuisted pairs from the diodes to the stack 

by proper coaxial cable, such as the microco-ax used for



Positional Fluctuations

Frequency (Hz)

Fig 4 * 2 2 : Beam positional signal from diode 1 (Y output); 

top trace: lou frequency feedback only functioning 

bottom trace: no light on diode

the RF modulation. .This modification uas postponed, however, 

since it uould have disrupted the operation of the uhole 

detector, uhich took priority. The original arrangement 

does still provide the possibility of substantially red

ucing beam positional fluctuations in the important region 

belou 1 kHz.

A proper independent measurement of the functioning 

of the feedback system uould require an additional, indep

endent quadrant diode (or alternative measuring system) 

actually on the central mass. In vieu of the practical 

problems associated uith this (such as lack of room), it 

uas decided to attempt a measurement using a quadrant



diode placed on the optical table, uith light being split 

off for it at the entrance to the vacuum system. Even if 

the beam uas perfectly stable uith respect to the central 

mass, it uould still produce a fluctuating signal from 

this diode because of the relative motion of table and 

mass, together uith intensity noise due to imperfect centre

ing. This arrangement is, houever, able to put an upper 

limit on the beam motion, thus a louer limit on the factor 

by uhich it is suppressed by the feedback system. The pos

ition signal from this independent diode, both uith and 

uithout the operation of the- fast feedback system, is 

shoun in fig 4*23. These measurements uere found to be 

quite repeatable, even though the spot uas moving consid

erably at lou frequencies; the lack of dependence on off

set suggests that intensity noise uas not important. It 

can be seen that the feedback system suppressed the posit

ional fluctuations of the laser beam by a factor of up to 

100 (at ^400 Hz) and typically 10.

Uhile its useful banduidth is currently restricted, 

it is evident that the present fast feedback system prov

ides considerable reduction of beam positional fluctuations 

belou 1 kHz. It effectively eliminates the rise in the 

noise spectrum at lou frequencies, a necessity if the int

erferometer is ever to operate doun to 100 Hz. In combin

ation uith the mode cleaner, it should allou high gravit

ational uave sensitivities to be attained.
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DETECTOR PERFORMANCE

(5*1)Preliminary Experiments

Uhen the decision uas made to modify the detector to 

run as a polarisation interferometer using tuo-mirror cav

ities, it seemed uise to perform some preliminary experim

ents, uhich uould enable noise sources to be investigated 

and control experience gained in relatively simple experim

ental situations. The uhole of the group uas involved in 

these investigations.

The first of these experiments, intended to investig

ate the noise level uhen recombining tuo beams, used the 

simple polarisation interferometer shoun in fig 5*1. Lin

early polarised light enters a four-crystal Pockels cell 

at 45 to the optic axis; a signal applied to the Pockels 

cell thus modulates the relative phase of the tuo orthog

onally polarised components of the incident beam. These 

tuo components are then recombined by a polariser folloued 

by a photodiode. Observation of the demodulated intensity 

signal gives a measure of the lou frequency relative 

phase fluctuations of the tuo components. The near ident

ity of the paths taken by the tuo polarisations means that 

this arrangement is insensitive to some noise sources, 

notably frequency fluctuations. This system is therefore 

a good uay of testing for the presence of rather more 

exotic noise sources.

Great care uas found to be necessary to avoid scatt

ering as the beam uent through the Pockels cell or beam

splitter, since this alloued frequency fluctuations to
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Fig 5*1: Schematic diagram of the simple polarisation int

erferometer used to investigate noise sources

produce excessive noise in the final (demodulated) output. 

Perhaps the greatest surprise at the time, houever, was 

the extreme sensitivity of this interferometer to posit

ional fluctuations of the beam. This can be seen in fig 

5 *2 , uhich shous the demodulated intensity signal (comp

ared uith the photon shot noise), together uith'a spectrum 

of the beam positional fluctuations as measured uith a 

guadrant diode '>-1 0cm after the Pockels cell. The shot noise 

level uas measured by shining a torch onto the diode so
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(a)

1000 2000 Frequency(Hz)

Fig 5 * 2 ; Phase noise betueen the tuo beams of the polaris

ation interferometer of fig 5*1, uith the shot noise in 

the same light pouer indicated in the louer trace. The eff 

ect of the positional modulation shoun in (b) can be seen.

Positional Fluctuations (

3x10

(b)

3x10

3x1 0

1000 2000 Frequency(Hz)

Fig 5 * 2 ( b ) : Beam positional fluctuations *-10cm after Pockels 

cell. The lou level is due the use of the mode-cleaner.



as to give the same DC photocurrent. Uhen these results 

uere taken, a mode-cleaner uas in use to suppress beam 

geometry fluctuations before the polarisation interferom

eter. The peak at 1 kHz in fig 5*2 is the result of artif

icial modulation of the beam angle (before the mode-cleaner) 

by a mirror mounted on PZTs. Uhilst the relative heights 

of peak and background are not quite the same in the tuo 

measurements, it must be remembered that only one dimension 

of one of the orthogonal components of the beam positional 

changes uas being modulated, and the positional fluctuat

ions uere monitored at a fairly arbitrary position. These 

factors, together uith the similarity of the tuo spectra, 

make it likely that positional fluctuations uere producing 

the observed phase noise. Even in such a simple system, 

their importance is evident. Indeed, positional fluctuat

ions seem to produce excess high frequency noise uhenever 

^ockels cells are used to modulate the beam. The mechanism 

for this could be via either scattering or multiple refl

ections in the Pockels cell, as discussed in section 3*3.

This experiment demonstrated the need for the suppr

ession of beam geometry fluctuations before the phase 

modulator. It does, however, also demonstrate the possib

ility of acheiving reasonable sensitivities: the observed 

noise above 1 kHz is equivalent to a displacement noise 

of ^ 10” m/tTz uith cavities of finesse 600. Sufficient 

encouragement uas obtained for the reconstruction descr

ibed in section 2*2 to go ahead.

□nee the neu central mass uas completed, it uas dec

ided to test the noise level.in the Hichelson interferometer 

formed by the tuo cavity mirrors on the central mass. As



well as placing limits on any unexpected noise sources in 

this relatively simple system, this allowed testing of the 

lou frequency beam steering system, the mode cleaner on 

the top deck of the central mass, the remote controlled 

beam handling optics and the optical recombination of the 

separated beams.

The laser frequency uas locked to the mode cleaner, 

using 1 FIHz frequency modulation to obtain an error signal. 

The usual quarter-uave plate-polariser combination (plus 

an acousto-optic modulator) provided optical isolation 

and a rejected beam for the locking. Even uith ^-35dB of 

loop gain in this stabilisation system at 1 kHz, it uas 

found necessary to adjust the optical paths of the tuo arms 

carefully (to uithin ^ m m )  to minimise the coupling of 

frequency noise into the interferometer output. This adj

ustment also increased the fringe visibility — extinction 

ratios of ^100:1 uere obtained. The resultant lou frequency 

relative phase noise is shoun in fig 5*3, compared uith 

shot noise in the same light pouer (lOmU). The observed
— 8 r i . -phase noise above 1 kHz, at ^1*5x10 rad^/Hz, is perhaps 

a factor of 4 uorse than in the simple polarisation int

erferometer discussed above. Uhile definitive tests of the 

cause of this noise uere interrupted by laser tube failure, 

the levels are consistent uith the noise being due to beam 

positional fluctuations belou <v1 kHz and residual frequ

ency noise above 1 kHz. Since the prospects for improving 

both of these noise sources in the complete interferometer 

uere good, there seemed little reason to delay tests uith 

the uhole interferometer. Again, this experiment demonstr

ated the possibility of achieving reasonable noise levels.



Fig 5*3: The upper trace shous a spectrum of the phase noise 

observed betueen the tuo beams of a Michelson interferometer 

formed by the tuo cavity mirrors on the central mass. The 

louer trace shous the shot noise on the same light pouer 

as the output beam (lOmU).

(5•2)Interferometer Performance 

( 5*2( i) Calibration

Before discussing the performance of the 10m interf

erometer, it is necessary to understand hou it is calibr

ated.

The contents of section 2*2 described hou the detector 

is operated, uith secondary arm of the interferometer being 

maintained on resonance by means of a PZT-mounted mirror 

on the test mass. At frequencies uhere the loop gain of 

this stabilisation system is high (i.e. uell belou 5 kHz), 

the motion of this mirror is a good measure of the relative



length changes of the tuo arms. In this region, the int

erferometer calibration is knoun if the motion per volt 

of the PZT-mounted mirror is determined. At frequencies 

uhere the loop gain of the secondary locking loop is neg

ligible, it is the secondary phase-sensitive detector 

signal uhich gives the detector phase noise; this, too, 

must be calibrated.

The calibration of the PZT-mounted mirror used in 

these experiments uas carried out by Flunley ( 1982), uho 

used a tuo-stage technique. First, the laser uas locked 

to the arm of the interferometer containing the PZT-mounted 

mirror, by the usual technique. A knoun signal uas applied 

to the PZT (at '■v.IkHz) and the resultant signal on the las

er intra-cavity Pockels cell measured. This Pockels cell 

uas then calibrated by comparing the frequency deviation 

produced by the application of a knoun signal uith the 

free spectral range of a scanning Fabry-Perot spectrum 

analyser (or uith sidebands of a knoun frequency). The 

frequency deviation corresponding to a knoun voltage on 

the PZT mirror uas thus determined, hence the motion of 

the mirror uas knoun (cf. 2*55). The Pockels cell uas 

found to change its optical length by 0'45+0’05 nm/W, 

and the PZT mirror to move by 1*54+0*15 nm/V.

Uhen the primary cavity is locked, its phase detector 

signal provides a measure of the residual frequency noise 

betueen laser and cavity, as long as the level does not 

drop belou that of the noise present in the absence of 

interference fringes (i.e still uith laser light). In



the latter case, an increase in loop gain and so a reduct

ion in the error signal only increases the accuracy uith 

uhich this noise is imposed on the light. The residual 

frequency noise is then just that represented by the phase 

detector noise in the absence of interference fringes.

This may be calibrated by effectively reversing part of 

the procedure for calibrating the PZT mirror: uith both 

cavities locked, the laser frequency is modulated at a 

frequency uhere the secondary stabilisation loop has a 

high loop gain, and the resultant signals on both the 

primary PSD and the secondary PZT mirror drive are meas

ured. The knoun calibration of the latter enables the 

primary PSD to be calibrated in Hz/fflz. It uould also be 

possible to calibrate the primary PSD by applying a knoun 

voltage to laser Pockels cell.

Once the primary PSD has been calibrated by such a 

method, the secondary PSD may be calibrated in the region 

above the unity gain frequency of the secondary loop by 

modulating the laser frequency and simply comparing the 

outputs of the primary and secondary PSDs. Even if such 

a measurement is made at a louer frequency, the calibration 

in the high frequency regime may be inferred from a meas

urement of the loop gain — the factor by uhich the PSD 

signal is reduced. This, in turn, may be measured by inj

ecting a signal after the error point and measuring the 

size of the signal at the PZT mirror, first uith the loop 

open, then uith it closed. The ratio is the loop gain (plus 

1).

The PSD outputs may also be calibrated in terms of 

phase noise by measuring their noise level uhen a torch



is shone on the photodiode, a procedure uhich accurately 

gives the shot noise on this light level. If the tore hi 

pouer is arranged to give the same DC current from the 

diode as the laser light and this pouer is knoun, then 

the phase noise in the light may be calculated from (1*33).

Once the PSD outputs have been calibrated, it is poss

ible to deduce the cavity finesses from an observation of 

the RF fringe height (i.e. the size of the fringes at the 

PSD output). From equation (2*48) it is straightforuard 

to shou that the maximum height of the RF fringes occurs 

uhen

i m = 2 7 =  71/F (5-1)

If AV p is the peak to peak height of the RF fringes and 

oli/)r is the sensitivity of the PSD to frequency fluctuat

ions uhen locked (1 =0 ), then it is evident from (2*47) that

AV p/A'Vm = <)v/t)r (5*2)

Or, using (5*1), the finesse is given by

Vn V/Ov)
F = — ! --------  (5*3)2AM K '

PP

An alternative method of measuring the cavity finesse 

is via a determination of the storage time tr , the time 

for the intensity to fall to 1/e of its value uhen the 

incident beam is interrupted. The emerging field a time 

t after the incident field is removed is

E/Eo = T izL(RiR 2 el,$)N’ 1 (5‘4)

uith the notation of section 2 *l(i); P = ct/2 1 . Separating 

into tuo sums gives

E/E - T 1 (R1R ?ei^ ) ct/21
E/E0 " — !--- 1—?---------- (5-5)

1 - r 1r 2



Dr E / E q = exp(-jylnR. R 2) . exp( ict i/21) (5

For the field after time t is

F / E q = exp( - TZct / 2Fl )  exp( i t i / v g )  (5

The field is therefore a decaying' oscillation, uith a time 

con st ant

' t  = 2F1/TLC (5
S  '

Note that this is the same expression for the storage time 

as that obtained in Chapter 2 # So the finesse may be cal

culated from

F = nctr/21 = ’n r v ' t (5s 0 s
uith the 1/e time for the field (as measured by the PSDs

2
output) or the 1/e time for the intensity.

(5•2(i i ))Interferometer Performance

Early in 1983, the major part of the reconstruction 

of the detector uas completed and the first operational 

tests could be made. It uas decided not to use the upper 

tier of the central mass initially, since the need to keep 

the mode cleaner on resonance uould complicate the locking 

of the tuo detector cavities. This decision uas amply just

ified, for a considerable amount of uork uas required to 

acheive proper functioning of the cavity locking systems: 

in the primary loop, the gain balance of high and lou 

frequency amplifiers had to be adjusted, and more dynamic 

range found by inserting additional 2501/ amplifiers to 

drive the Pockels cell; uhile the secondary loop required 

adjustment of its filtering to ensure sufficient gain and



and banduidth (cf. section 2*2). Both PZT uire-pulling 

circuits had to be adjusted to try and give maximum gain 

given the constraints of mechanical resonances; large 

resonances in the suspension triangles uere made unimport

ant by damping uith lead and rubber. Use of only one tier 

also greatly aided the optical alignment of the system — 

by no means an easy operation given the need for a 1mm 

radius beam to pass cleanly through tuo Pockels cells 

(7mm diameter, -'-12cm long) and quarter-uave plates, as 

uell as resonating in 10m long cavities. Also for simpl

icity, these initial experiments used separate observation 

of the signals from the tuo cavities.

The phase-modulators initially used uere Gsanger 4- 

crystal AD*P Pockels cells. These contain tuo balanced 

sets of electro-optic crystals, each of uhich phase modul

ates one linear polarisation component. If light linearly 

polarised at 45 to the crystal axes enters such a modul

ator (the situation in these experiments), it splits into 

polarisations parallel and perpendicular to the axes; if 

a voltage is applied to the electrodes, the tuo components 

receive an opposite phase modulation. Such a differential 

modulation of the incident beam gives the possibility of 

reducing the sensitivity of the interfered output to noise 

arising from fluctuations of the components of the beam 

uhich do not enter the cavities but are directly reflected 

from the input cavity mirrors: for by applying exactly the

opposite modulation to the output Pockels cell, the modul

ation uould be removed from this component so that any 

noise uould not be detected. The beams from the cavities 

uould be modulated, since their original modulation is



not transmitted by the cavities. A distinct disadvantage 

of this scheme, houever, over one in uhich both polarisat

ions are modulated equally, is that the effective start 

of the interferometer is the input to the Pockels cell 

rather-than the beamsplitter. This provides another uay 

of introducing noise. In addition, the required depth of 

modulation (^-□•8 rad) at the input is so large that it tends 

to smear out the output fringes.

One of the first operational findings uas the serious

ness of optical feedback to the laser, producing excess 

noise around the RF modulation frequency (cf. section 

2 #/l(viii)). Careful adjustment of the quarter-uave plates 

(including rotation about all three possible axes) reduced 

the reflected intensity at the laser to -̂1 □ of that of 

the main beam. An Isomet acousto-optic modulator uas placed 

v O c m  in front of'the laser and arranged so that the beam 

used for the detector uas the first diffracted order. This 

is Doppler-shifted by the carrier frequency (SOHHz). Any 

return beam should be further Doppler-shifted, so its int

erference should not produce noise in any frequency region 

of interest. Uith careful adjustment, inclusion of this 

isolator reduced the noise by a factor of -30 (i.e. it 

reduced the return intensity by ^1000). This is probably 

limited by internal scattering.

A spectrum of the noise around the modulation frequ

ency (uith the acousto-optic isolator), as measured by 

the secondary PSD iti the absence of interference fringes, 

is shoun in fig 5*4. This compares the noise seen uhen the 

input beam folloued its usual path (so that the return 

beam from the cavity mirrors re-entered the laser) uith



Fig 5*4; Phase noise, in the absence of interference fringes, 

seen by the secondary PSD. Top trace: beam aligned so that 

any reflected beam re-enters the laser. Middle trace: beam 

slightly offset so that the reflected beam misses the laser. 

Bottom trace: shot noise on the same light pouer (l»5mU).

that observed uhen the incident beam uas misaligned so 

that the beam reflected off the cavity mirrors uas not 

coincident, uith the main beam and did not re-enter the 

laser. The shot noise level is also indicated. The noise 

in the intermediate, misaligned case is consistent uith 

being caused by a combination of scattering or internal 

reflections in the Pockels cell and beam positional fluct

uations, as discussed in Chapter 3. It can be seen that 

the noise resulting from light returning to the laser is 

a serious problem. In order to further reduce this noise



level, a Coherent acousto-optic frequency shifter (work

ing at 40MHz) uas placed in series uith the Isomet isolator. 

Care uas taken to ensure that diffracted orders other than 

the first could not enter either the other modulator or 

the laser. This required that they be separated by at least 

2 0 cm, uith irises placed to cut off all but the main beam. 

The pouer throughput of this double modulator system uas 

about 50/. That the combination considerably reduces the 

isolation noise can be seen in fig 5*5, uhich compares the 

shot noise in 8mU of light (measured uith a torch) uith 

the intensity noise around 24MHz on the same light pouer, 

measured on the optical table before the detector to min

imise the effects of the noise produced in the Pockels 

cell. The phase noise is -^6x10 rad/ITz at 1 kHz, an impr

ovement by a factor of ^50 being acheived by the use of 

the additional isolator. The isolation noise had thus been 

reduced to the point uhere it uas no longer an immediate 

concern.

The cavity mirrors used in these experiments were all 

coated by CVI (as uere the mode-cleaner mirrors), uith 

”high reflectors” (R •a=-99*7/) on the end masses and mirr- 

ors nominally of reflection coefficient R = 99*2/ on the 

central mass. This combination should give finesses of 

approximately 400.

The decay time, hence the finesse, uas measured for 

the primary cavity by observing the PSD output as fringes 

uere suept through. This is shown in fig 5*6: the observed 

1/e decay time of ^7/* s gives a finessB (from 5*9) of about 

330, not far from the expected value. This measurement uas 

made in March 1983, soon after the mirrors were placed in



Fig 5 *5: Equivalent phase noise in the light around the 

modulation Frequency, measured on the optical table before 

the detector. The top trace shous the noise in 8mU of 

laser light, uith tuo acousto-optic isolators, uhile the 

bottom trace shous the shot noise level for the same light 

power.

the detector.

The value of the fringe visibility that uas initially 

obtained uas ^50>, unexpectably lou. Uhile some of this 

may be explained by imperfect mode-matching (Appendix 4) 

and beam shape, it uas also found that the fringe visibility 

steadily degraded over the next feu months, becoming less 

than 10% by late June 1983. This degradation uas largely 

irreversible, uith cleaning of the mirrors having only a 

marginal effect; it uill be seen that it uas accompanied 

by a decrease in the finesse. Indeed, it nou seems that
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Time
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Fig 5 *6 : Primary PSD output as a fringe sueeps through*

The decay time of the oscillations is the storage time 

of the cavity.

the absorption of these mirrors steadily increased uhen 

left in the vacuum system. This absorption had the effect 

of degrading the possible shot-noise limited sensitivity 

of the gravitational uave detector and generally uorsen- 

ing detector performance. It uas still possible, houever, 

to make important investigations into the various noise 

sources of the interferometer.

All of the follouing spectra uere measured using an 

HP3582A FFT spectrum analyser. This has a dynamic range 

of 80dB, sufficient for most situations. The drive signal 

to the secondary PZT mirror, houever, contains both very



large lou frequency signals (to maintain lock against 

seismic motion) and very small high frequency signals 

(ultimately, gravitational uaves). In order to be able 

to observe these high frequency signals, it is necessary 

to strongly attenuate those at lou frequencies. A high 

pass filter uas therefore placed betueen the PZT drive 

signal and the spectrum analyser. Thi.s filter is shoun 

in fig 5*7, uith its measured transfer function shoun in 

fig 5*8. Thus, all of the follouing spectra of the PZT 

drive (only) should really be divided by this transfer 

function: the calibrations given are only strictly true 

at 1 kHz. For most purposes, houever, the effects of the 

filter may be ignored if attention is restricted to the 

region above 500 Hz.

A typical spectrum of the detector sensitivity (the

- 7 T drive), obtained soon after the insertion of the

double acousto-optic isolator system,is shoun in fig 5*9.

It can be seen that the displacement noise level is

-1 5 r—approximately 5x10 m/Onz above 1 kHz.

The claim that the PZT drive signal accurately repr

esents the displacement noise is only justified if the 

gain of the secondary loop is large compared uith unity.

This loop gain uas measured by injecting an artificial 

signal into the loop (uith a signal generator) and obs

erving the size of this signal on the PZT drive uith the 

loop first open, then closed. Since the action of the feed

back system is to reduce the size of the signals, the 

observed peak size in the closed loop case is smaller by 

a factor approximately equal to the loop gain of the system. 

This is shoun in fig 5*10. It can be seen that the loop
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Fig 5 * 7 : The circuit used to monitor the voltage on the 

secondary PZT. The corresponding transfer function is 

shoun in fig 5*8. The noise in this circuit is equivalent 

to 2 x 10

gain at 1 kHz is about 15, uhich is perfectly adequate.

The unity gain frequency is about 5 kHz (the filtering is 

at 1 2dB/octave betueen 100 Hz and 3 kHz —  see fig 2*12), 

above uhich the secondary phase detector output must be 

used as the measure of sensitivity.

The first noise source investigated during this series 

of experiments uas laser frequency noise. The technique 

used uas to artificially modulate the laser frequency by 

applying a signal to the Pockels cell in the laser and
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observe the resultant signals on both the primary PSD 

(uhich gives the residual laser-cavity frequency noise) 

and the secondary PZT drive. By comparing the relative 

heights of the injected signal and the background noise 

in the tuo cases, the magnitude of the detector displace

ment noise produced by the residual frequency fluctuations 

may be inferred. Care must be taken if the error signal 

is louer than the noise in the absence of fringes, as dis

cussed in 5*2(i). At the same time, the PSDs may be cal

ibrated and the finesses measured. Fig 5*1l(a) shous the 

primary PSD signal uhen locked, uith the signals in the 

absence of light and the absence of fringes for comparison. 

Thus, the residual frequency noise is *-0*1 Hz/JTTz at 1 kHz. 

This uas calibrated using the procedure described in sec

tion 5*2(i), i.e. by measuring the corresponding signal 

on the secondary PZT produced by frequency modulation.

This is shoun in fig 5•11(b ). It can be seen that the art

ificial frequency modulation peak is slightly smaller on 

the PZT drive spectrum, compared to the background noise, 

than it is on the primary PSD spectrum. This indicates 

that frequency noise alone is not the cause of the detec

tor noise, except perhaps in the region above 1*5 kHz.

It is, houever, very close to being the limiting factor; 

if the detector is to be substantially improved, then the 

importance of frequency noise uill have to be reduced.

This may be achieved by a combination of better frequency 

stabilisation and subtraction of the signals from the tuo 

cavities.

Part of the reason uhy frequency noise is so important 

is the high natural level of the frequency fluctuations in



Primary D SD 

Output (H z/lHz)

1000 2000 Frequency (Hz)

Fig 5•11(a): Primary PSD output; top trace: cavity locked, 

uith modulation at ~-1kHz. Intermediate (dotted) trace: no 

fringes, but still laser light. Bottom trace: light blocked.

Secondary PZT Drive ( m / f f z )

1000 ' 2000 Frequency (Hz)

Fig 5 * 11 ( b ) : Secondary PZT drive, uith the same frequency 

modulation as in (a).



our Spectra 170 Ar laser. This can be seen by measuring 

the voltage applied to the intra-cavity Pockels cell uhen 

the laser is stabilised uith respect to the primary cavity.

T h e .equivalent frequency noise is shoun in fig 5*12. The 

unstabilised frequency noise at 1 kHz uas thus about 3 kHz/'iTz. 

Comparison of fig 5*1l(a) uith fig 5*12 shous that the loop
4

gain of the laser stabilisation system is ^3x10 at 1 kHz 

and -2x105 at 400 Hz.

It is of interest to note the values of the cavity

finesses implied by these measurements (together uith obs

ervation of the RP fringe heights). The secondary and prim

ary finesses uere found to be approximately 300 and 150 

respectively. These values are considerably louer than 

might be expected, but are not totally surprising: for

these measurements uere made in June 1983, uhen the fringe 

visibility had sunk to ̂ 20^.

The importance of laser intensity noise uas assessed

by modulating the intensity artificially (by driving the 

laser current) and measuring the size of this signal on 

the PZT drive. The intensity modulation (measured by a 

photodiode on the optical table) and resultant sensitivity 

peak are shoun in fig 5*13. The slight increase in the 

noise level on the PZT drive over that shoun in fig 5*9 

is due to an earth loop caused by connecting a signal gen

erator to the laser pouer supply in order to modulate its 

current. It can be clearly seen, houever, that the natural 

fluctuations in the laser intensity produce noise in the 

detector output uhich is about a factor of five less than 

the observed noise. The significance of intensity noise 

if the detector performance is to be improved is clear.
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The sensitivity of the detector to positional fluct

uations may be evaluated by a similar technique. One of 

the PZT-mounted mirrors on the optical table may be used 

to modulate the position of the laser beam (in either dim

ension), the size of modulation and background fluctuat

ions being monitored by the tuo position sensitive diodes 

on the central mass. This is illustrated in figs 5*14 and 

5*15, each of uhich shous the position signals from the 

relevant dimension of both quadrant diodes, together uith 

the corresponding detector sensitivity, uhen the tuo PZT 

mounted angle-modulating mirrors are driven in turn. It 

seems that there is little difference in the coupling of 

different dimensions. Fig 5*16 indicates the equivalent 

detector displacement noise produced by one component of 

one dimension of the beam positional fluctuations. It can
_ 1 5

be seen that this is approximately 10 m/yHz at 1 kHz.

This is almost certainly an underestimate of the noise 

produced by beam positional fluctuations, for both com

ponents (i.e. angular and parallel, in and out of phase) 

are fluctuating in tuo dimensions. The true noise level 

is therefore probably a factor of about 2 higher than 

that indicated in fig 5*16. The potential importance of 

beam positional fluctuations is confirmed even though 

they, alone, did not appear to be the immediate limit to 

the sensitivity of the detector during these experiments.

The preamplifiers after the photodiodes used in these 

initial experiments both had a noise equivalent to shot 

noise in 6mU of light, uhile the pouer available from the 

1CT' splitters uas less than 3mU. Uith the degradation of 

the fringe visibility and so of the potential sensitivity,



17b
Beam -ositional

Fluctuations (m/lHz)

1000 2000 Frequency (Hz)

Fiq 5• 14(a) : Y positional signal from the tuo quadrant 

diodes, shouing positional modulation at 1 kHz. The top 

trace is diode 1 (no lens, u 1mm), for uhich the cal

ibration is valid; the bottom trace is diode 2. The Y 

dimension of transducer 2 uas being modulated.

1000 2000 Frequency (Hz)

Fiq 5»14(b) : Detector sensitivity, shouing the effect of 

the modulation in (a).



Beam Positional

1000 2000 Frequency(Hz)

Fig 5•15(a ) ; X positional signal from the tuo quadrant 

diodes, modulating the X dimension of transducer 1.

Again, diode 1 is the top, calibrated trace.

Displacement Noise (m/Hz)

1000 2000 Frequency(Hz)

Fio 5*15(b) : Detector sensitivity, uith modulation as in (a).
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this electronic noise became important. This may be seen 

in fig 5*17, uhich compares the size of the PZT drive 

signal uith the detector functioning and uith no light 

on the photodiode: the tuo signals are near-identical 

above 1 kHz. While the electronic noise uill be reduced 

by the loop gain, this leaves little margin for error, 

especially around 2 kHz. Certainly, any substantial imp

rovement in the performance of the detector uould require 

a reduction in this electronic noise. The preamplifiers 

uere therefore replaced uith louer noise versions, using 

smaller photodiodes. Fig 5*18 shous the noise of one of 

these neu preamplifiers, compared uith the shot noise in 

0*4mU. The noise-equivalent pouer is therefore about 1 0/ilJ 

since the system uas arranged to be front-end limited, 

amplifier noise uas no longer a problem.

The detector sensitivity obtained uith these neu 

amplifiers in place is shoun in fig 5r19: fig 5*19(a) is

a spectrum of the PZT motion up to 2*5 kHz, uhile fig 

5*19(b) displays the noise from the secondary PSD in a 

25 kHz banduidth. It can be seen that the high frequency
_ 1 5

noise has a flat spectrum at a level of ^10 m/H?, uhile

the lou frequency noise is the same as in the previous 

measurements. The measured finesses had nou decreased to 

150 and 120 for the secondary and primary cavities res

pectively, uith the visibility less than 10^. The effect 

of this decrease in visibility can be dramatically seen 

in the congruence of shot noise in 3mU (phase noise of

6x10 rad/^Hz, bottom trace in fig 5*19(b)) and a displace-

- 1 6 r—ment noise of ~6x10 m/Mz — a naive calculation uould 

have suggested that it uould have been 4x10“ m/lHz. This

• •



PZT Drive ( M / J ^ z )

1000 2000 Frequency(Hz)

Fiq 5*17: PZT mirror drive, uith secondary loop closed 

(top trace) and open — no light on photodiode (bottom 

trace); original preamplifiers.

PSD output ( V/}Hz )

2x10

2x1 0

2x10

Fio 5*18: Output of one. of the neu preamplifier-PSD comb 

inations. Top trace: shot noise on 0 #4mlJ; bottom trace:

no light on diode, i.e. amplifier noise.



PZT Hotion (m/jfTz')

Fig 5 * 1 9 ( a ) : Detector sensitivity in a 2*5 kHz banduidth.

Secondary PSD Signal ( m/jH z )

10

10

10

Fig 5*19(b) : Detector sensitivity in a 25 kHz banduidth. 

The louer trace shous the shot noise level in 3mU, the 

pouer on the secondary diode.



discrepancy may be explained (cf. 2-43) if the visibility 

uas only a feu per cent.

At this point, the deterioration in the mirrors made 

further measurements both impossible and futile.

Some of the measurements of the significance of the 

various noise sources are summarised in fig 5*20. It seems 

probable that the combination of three noise sources (beam 

frequency, intensity and positional fluctuations) is suff

icient to explain the observed detector sensitivity above 

750 Hz. The large peaks around 600 Hz, together uith the 

smaller one at 1280 Hz, are associated uith resonances 

of the suspension uires; these are excited by seismic 

noise or electrical noise in the uire-pulling or orient

ation control circuits.

This series of experiments made several things very 

clear: that mirrors must be found uhich give good finesse 

and visibility; that very good optical isolation is req

uired; that if the sensitivity is to be significantly 

improved, the fluctuation levels of the laser beam freq

uency, intensity and position must all be reduced. A feu 

of these points are discussed further in the next Chapter.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

It has been seen both theoretically (Chapter 3) and 

experimentally (Chapter 5) that beam geometry fluctuations 

constitute a very serious limit to the sensitivity of the 

gravitational uave detector. Indeed, the noise produced 

by positional fluctuations must be reduced by a factor 

of 'vl 0 if the desired sensitivity (i.e. shot noise on

is to be achieved at frequencies of several hundred 

Hz. Uhile this is a large reduction, the uork described 

in Chapter 4 on the development of suppression systems 

for beam geometry fluctuations should make it possible: 

the fast active system (section 4*3) uill be able to supp

ress the positional fluctuations by a factor of 100, uith 

the present mode-cleaning cavity (section 4*2) suppress

ing them by a further factor of 50. So a combination of 

these tuo uell-developed techniques is already almost 

enough to make positional fluctuations unimportant.

The importance of more complex beam geometry fluct

uations has also been demonstrated, though less precisely. 

These, too, uill be suppressed by the mode-cleaning cav

ity. It is not yet clear uhether the suppression factors 

attainable uith the present cavity (^35 for beam size 

fluctuations;) uill be sufficient. If they are not, it 

may be possible to use a cavity uith higher finesse: this

uill require, houever, the use of mirrors uith greater 

pouer-handling capacity or an increase in the length of 

the cavity. This problem of pouer density on the mirrors 

uill become more severe as higher laser pouers are ach

ieved. If only a small reduction in the size of higher



order mode fluctuations is required, it may be easier to 

use an aperture system such as that described in section

4*1.

Thus, it seems that the techniques developed here 

for the suppression of beam geometry fluctuations should 

be sufficient to ensure that they do not place an impor

tant limit on the sensitivity of the gravitational uave 

detector.

It uas seen in Chapter 3 that one of the factors 

uhich reduced the importance of beam size fluctuations 

uas the high degree of symmetry facilitated by the opt

ical recombination of the beams from the tuo cavities.

With matching of the tuo finesses, such a recombination 

uill also reduce the sensitivity of the interferometer 

to frequency noise. The importance of intensity noise 

should also be reduced in such a scheme: for a feedback

voltage could be applied to the output Pockels cell to 

ensure that an interference minimum is accurately main

tained; since this loop has a very high potential band- 

uidth (there is no PZT resonance to uorry about) it 

should have a high DC loop gain, so the residual phase 

error should be small, reducing the coupling of lou 

frequency intensity noise. When it is realised that the 

interfered output from the tuo cavities has the additional 

advantage of giving good fringe visibility (therefore 

better potential sensitivity), it seems clear that it 

is this signal uhich should be used as the measure of 

the relative length difference of the tuo arms of the 

interferometer.



In operation, the demodulated output of a photodiode 

observing this interfered light uould be fedback onto the 

output Pockels cell to maintain the null. The fedback 

voltage uould be a measure of the relative phase fluctu

ations of the interfering beams. This voltage could be 

fedback in turn to the secondary PZT mirror (uith, perhaps, 

a lou frequency component of the signal from the 10$ spl

itter). The voltage applied to the PZT uould then give 

the gravitational uave sensitivity in the region uhere 

the loop gain uas high. At higher frequencies, uhere only 

the feedback loop to the output Pockels cell uould have 

high loop gain, it uould be the voltage applied to the 

Pockels cell uhich uould give the detector output. Uhen 

even this loop gain is negligible, it uould be the output 

of the PSD uhich uould represent the gravitational uave 

signal.

The combination of the use of optical recombination 

of the tuo beams, together uith the mode cleaner (and the 

active system for positional fluctuations) should enable 

the detector noise level to be considerably improved. It 

is then likely that the thermal noise of internal vibr

ations of the test masses uill become significant. This 
1

is due to their rather complex internal structure. Repl

acement of the end masses by solid, rigid structures 

should present feu problems. The central mass, houever, 

is considerably more difficult, for it must contain 

quite a large amount of complex optics. A likely solution 

is to retain the present central mass but place the cav

ity mirrors on rigid masses uhich uould be separately 

suspended. This uould provide vibration isolation betueen



the cavity mirrors and the main central mass. Uhile a 

certain increase in complexity is evidently involved, this 

should pose no fundamental problems.

The discussion in Chapter 1 of likely_source strengths 

and detector sensitivities made it clear that detected 

laser powers of 1U are required if gravitational uaves 

are to be detected. This is perhaps a factor of 50 larger 

than the present detected power level in the Glasgou det

ector —  <v20mU from a laser single-line output of ~-200mU. 

These losses uill have to be reduced by ensuring very- good 

mirror quality (appropriate for the angle required) and 

using anti-reflection coating uherever possible. Greater 

laser power uill also be required, however. Some increase 

may be attained by using very lou-loss intra-cavity Pock

els cells, such as balanced Breuster cut crystals in a 

single glass envelope. Indeed, single-line output powers 

of up to 2U have been achieved at Glasgou uith an intra- 

cavity Pockels cell, though this has not been maintained 

for long periods.

An alternative method of increasing the available 

laser power is to eliminate the intra-cavity Pockels cell 

entirely. Instead, the laser uould be stabilised by hav

ing its mirrors mounted on PZTs, together uith an external 

Pockels cell. The PZTs uould be used to stabilise the 

laser frequency uith respect to a reference cavity, red

ucing the fluctuations to the point at uhich a phase 

correcting Pockels cell could be used to stabilise the 

light uith respect to the interferometer cavities. The 

first loop could have a banduidth of ^100 kHz, uhile the
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second could easily operate to several MHz. Such a t u o - 

loop system has been tried by the Munich group (Billing 

et al 1981). The final frequency stability could uell be 

better than that obtained uith a one-stage system using 

an intra-cavity Pockels cell, uhile the absence of the 

lossy Pockels cell in the laser uould result in a consid

erably higher laser output pouer. In addition, other las

ers may be used to amplify this stabilised light (uith- 

out the need for single-mode etalons), increasing the 

available pouer still further. A. Brillet at L'Universite 

Paris Sud is reported to be investigating this technique.

Another uay of increasing the effective light pouer 

is to recycle the light that uould otheruise be rejected 

at the beamsplitter (Drever et al 1981). A possible uay 

of doing this for a cavity detector is shoun in fig 6*1.

If the path lengths are adjusted to minimise the (already 

small) light pouer on the photodiodes, then the recycled 

light uill have the correct phase to increase the light 

pouer. This is only useful uhen the losses for one cycle 

are small; in turn, it uould only be sensible if the 

achievable storage time uas comparable uith period of 

the gravitational uave (otheruise more could be gained 

by increasing the storage time). If the fractional loss '•

per cycle (i.e. the fraction of the pouer not returning

eventually to the first mirror) is />, then the final 

pouer 1^ for an incident pouer I~ is just

 ̂f ̂  0 ~~  ̂̂  ( 6 * 0

So the sensitivity is improved (if shot-noise limited)

by a factor of
_ 1 _ *"z JL

Sensitivity gain = / ? 2 = 3 0 ^ / 1 0 “ ) ~ 2 (6*2)
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Fig 6 » 1 r The optical arrangement of a cavity detector 

uhich uses "light recycling". The additional mirror N 

is arranged so that it reflects back to the interferom

eter any light returning.touards the laser; if the light 

on the diode D. is minimised, the effective incident 

pouer is increased; after Drever (1983).

It is clear that the losses must be small if any signif

icant improvement is to be achieved.

If the losses are dominated by the absorption or

scattering (coefficient A ) at the cavity mirrors, then,

2 2for an input transmission T . » A  (i.e. lou loss),

S  = 2A2/T2 (6*3)

The mirror transmission should evidently be as large as 

possible compatible uith keeping a long storage time, i.e.
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This giues

j0 > c£: A^/2ixl (6*5)
/ ~ g

So the possible improvement in the shot-noise limited 

sensitivity over the storage time limit uould be
O _ 1

Sensitivity gain = (c 't A /2ti1)_2
1 . 0  /i L

= 14(l/1km)2( A / 1 0 ) -2 (6*6)

Uith high quality mirrors and lou loss optics, it

uould seem that the use of this recycling technique may

allou an improvement of the sensitivity by an order of

magnitude, Uith 1 U of incident light, this uould give

-  21a shot-noise limited sensitivity of h/^2x10 for milli

second pulses.

The high light pouers that recycling attempts to 

provide are required to reduce the photon-counting error. 

Caves (198T) has shoun that the origin of both the photon 

counting error and the differential radiation pressure 

fluctuations in the tuo arms may be considered to lie in 

vacuum field fluctuations. The tuo types of beam fluctu

ation are the result of different phases (relative to 

the beam) of vacuum fluctuation. The noise levels in the 

tuo orthogonal phases are normally equal, leading to the 

standard expressions for photon counting error and rad

iation pressure fluctuations. Caves’ suggestion uas that 

it might be possible to reduce the noise level in one 

phase, at the expense of increasing it in the other (thus 

avoiding a violation of the Heisenberg Uncertainty Princ

iple), Production of such a "squeezed state" in the vacuum 

at the normally unused port of the interferometer could
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therefore reduce the fluctuations in photon number uhile 

increasing the radiation pressure fluctuations. The over

all sensitivity of the detector could therefore be impr

oved.

Squeezed states can, at least in principle, be prod

uced by non-linear optical devices such as degenerate 

parametric amplifiers. It is by no means certain, houever, 

that reasonable squeeze factors can be achieved (e.g. Ualls 

1983).

A major problem uith squeezing is the transferance 

of noise from one phase to the other by losses in the 

system. The most obvious place at uhich this occurs is 

the photodiode, uhere the lack of efficiency means that 

the statistics of the light are only poorly reflected in 

the photocurrent. If only the light at the unused port 

uas squeezed, this uould totally prevent any possible 

sensitivity improvement. It may be possible, houever, to 

also squeeze the output light, effectively amplifying 

the signal and noise of the output light until the diode 

noise is negligible. So inefficient ^^-0*4) photodiodes 

may not stop the use of the squeezing technique.

Losses uill also occur at the cavity mirrors, inev

itably degrading the squeezed state. This means that 

squeezing can only improve the detector sensitivity if 

it is not limited by mirror losses: for cavity detectors,
o ? L

Possible improvement factor = (T./A )2 (6*7)

Note that this is about the same factor as that obtainable 

from recycling.

Use of squeezed states uill be difficult, but it may 

enable improvement of the shot-noise limited sensitivity
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by up to an order of magnitude. This, possibly in combin

ation uith recycling, should enable shot-noise limited

-21sensitivities of better than h /^10 to be achieved.

Another uay of further improving the sensitivity of 

an interferometer and so increasing the probability of 

detecting gravitational radiation is to use a technique 

uhich may be termed ’’periodic recycling” (Drever 1983).

A possible optical arrangement uith a cavity detector is 

indicated in fig 6*2. The incoming laser beam is divided 

at the beamsplitter into tuo equal halves, each of 

uhich enters one of the detector cavities through the 

high quality mirror H-* The cavities are arranged to have 

a storage time comparable uith half the gravitational 

uave period. On re-emerging from a cavity (uith the max

imum phase change given by 2*24), the beam is directed 

by the polarising beamsplitters into the other cavity, 

uhere most of the' beam still sees the same sign of grav

itational uave. The phase change thus increases. The shot 

noise limited sensitivity of the detector may therefore 

increase linearly uith the number of cycles until the 

losses dominate. It should be noted that the resultant 

sensitivity uill be an oscillatory function of gravit

ational uave frequency: an oscillatory output uill there

fore result if the gravitational uaves are broad-band, 

as in a pulse.

The periodic recycling system may also be regarded 

as a pair of coupled oscillators (Drever, personal comm

unication, 1983): the resonance is split into tuo normal

modes, the separation being determined by the coupling
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Fig 6 ♦ ? : An optical arrangement for periodic recycling 

uith a cavity detector, after Drever (1983)
*

constant (the reflectivity of ^  this latter quantity

is correctly chosen ( 1 A- > uith to the GR frequency

and 'V-j the free spectral range), both the uDCn light and

one of the sidebands produced by the gravitational uave

(cf. Appendix 2) uill resonate* The possible improvement

factor for a periodic source is therefore approximately

equal to 'Vn/CD • For a 1 km detector, this is a factor of0 g

approximately 25 at 1 kHz*

It is clear that periodic recycling promises to be 

a useful technique, particularly in the search for
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continuous gravitations radiation from souces such as 

fast pulsars. Together uith squeezing and normal recycling, 

it shares the requirement for large detectors and lou-loss 

optics* The possibility of using these advanced techniques, 

either separately or in combination, significantly incr

eases the likelihood of gravitational radiation being det

ected. These techniques also enhance the potential advant

ages of laser interferometers over bar detectors* It is 

apparent that the technical difficulties associated uith 

acheiving the required sensitivity are considerable. They 

do not, houever, appear insuperable.

I
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APPENDIX ONE

AN EXPERIMENTAL UPPER LIMIT TD THE GR Al/1T AT I ON AL RADIATION 

EROn THE niLLISECQND PULSAR PSR 1937+214

The pulsar PSR 1937+214 rotates at a frequency of 

642 Hz, only a factor of tuo less than the theoretical 

upper limit for a neutron star. Soon after its discovery 

by Backer et al (1982), it uas decided at Glasgou that 

it uas uorth attempting a direct search for gravitational 

radiation from this unusual object. A suitable detector 

uas available in the form of a split bar originally used 

for searches for gravitational-uave pulses and for a st

ochastic background of gravitational radiation (Drever 

et al 1973, Hough et al 1975); the high banduidth (N200Hz 

around 1 kHz) set by the latter application resulted in 

a reasonable sensitivity at 1284 Hz, tuice the rotational 

frequency. Uith a mass of 300 kg, Q of 2,200, coupling 

coefficient A  of 0*18, piezoelectric motion sensing, FET 

pre-amplifiers and room temperature operation, the detec-

-1 8 a—tor noise level u a s ^ S x I O  m/JHz at this frequency.

In order to obtain as good a sensitivity as possible, 

it uas decided to integrate the signal from the detector 

for several hours. This requires, houever, precise knou- 

ledge of the pulsar frequency. Uhile a value for this at 

one time could be obtained from Jodrell Bank* it uas nec

essary to calculate the apparent changes produced by Dopp

ler shifting as the Earth revolved and rotated.

If r and s are the position vectors of the Earth and 

pulsar in barycentric-equatorial co-ordinates, the time 

delay of a pulse received at the centre of the Earth
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Fiq A 1 * 1 : The rectangular barycentric-equatorial co-ord

inate system (x,y,z); the declination and right ascens

ion of a source are indicated.

relative to the solar system barycentre is

t ^  = (-1/c)r.s (A1 • 1 )

It is convenient to use rectangular barycentric-equator

ial co-ordinates, as indicated in fig A 1 * 1. In terms of 

the declination 6 and the.right ascension ,

x = cosJcose*. (A1*2)

y = cosJsin**- (A1*3)

z = sinJ  (A1•4)

So if the E a r t h ’s position is (X,Y,Z), the time delay is

trr = (— 1/c)(x X + y Y + z Z) (A1•5)EC ' ' p 7 p p

Thus, the rate of change of the time delay as a result

of the orbital motion is just

trn = (-1/c)(x X + y Y +z Z) (A1•6)EC p p p

The velocities X,?,Z are tabulated in the Astronomical 

Almanac.

There is also due to the spin of the Earth: if the



pulsar altitude (elevation) is h, the time delay at an 

Earth radius /> is

tg = r/’/c)sinh ( A1 * 7)

The value of sinh may be calculated from

sinh = sin^sinJ + cos^cosdcosHA (A1*8)

uhere is the latitude and HA is the hour angle, obtai

ned from the sidereal timet^HA = 't'-a i) ; o and ec must be 

corrected to the present epoch. So

t_ = -'£rcos//0rcos Jsin(tr-od) (A1*9)

A combination of (A1*6) and (A1*9) may be used to 

find the total rate of change of time delay, hence the 

Doppler shift.

The experiment took place betueen 20*15 on 6th Dec

ember and 04*15 on 7th December 1982. The calculated 

values of tuice the pulsar frequency for this period are 

shoun in Table A 1•1. The assumed periods, changed at the 

times indicated, uere sufficiently accurate to ensure 

that the phase discrepancy betueen the assumed and "true" 

apparent pulsar uaveforms uas aluays less than 0*1 cycle.

Time for Changing 

Period
Doppler Shift

&v/v)x10’7

Period During 

Run (ms)

20h 15*283 •778945039

23h 15*268 •778945096

□ • 30h 13*6066 •778945240

□2•OOh 11•299 •778945436

03h . 9*5437 •778945570

04h 7*7959 • 778945651

Table A 1 * 1 : Calculated values for tuice the apparent frequency.
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The experimental arrangement is indicated in fig A1*2. 

A 5 MHz crystal, referenced to the 60 kHz MSP standard 

frequency transmission, uas used as a stable clock. A 

signal from this clock uas divided by 3900 and used, in 

a tuo-phase lock-in amplifier, to beat the signal from 

the detector doun to near 1*8 Hz. This greatly reduced 

data handling problems. Each phase of this lou frequency 

signal uas then averaged in 26 minute batches using the 

HP3582A spectrum analyser. The trigger for this averaging 

uas obtained from the clock, using a system of pre-set 

scalars in the Tf 1 eap-yearM mode (Horouitz 1969) to ensure 

that exactly 7 cycles uere averaged on each firing. It 

is these scalars that uere adjusted to allou for the Dopp

ler shifts. The division of the data into 26 minute bat

ches alloued the signals at slightly different frequencies 

to be compared: the batches uere coherently added in the 

HP85 computer, uith phase shifts introduced to correspond 

to each frequency. The result of each of these integrat

ions uas folded into one cycle and the amplitude of the 

signal found by least-square fitting. This gave the amp

litude of the detector output at each of ten frequencies 

around the expected frequency, results shoun in fig A1*3.

It can be seen that there is no evidence for a significant 

signal.

The calibration shoun uas found by using capacitor 

plates at the end of the bar to apply knoun forces and 

observing the resultant output. The radiation uas assumed 

to be unpolarised. The varying sensitivity of the detec

tor, as its orientation relative to the pulsar changed 

during the experimental run, uas also taken into account.
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1283-856541 Hz n i rPulsar Frequency
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Fiq A 1 - 3 ; Detector output, expressed in terms of an equi 

valent gravitational uave amplitude, at ten barycentric 

frequencies*

If the signal at exactly twice the pulsar frequency 

is corrected for the noise power observed at other freq

uencies, it corresponds to a gravitational wave amplitude

-20x1 0
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Uhile this result does not constitute a severe astr- 

ophysical constraint, it is an interesting and direct 

upper limit on the gravitational radiation from the milli 

second pulsar.
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AN ALTERNATIVE CALCULATION OF THE GRAVITATIONAL-UAVE 

SENSITIVITY DE A CAVITY

APPENDIX TUP

The phase change produced by an incident gravitational 

uave in the beam emerging from an optical cavity uas cal

culated in section 2*l(i) by explicitly superposing the 

separate components of this beam. An alternative but eq

uivalent method (Drever, personal communication, 1983) 

is to treat the gravitational uave as phase modulating

the field inside the cavity (by = hklexp(i^j t)), prod-
Q

ucing sidebands uhose amplitude is determined by the res

onance of the cavity. The amplitude of the sidebands rel

ative to the main beam is then (cf., for example, 2*14)

(A2*1)

r  i i
Fhklexp(ico t) j e - 

s (l-R.R^) j^l+F’sin 2<4/2

uhere o = 2 jc y  /'V^ = 4tc1/^ . For <3£1 , (A2• 1 ) may be

uritten as

Fhk lexp ( ico t ) C
F- = — r--------- S 1 + i(4Fl/a )V (A2-2)

TuH + ( 4 F 1 A  y-\ L  9
s

Only the real part of the field is detected. For lou stor

age times (Fl/'A <£<1), the phase change produced by a grav

itational uave is therefore

= (F/n) hklcosco t (A2*3)
9

If Fl/a » 1 ,  then

= ( hk 7\ Q/4n) sindl t (A2*4)
y 9

Alternatively, the magnitude of AjZt is

\^P\ = fkc'fcsh [ l + ( 2 u ^ / t  )2J*i ( f l 2 . 5 )



uhere *C -  2F1/itc and <h = 2-rt/co .s 9 9
These relations are identical to those derived in 

section 2 * 1 ( i ) • Note that for the phase change

is about constant, at a value equal to one half of that 

obtained for a delay line of optimum length.
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THE FEEDBACK SIGNAL REQUIRED FDR THE ACQUISITION OF LOCK

Even in the absence of high frequency phase noise, 

the swinging of the test masses at their natural pendulum 

frequency with the consequent sweeping through of the 

fringes means that high frequency position feedback sig

nals are required if the cavities are to attain resonance. 

Crudely, if the duration of a fringe is , the feedback 

system must have gain out to a frequency of at least 1/fc 

if it is to be able to lock on. The system must also have 

the range to cope with both low and high frequency signals. 

These factors should be understood if an appropriate feed

back system is to be designed.

The signal giving the equivalent positional change 

of a test mass as a fringe sweeps through is (cf. 2*48)

Ax(t) = (V n )  sini  ( A3 • 1)
1+ F 1 sin o / 2

For high finesse cavities, the only significant contrib

utions to this are from the region where sindt i. Now if 

£  = it (i.e. uniform velocity of swing), the positional 

signal may be written

Ax( t ) = (VrO<3t[l+(F<k/n)2 ]-1 (A3*2)

Or,

A x ( t ) = CA/F)t [(n/Fj )-it]” 1 [(tl/fJ )+it]"1 (A3-3)

Taking the Fourier transform to give the frequency spec

trum gives (e.g. Bateman 1954):

Ax(f) = (V2F)e xp ( - f / f  ) (A3-4)L
where f = F^/ri.0

If the masses are swinging by one wavelength at 1 Hz, 

then d> might be as high as 4T\rad/s. Uith a finesse of 300,

APPENDIX THREE
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this uould give f 1 kHz. The feedback loop uould there

fore require gain in a banduidth larger than 1 kHz if the 

system is to be able to acquire lock at any part of a su

ing. The achievement of this necessary banduidth in the 

locking loop of the secondary cavity is by no means easy.

The frequency spectrum A3#4 also indicates a problem 

uith any feedback system uhich applies a force to the test 

masses, since the force required to produce a given displ

acement increases as the square of the frequency. Such a 

system is attractive because the double integration red

uces the effect of electrical noise or pick-up at gravit

ational uave frequencies. The maximum acceleration requi

red by (A3*4) occurs at a frequency f = 2f ; uith the 

parameters used above,

x(max) 2x1D- ^m/s^

This is quite large. If a capacitative system uere to be 

used, the required voltage uith plate area A and separat

ion d uould be

V = (2md2 x7££Q A)5 .(A3-5)

- 3 2Uith A ^ 1 0  m , d 1 mm and m ^ 3  kg, the voltage required 

for the attainment of lock uould be

UREQ ^  4 kV

Thus, the use of such techniques does not look practical 

unless the effectiveness of the damping of the masses’ 

suinging can be greatly increased.



THE EFFECT OF MODE-MATCHING ON FRINGE VISIBILITY

APPENDIX FOUR

The importance of obtaining a good a fringe visibil

ity as possible uas seen in Chapter 2; the significance 

of imperfect mode-matching is calculated here.

An incoming laser beam uith a characteristic size 

different to that of the cavity beam u„ uill lead to 

a degraded fringe contrast, for tuo reasons: the overlap 

betueen the interfering beams uill be poor and the excited 

amplitude of the intra-cavity beam uill be reduced. If 

the interfering beams are

E /] = EQexp(-r2/u^) (A4-1)

and E^ = (yu1/u2 )EQexp(-r2/u2 ) (A4*2)

uhere the factor (u^/u_) is included to ensure equal en

ergies uhen the amplitude factor w (due to absorption or 

poor excitation) is equal to 1, then the ratio of minimum

to maximum intensity is

I . /In = o min 0

^/^E0exp(-r2/u2 ) - (^u1/ u 2) EQ exp(-r2/u 2rdr
( A4

E2exp(-2r2/u2 )rdr

So the visibility is

V = 4*(u/)/u2 +u2/ u 1)"1 - y 2 (A4 • 4)

The amplitude of the intra-cavity beam uill be red

uced uhen there is a mismatch, for energy uill be trans

ferred to higher order modes(principally the second for 

a small mismatch). If |(u1-u2 )/uj « 1 ,  use of (3*13)

gives

0

or

In cC 1 - J ( W u ) 2 (A4-5)

y  ~ y o b  ■ i(Au/u )2] (a4*6)

The visibility is therefore



\l
~ i ( A u / u ) 2]  , r  7 l 7^ - 7 2 [ l  -  i ( A u / w ) 2 J  2  ( A 4

[ u ^ 2  +  U j / u J  / ° l  J

The significance of this may be seen by taking some exam

ples. If — 1, the visibility uith no mismatch is unity 

(100$); uith Au/u = 0*5, the visibility drops to 85/C.

On the other hand, a value of = 0*25 gives a visibility 

uith no mismatch of 44/C; uith Au/u = 0*5, V = 38$.

Thus, the precise quality of the mode-matching has 

only a moderate effect on the fringe visibility.
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THE RESPONSE OF A QUADRANT PHDTDDIODE TO POSITIONAL 

FLUCTUATIONS OF A LASER BEAN

A quadrant photodiode consists of four independent 

diodes arranged in the four quadrants of a circle (fig 

A5•1). If a light spot (e.g. a laser beam) is arranged 

to cover part of each of the four segments, then a meas

ure of the position of the centroid of the spot may be 

obtained from the relative intensities (photocurrents) 

of the four quadrants. Probably the simplest such method 

is to subtract the currents from opposite quadrants in 

order to obtain the position signal; information about 

the tuo dimensions (x and y)is then obtained separately 

from the tuo pairs of diodes. The aim of this calculation 

is to obtain quantitatively, for such a system, the sens

itivity to positional fluctuations of a laser beam of 

given size and positional offset, the non-linearity and 

dimensional cross-coupling. This uill include an assess

ment of the importance of laser intensity noise and photo- 

current shot noise. These results are relevant to the des

ign of the system used to measure laser beam positional 

fluctuations (Chapter 3).

Consider the system shoun in fig A5*1, uhere a laser 

beam of radius u is incident on a quadrant diode uith a 

positional offset r and angular offset Q +jrf uith respect 

to the diode, or D uith respect to an external Cartesian 

co-ordinate system. The measure of the x co-ordinate is 

the difference in photocurrent betueen quadrants 1 and 3

i x ~ i 1 ” *3 (A5-1)

APPENDIX FIVE
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Fig A5• 1 : Schematic diagram of a laser beam incident■on

a quadrant diode. The centre of the laser beam is offset 

by a distance r and angle &+jzf , uhile the diode axes are 

rotated by an angle jrf uith respect to the external co

ordinates.



A measure of a small fluctuation <£x is therefore

ii = - cSi (A5-2)

So ue uant to calculate the change in i ., i^ when x fluct

uates, for arbitrary r, 0 ,

The laser beam is assumed to have an intensity distr

ibution
2 2 2 2 

I ^ , t )  = l(t)e"2A y/u = (u2P( O A O e " ? ^  (A 5 • 3 )

uhere is the distance from the centre of the laser beam 

and P(t) is the total laser pouer at time t. The photo-

current in quadrant 1 is then

± 1 (t ) = y l ( t ) J  /e“3 ^ /u crdcr doL i£A5*4)

uhere y  is the pouer to current efficiency of the diode 

and Rp is the radius of the diode. In practice, R p - r » u ,

so this limit may safely be taken as infinity. Applicat

ion of the cosine rule then gives

i ̂ (t ) = ^" 2—  e 2 r  j  /exp [-2<r2/u2 4 ( 4r<r/u2 ) cos(@ -<*)] 0"tird*
TLU

( A 5 - 5 )

The integral over (f is standard (Gradshteyn and Rhyzhik 

1965), giving

2 , 2z z
i-|(t) = (/wP( t)/2n.)e“ 2r exp [( 2r2/u2 ) co s2 (©-*<.)].

Jn/2 - J2  /e dtjcU (A5-6)

Each part of the integral can be evaluated in a straight- 

foruard, if rather messy, fashion by expressing it as a 

series and using standard integrals. This gives (pto.):



21 U

i . c o  -

i C "  c  - s ^ K G - ^ S H W ^ * ^ ' ^

+  5 F  2 .  c < i - '
\ - o

' f
k a ^ m ^  K

L - o

Z  

J a

(A5*7)

This results in a difference signal i of

.,., _  . . n o , - w C ^ c  7 "
L - of J z  a <-o

(A5•8)

Defining the latter summation to be fjC©,^), ue can proc

eed to calculate the change in i corresponding to beamX

positional changes Jx, Jy by differentiating uith respect 

to r, 0  and using

ii = (c)i /<) r) (cfxcos0+jysin$) + (di /c)S) ( iycos^- Jxsin6)/r

(A5-9)

This leads to the result

A c-
X tl

AX. Cost)
- c ,

(lL+iX%Ui)!!zL ( S ^ / % y
Uzo L~~o

~ T ~  L— {2 L+O/l 2L

4- j (zL+f)C2ui)n ?y

(2L+0U 2

—
ur*-

C ^ y S jy js ^ ')

(2Lit)!! ZL
L 'O

L-o

-+ LxtsQ

Ca s i o )



Here is just the differential of ? A S  uith

respect to &9 i.e.

PL'iO^ f t )  ~  Z— 1

( A5• 11)

f\lou the series inlconverges quite strongly, uith 

[l/(2l + 1 )(21 + 1 )!'21]1 = 1 = 1/18. So if ue restrict attent

ion to the region r / u £ 1 ,  it is reasonable to take only 

1 = 0, giving

<fix = ^  U c o s { j z f + ( 4r/u) sin(£+0'-Jtc)] Jx

+ jsin^-J-Tt) + (4r/u)cos(^+p^in)] Jyj (AS* 12)

The ratio of linear to non-linear terms is thus u/4r: as 

long as r-^u/4, the difference current uill be a linear 

and orthogonal measure of the positional fluctuations.

In this limit, and uith /o  — the sensitivity becomes

j ix  = (A5-13)

For a positional fluctuation to be detectable, this cha

nge in current must be greater than the shot noise in the 

diode current:

X (2 e y P A f /  (AS* 14)

uhere e is the electronic charge. So the minimum detect

able displacement is
( I T

min = 71 u ( e^f/4^P ) 2 = T L u ( ^ A f / 2 i P )2 (A5*15)

uhere — {2rtf\'v/e)y is the quantum efficiency of the

diode (^0*35). For a laser pouer P = 1 mU and beam size

u = 0*2 mm, this gives

S x  . = 10“ 11m/Hzmin

If the beam is offset from the centre of the diode, then 

the difference current may be affected by a change in the



laser pouer. If these fluctuations are assumed to be of 

form

P(t) = P q + ^Pcoscut 

then, in order to see uhether the intensity or position 

fluctuations dominate the diode output signal, it is nec

essary to compare and The criterion that
d? dL o>- Ut

the signal due to intensity noise is less than that due 

to displacement noise becomes

0 (A5•16)

Or, ignoring the geometrical factor,

>
0

0
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A METHOD FOR MEASURING FLUCTUATIONS IN BEAN SIZE

It uas seen in Chapter 3 that fluctuations in the

size of a laser beam may produce significant noise in the

interferometer* It uould evidently be useful to be able

to observe these fluctuations. Nou in principle, a change

in the beam radius u may be measured by observing the

change in intensity of the central portion of the beam

relative to that of the outer portion (or to that of the

uhole beam). The aim of this calculation uas to determine

(and optimize) the sensitivity of such a system to beam

size fluctuations and to evaluate possible contamination

by positional fluctuations of the beam. The practicalities

of the subtraction (or division) out of the intensity

noise uill not be discussed.

Consider the situation illustrated in fig A6*1, in

uhich a laser beam of characteristic radius u is incident,

uith positional offset r, on a photodiode of radius r •c

The photocurrent is

APPENDIX SIX

The integral over Q gives an imaginary Bessel function

9-o j--o
uhere ‘ the pouer to current efficiency of the diode

( A 6 * 1 )

and l (<r ,&) is the intensity distribution of the laser beam:

5 0  f  h o  n n r r o n f  t o

uhich may be expanded.to give (Gradshteyn and Rhyzhik 1965) 

a current of



Laser beam

\

Diode

\

I

J

ri£_ A6 * 1 ; A schematic indication of a laser beam incident 

on a (smaller) photodiode, uith positional offset (r,(9). 

/^is the distance from the centre of the laser beam, uhich 

has a characteristic size u.



C T  -g—
K ! kl ( A6•4 )

This may nou be integrated by parts to give

/

v  a (  ( J i - Y * ) i^! ~  2 -  ( 2 i - z o n  2 .l Jy; f-a ^  l~-o-Z r / i j -
U =  ^ K e .  /  Kl , ,

Expanding this expression explicitly gives

O  —
1

-  c * ' " ' *  % - [ i  -  ^ X <  *  ■ * ) ]

0  ( J (A6*6)

If attention is restricted to the cose of r<c^u, this . 

leads to the result

^  = (2ppPi2/u3 )e_2r‘2/u2 (A6-7)
1

This current change produced by a beam size fluctuation 

is a maximum at r /u = 1/E; this does not exactly corr- 

espond to the maximum signal to noise ratio if shot noise 

is assumed to dominate, yet is sufficiently close for this 

choice of effective aperture size to be a sensible one.

For r /u = 1 /J2 , the sensitivity becomes

<Ji = ( 2 j 2 y P / e ) (/u/u) = 02/ qP/n/five) ( I  u / u ) (A6*8)

uhere e is 2*718..., q is the electronic charge and f  

the quantum efficiency. The photocurrent shot noise then 

means that the minimum detectable beam size change is

iu . = u ( e ( e - l ) n W 2 J P ) 2  per JFTz" (A6*9)

Note that this is about the same as the corresponding

limit to the measurement of positional fluctuations uith 

a quadrant diode (see Appendix 5).
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The diode current may also change because of beam posit

ional fluctuations:
2 2

^i = - (4^Pr^/u^) e”^1** rjr (A6*10)

Thus, positional fluctuations uill not be detected if the 

beam is centred to an accuracy of

L  S
u cir (A6• 1 1 )

So, if it is desired to measure a u to uithin ''-10 m//fTz 

and u *-1 mm, o r  1 ,  the beam must be centred to

uithin ^ 1 0” ^m.



THE EFFECT OF FIRST ORDER HODE FLUCTUATIONS ON BE AH

APPENDIX SEVEN

PROPAGATION

According to the formalism developed in section 3*2, 

a lateral displacement of the laser beam is represented
i

by a change in the amplitude of the first order mode 

m = 1 uhich is in phase uith the fundamental. The lateral 

displacement should evidently remain constant as the beam 

propagates, yet the first order mode gradually moves out 

of phase uith the fundamental. Is this consistent? Simil

arly, it is not clear that a fluctuation in the first ord

er mode uhich is 90 out of phase uith the fundamental
/

should produce the observed properties of an angular change 

— a lateral displacement uhich increases linearly uith 

distance along the beam. It is shoun belou, houever, that 

it is the combination of the change in the relative phase 

of the modes and of the overall change in the beam size 

u uhich ensures the consistency of the tuo uays of vieu- 

ing the situation.

Consider a fluctuation in A. uhich is directly in 

phase uith the fundamental at a beam uaist (size ug)> and 

should therefore represent a lateral displacement. A dis

tance z auay from the uaist there uill be a phase differ

ence betueen the modes (cf. 3*4) of

f t  = ar c t an (/I z/rrUg) (A7*1)

The lateral displacement at this position uill be deter

mined by the in phase component of the fluctuation o A * :

S f \ ^ ( / / )  = &f\^cosj2f  J (A7 • 2)

But c o s f l  = [l + tan^]"*" = [j + (fl zArUg)2]-^ (A7 • 3)

and the beam size u varies uith z as (Kogelnik and Li 1966):



[l + (^z/tiU q ) 2J ( A 7 M )

So the parallel component of the fluctuation is just

it is constant as required.

A similar argument can be used for an angular change: 

nou the parallel component producing the displacement is

Thus, the displacement is proportional to the axial dis

tance, as required.

Thus, the representation of beam positional changes 

as fluctuations in the amplitude of the first order mode 

gives the correct propagation properties of the beam.

(A7•5)

Nou the displacement this produces is (cf. 3*15)

<$X = JTjx/u cQ.  ̂(//) = ^A^Uq/u (A7-6)

Thus the displacement dx is independent of u and of z:

(A7-7)

and 3 z /t l u  u

This gives a displacement dx of

OC ^Z/ltUgU (A7-8)
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A NOTE ON THE BEAM-CLEAN ING ACTION OF SINGLE-MODE FIBRES

Chapter 4 described three possible uays of reducing 

beam geometry fluctuations. An alternative, currently 

being investigated at HIT, might be to use a single-mode 

optical fibre. This idea is briefly explained belou. The 

treatment of fibre modes follows that of Yariv (1976).

An optical fibre of diameter d may be treated as a 

waveguide, with discrete modes which may be considered 

to be the superposition of plane waves propagating at an 

angle & = arcsin(h/kgn^) to the axis of the fibre; hd 

is a number characterising the mode, kg is the vacuum 

wavenumber and n^ the refractive index in the fibre. The 

resultant field distribution inside the fibre, for even 

modes, i s

E = EgCos( hx) e x p ( -i^?z) (A8*l)

where = kgn2 COs6>; x is the transverse direction, z the 

propagation. For odd modes,

E = EgSin(hx)exp(-i^z) (A8*2)

Outside the fibre, the field decays exponentially:.

E = EgCOs( hd) expT-p( 'J x|-d) - (A8-3)

where pd is an integer uhich has to satisfy the relations

pd = hdtan(hd) (A8*4)

and (pd)^ + (hd)^ = k g d ^ n ^  - n?) (A8*5)

with n. the refractive index of the cladding.

It is evident that an incoming even Gaussian mode 

will excite more than one even fibre mode, uhile an odd 

Gaussian mode will excite odd fibre modes. The tuo types 

of mode are, however, sufficiently similar for reasonably

efficient coupling to be possible, for example, from the

APPENDIX EIGHT
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T qq mode into the TE^ mode and the T ^  mode into the TE^ 

mode. Beam geometry fluctuations require the presence of 

higher order uaveguide modes.

Nou if

0 <  (n| - ) kQ d <  TC (A8-6)

the uaveguide uill only support one mode uithout attenu

ation. Such a single mode fibre may therefore serve as 

a method of reducing the geometry fluctuations of a laser 

beam.

To calculate the decay length of a mode in the fibre, 

it is convenient to vieu the field as a superposition of 

plane uaves. These are reflected off the side of the fibre 

uith a reflection coefficient R. If the angle of propag

ation is Q, the number of bounces in a length 1 is

N = (1/d)tan0 * hl/kQn d (A8*B)

I\1The amplitude after N bounces is reduced by R , or

A/Aq = e xp (.1 hd. InR/k ) (A8*9)

If G is less than the critical angle, R = 1 and the mode 

does not decay. For higher modes, InR is negative-definite 

and the mode decays in a characteristic length

“knn?1 =  — -- ( A 8 • 1 0)
C (hd)lnR

As an example, consider the decay of the TE_ mode, uhich 

uould produce positional fluctuations. This has

T X / 2 < h d < T L  ( A 8 • 1 1 )

Taking n„«- 1*5, lnR^--0*1 ( R ̂  0 • 9), ^ *-5x1 0 m and d ^ 1 

(fairly pessimistic) gives a decay length of about 1cm. So 

even a 5cm length of fibre uould give a potential suppress

ion factor of over 100.

It is evident that, at least in principle, single-mode



optical fibres have considerable potential as suppressors 

of laser beam geometry fluctuations. It is not yet clear, 

houever, uhether associated practical problems uill severe

ly constrain their use.
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